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CHAPTER I
CONSIDER THE TERMS
Each term in the title of th13 thesis 1a too broa d for
cons1derat1on even in a presentation specific to itself.

Placed side by side 1n this way, they do not so much narrow
their width as increase their depth.
1forah1n will explicitly be referred to the adoration

of God as He has revealed Himself in Jesus Christ.

It will

be recognized that worship is a term that ce n be equated

w1 th the 11fe of a man in Christ, and tha t i·rorship 1s never
completely understood unless 1t is seen as an activity of
!!!!!11 in Christ • . It will be acknowledged that ~orship in its

foundation is an act of God, not of man, since "no man can
call Jesus Lord but by the Holy Ghost"; and that worship
cannot be understood apart from the worki~g action of God,
His Word, given to men 1n Sacrament and Scripture.

But,

though worship 1s .2f. God, considered as to its origin, as
to its obJect it is worship of 9:2.g.

Worship, most finely

understood, will be considered as something given !2, God l1z
man.

Worship will be viewed as those acts of adoration,

penitanoe, praise, and prayer which are offered to the Most
High by those He has made His own.

r

\ The Cp.urch is a term that will be understood in 1 ts

most Catholic sense as the whole number of those who, by a

2

new birth through the Spirit in Holy Baptism have been
given the life ot God in Jesus Christ.

The Church will be

seen as the people of God who are made members of the Body
of Christ and together are sustained in His life by the

working Word of God in Scripture and Sacrament.

The Church

will be recognized 1n the congregation of men, women and
children made saints by grace and, in company with one
another, continually seeking strength for the saintly life
from the means of grace.

Since the concern of this thesis

1s for children's place in the Church, the pattern considered
will be that of a congregation in whose membership are included a growing number of children.

Differences in the

age factors in a congregation, differences in the neighborhood aituetions, differences 1n size, location and design
of the church and school buildings, differences in the understanding and appreciation o'f Sacrament and Word and Liturgy,
all will require adaptation of the approaches a nd solutions

suggested here.

This presentation w111 place its considera-

tion in the frame of a Lutheran parish of contemporary
America having obvious tinges of Suburbia.

But, (1n general,

the Church will be considered ae a parish in which there
are Christian families, a Sunday school, a parish day
school, and corporate services, in all of which the power
of the Word 1s being received 1n Scripture and Sacrament and
the response ot worship being ottered. )

1/ T~e Church• a worship combine a this understs.nd1ng o f

worship and of the Church.) Both terms a re already wide,
and their combination has as broad a scope.

This presenta-

tion uill be concerned. with all aspects of worship in all
aspects of the child's life in a parish.

But in its ultimate a.pplic i;4t1on it will relate specifica.lly to the child I s
place in the corporate services of the congregation, the
minor offices,

11

The Order of Morning Service \·!1 thout Com-

munion, 11 and the Eucharistic service, t·1here the Church expresses 1te reality as the Body of Christ, and uhere it
repea•ts the commemorative action commanded 'by 1ts Lord and
r.ece1ves the Body and Blood of its Redeemer and Hee.d.

pre senta t1on will be concerned. that children

11

This

pray every-

uhere, lifting up holy h an<1a 11 but will submit tha t The
Liturgy with 1ts injunction, HLift up your hearts," muet
also speak to the Church's children and the children must
be able to

11

11ft them up unto the Lord" in the corporate

communion service· of the congregation • . Within Lutheranism
the means of grace are administered to the congregation 1n
The Liturgy.

Children must be helped to love the Service

in which their fa1th 1 a sustenance is given, which most
clea.rly demonstrP...tee the Church's oneness, the centre.lity
of worship in its life, and its historic continuity from
Old Covenant to New Covenant to each child's own Baptismal
I

'f Covenant. / Children have not really found their relation to
\
the Church's worship unt11 they know The Liturgy, uniquely

4

the source of tho1r gro1,T1ng 11:fe 1n the metans of grD.ce and
the clo.so1c and ever he:?..pful ex-.9r~ae1on

or

the1~ love and

'
a.dorat1on of the Father of ~11 s~J.1nta.)
I'--

·,

Children will be oons 1derad .1;.s oontra eted ·,;i th ~.dul ts. J

But little ,?.tteurp t \-Till b e mr..de t o differentiate betw·aen

childr0n of varied ~~es.

As the problem seen by thi s t h esis

i e that the Church' G u orship 1:3 now e.hape<1 aJ.mocr'i:; completely

for the adul·t worahipers,

,?.

conten.tion fox.o a. ehs.nge need

not b~ as detailed as the va~i~tion in c h ildhood's charac-

..i;erist1cs but can be a s r~dically simple as the rlif:ference
betu e e n t he boy and the man , the g11"'l a na. 'G he woman.

Con-

s: ider~ht1on ,Jill th0refcr0 renge frcm the infant's first
1

worshipinG rela tion to Cod. through Chris_tta n Ba:9t1sm and

Christ~an parents to th8 ch ild's f1 rs ~ commth~ion with God

through t he holy Boc"l_J,· and Blood of H1a non , Jesus Christ.

,,.

/

{ The burden of th€~ thesis will be to a.sk how these
Christians who are not adults ca n be helped to receive the
gr !:'.ce of the Hord of God; how they can bo helped to respond
to Hin in ,·1orship1ng t-1ord.s tha.t will be a prelude to a

worshiping lite; and hou they can learn to r eccgnize their
worshiping b~ethrcn 1n the f~1ly o~ God; t'md ult1ma tely
ho~.f ·t ~ey oan learn to do this applying ot" the Hord :f:-om
Sacrament s.nd Scripture, this J"8uly1ng of worship and, this
supnlying of e,d1ficat1on in the Church's corporate worship

and in the Church's Eucharistic service.

CH.APTER II
CONSLD}]R THE MILLSTONE

Ev1o.ently the f a ct of h #l.vinCT be e n e. child 19 not ~mough

to guarantee symp~thy with the atR.to of being one .
In the Chr1a t1A.n Churoh of o.!.l plt?.coa eould true

understanding a nd ap~rec1ation of oh11dhood be anticipated.
Our Lord lived through a childhood.

Wha t is more, Chris-

tia nity rejoices 1.n the f'&.ct thD.t God we.s found in f a.eh1on
a.a a rna.n--a nd. thi s ,·rae e.ccom~liahe d through a. miraculous

conception. by the Holy Sp1r1.t e.nd the birth of God' s Son ot

the Vtrgin Uary.

The inca rna tional nature of the Christian

fa.1th should give to childhood. a. spec1a.1 p lr-.ce.

And it has.

But al l too f e,., ~.dul ts recognize :!. t .

. , , ,.,
V"

A La ck of Concern for Childhood Expre s sed
1n the Church Toda.y

,.,.·

r"

(,. Our Lord had to 1-rern the Twelve of this sin. 1 "t!hoso

shall offend one of these 11ttlP. ones wh1ch believe ir.. Me,
1 t ~·ere better tor him th.e.t e.. millstone were hangea. e.bout

his neck, and that he- were d.ro·wned in the de:9th of the sea. "

His worde are quoted in St. Matthew 18 :6.

But 1n the 19th

ohapter when "there were brought unto Him little children
that He should put His hands on them Et.nd pray•" the
d1ec1plee failed to consider the millstone.

"The d1ec1plea

6
rebUked them."

of our Lord?

Why?

Was it a concern tor the weariness

Many have ottered that excuse for them--but

none of the three Scriptural accounts suggest it as their
mot1ve. l

Matthew Henry, whose opinions a1'.ra.ye appear dis-

armingly frank in the~r aged phrases, considers the rebuke

g iven by the d1ac1ples .a.nd comments:
They discountenanced the address as vain and frivolous,
and reproved them that made it as impertinent and
troublesome. Either they thought it below their Master to take notice of little chi.l dren , except any
thing in particula r ailed them; or they thought he had
toil enough with his other work, and would not have
diverted him from it; or, they thought if such an address a.s this were encouraged,.all the country weUld
bring their children to him, and they would never see
an end of it.2

The pertinent question is not about the disciples'
conduct but about the practice of the churches today.

When

Jesus Christ "called a little child unto Him and set him in
the midat 11 '.3 of the Twelve who were trying to decide who
should be the greatest 1n the kingdom of heaven, He was
using an obJect lesson to teach true standards of kingdom
prominence.

1l'he Rev. John G. Williams comments:

It is 1mnoss1ble to miss the force of 1t also as a
simple acted parable. It surely proclaims beyond any
posa1b111ty of mistaking that the proper place or the
child 1n the care and concern ot the Christian Church
(and in practice that means the local congregation) is
1 st. Mark 10:13;

st.

LUke 18:lSJ

st.

Matthew 18:19.

2Matthew Haury,! Commentary .2!!. the HolY Bible (Nev
York: Funk and Wagnalla Company, n.d.),V, 1.56.
3st. Matthew 18:2.

1
"in the midst. " The Chur<'h • s children must be the
centre and focus ot the Church' a work. J.~
Whatever the import of the object lesson, our Lord
speo1f1oally added, "·Thoso shall receive one such little
child 1n my name reeeiveth Me, 11 S and also, "Take heed that
ye desp ise not one of these little onea. 11 6

Is the Church toda y cons1der1ng the millstone, receiving the child in the name of Chri s t, setting the children
"in the m1dst 11 ?
In many congregations the concern for the child 1s
expressed in

11

one hour of reli gious tra ining weekly."

Those words a.re no improvement over one

or

the regulations

1n Engl and.' s Paupe r Apprentice Act of 1802, designed to
i mprove the lot of homeless children, placed in the hands
of l a bor contractors , shipped from city poorhouses to the
cotton mills.

The regulations governing the pauper ap-

prentices required
a twelve-hour day exalusive of meals, one new suit of
clothes per year, separate sleeping accommodations for
boys a nd girls, not more than two children to sleep 1n
each bed, and one hour or religious training weekly.?

4John G. · Williams, w rsh1p and the t,,1odern Child
(London: s.P.C.K., o.1957, p. 117.

1

5st. Matthew 18:5. ·
6st. Matthew 18:10.
?John Dutfy, "Early Faotor7 Legislation: A Neglected
Aepeot of British Humanitarianism,•• Chapter 4 in British
Human1tar1an1am, edited by Samuel Clyde McCulloch
(Philadelphia: The Church Historical Society, c.1950), p.
,
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Obviously none 1n ~he Church 1s now so oblivious to the
eens1b111t1es of children as to permit suoh hardship.

But

whereas the Ohr1st1an oonsc1enoe has brought about a drastic
improvement 1n every other area, in many instances it has
made no improvement at all on "one hour of reli gious training weekly."

Many parishes have, of course, pushed far ahea d o'!' this
minimum in their concern for the ohild.

But many others

have been content to wait until the Church's children are
old enough

11

to ait st111 11 for their "hour of relig ious

training weekly."

The Church's responsibility, they feel,

does not begin until the child is able to participate 1n a
group learning situa tion; and then the learning situation
1s often 1nd1st1r1gu1shable from those offered to adults,

except 1n the height of the chairs and the childish tone
affected by the voice of the instructor.
In commenting on John and Charles Wesley's aetive interest in oh1ld.ren, Phyllis Wetherell wrote:
Charles W~sley 1 s muse was not gifted in the art ot
reaching an ·1mmature audience. His interest 1n
children, like h1s brother's, d1d not include any
g:reat sympathy w1 th ch1l~o.o d as a phase ot development. Apparently, . it wa s ~erely a oond.itlon one could
overcome with a little etfort.8

Thie

1s

the ea.me lack of concern that ls 1neluded in Matthew

8Phyll1s Jane Wetherell, "Education El.lld the Children's

Hymn 1n Eignteenti,l Cientury England. 11 Chapter 10 1n Brit1sh
Human1tar1an1sm, .21!.• cit., p. 195.

•

9

Henry's first exouse tor the d1ao1plea• rebul~ing words to
the women who brought their children to Jesus.

"They thought

it below their Master tQ take notice ot little children,
exeept any thing 1n parti.cular a.1led tllem."

That our Lord

wa s concerned about children waa maqP. explicitly clear 1n
Hla rrorda, . "It is not t .he w1.ll of your Father wh1oh is 1n

heaven that one of these ltttle or+es should pe r1sh. 11 9

Our

Lord w;tth a ch1ld in His arms 1s evidence enough that Gpd
acted on this conce1"n.

"He died for all "--and Hie word to

His mother from the c~oaa ia

()\lr

echo of His memories of

childhood and an indication of His concern for thoaa st1ll
children.

"He rose again for our Justification" and set

no m1n1mum age requirement for those who could accept the
righteousness that avails before God.
The Church today agrees with th1s concern of God.

But

agreement in theory must be matched by agreement in action.
God acted 1n prov1d1ng the new life for children.
Church must act to give it t .o them.

Hie

How 1a it acting?

No

generalizations will be fair to many parishes trho a.re doing

God's work excellently, but neither will any generalization
be severe enough actually to picture the bungling that goes
on in some congregational agencies that are supposedly
agencies of the Holy Sp1r1t.

9st. Matthew 18:14.

10

Holy Bapt1em--God's eaorame~tal g1ft to convey new 11fe
to the Church's ch1ldren--1s being adm1n1atered , but is it
be1n3 remembered?

Not only ere countless narents forgetting

to seek the blessint of Baptism for their children, but many

who do, understand it only as

11

having the children done,"

and then regard 1t as so~ething compl eted.

I s the Church

developing parents (not t o bring up the whole situation

or

sponsors) who "put their child in mind of his Bapt1sm 11 year
by year ?

Do ch1ldren--or their parents--know the date of

their Baptisnal birthday?

Ea ch morning when they arise are

they oonecious of the new man, the bap tized mo..n, ~ho is
daily to "come forth and e.rise and to live before God 1n

righteousness and purity forever?ttlO
How grea t is the coneern of His disciples today?

How

much does t he Church follow through that God's concern be
realized?

How much consideration of the millstone 1s

actually being given by those who go about "having" children?

That Dr. BenJamin Spock's book should continue to be

a best seller, placing expert information on the care and
reeding of children into the hands

or

everyone who can read

and has fifty cents (before hospital bills) 1s all to the

good.

But that couples should be more conoerned with

techniques of having and not having children than they are
10Mart1n Luther, Small Catechism (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 19q.3T, p.· 17.

I

11

with saving them or offending them, this 1s tragedy in the
Churoh.

That pre-marital counselling includes more concern

with the process of multiplying than with the product, this
is tragedy.

That the Church baptizes the child to make it

one of ''the little ones which believe in Me 11 and then
leaves it in the care of parents wh~ have no awareness of
the millstone awa.1t1ng ''whoso shall offend one of these
little ones" or no instruction 1n the1r vital role as
priests 1n the house to these children of God, this 1s
tragedy.
When God gave the g1ft of procreation, man was in the
image of God. ' The fall into sin did not destroy th~ power
to reproduce, but it did completely change the quality ot
the product.
old man.

The new bots and girls were not new men, but

And the parents who could not pass on the image

of God by the regenerative process were also ill-equipped
to convey the real new life that, although it could come
about only by the regeneration of the Spirit, must be accomplished by their own use of the 8p1rit 1 s meane--the1r
own love of God, their own example, and their own vocal
explanations.

.And the first boy born was a murderer.

· aut he was born after the promise of a Savior, after
we assume that Adam and Eve had repented and come to the
new life of faith.

It ·1 t, could not be guaranteed to the

t ·1 ret Christians that the ab1l,1~y to give birth included
the wiadoIJ1 to give life, the dhureh today cannot simply

12

assume that s1noe a n1ce young couple 1e a nice young
couple, and since both h8.ve been baptized and are "regul ar "
1n their Church attenda nce a nd are married a nd obviously
have be en given the gift of proc.r ea tion, tha t thereby they
ar e oapable of conveying the life of God to their child, or
nre t r ustworthy minis ters to whom to entrust the ca r e ·a nd
t raining in t he vital fi rs t three yeare of the 11fe of a
Chr istian newl y crea te d in the Church by water and the
Spirit.
Does the Church look for no assurance that new parents

,..---

will not offend one of its little ones ?)' If its concern for
the children of its font ls not great enough to c a use 1t
anxiety, ought it not be concerned for t he parents who rope
millstone after millstone of damnation to their own necks by
their a ttitude toward their children? ( 1n our denomina tion

we eXpect communicants to announce their intention to com\
mune{
before they partake of the Sacrament, lest "any shou~d

eat or drink this Sacrament to hie damnation."

The theory

1s that pastoral care can be given to those who have announced, to be sure they are spiritually qualified to participate 1n the Holy Communion.

Should some be found who

do not know the goals of the faith or are not ready to g1ve
up the sine that will block the Christian 11fe or evidently
do not love the Lord who bought them, they can be warned
away from the Table

ot the Lord, or even

be excluded. ( But

does the Ch~ch eX!)ect an announoeme1i t or intention to

----

1:3
beget?

It does 1ns1st on a legal ceremony and recommend an

eccles1aet1cal one to solemnize and legit1mat1ze the connubial relationship.

But does 1t make provision to instruct

(not to limit the comparison simply to making 1nqu1ry) the
Christians who desire to beoome parents on the Christian
goals of parenthood?

Does it insist on the abandonment ot

a ny conduct that might distort the Christian growth of the
children that will be born into th·e Church?

(This 1s very

practioal--doee the Church permit the parents of its children to ignore the worship life of the Body of Christ and
thus undo by their example all that the Spirit and the
congregational agencies are attempting to do by their
1nstruct1on--does the Church permit this to happen to 1ts
children? or does it let the millstones tha t are preferable
be hung about the parents' neck with the observation that
finally it is the parents• ree:pons1b111ty?)

Must not the

Church point out to potential oand1dates tor its marriage
rite that unless there is a working love for the Lord who
bought them that will be extended to the children with whom
that same Lord will bless them, that the Church can not give
its benediction to the arrangement that will create them?
But where 1a it anywhere nearly that d1ff1oult to get
married?

And "who says it ie anyone's business but my own

if I become a father? 11

If it is our God's concern that none of these l~ttle
ones should perish, our concern, too, must reach out to the

children

or

the .Church.

fhe agencies that tho Church does eraploy--nre they
be 1ng uaec1 by parent a and are· they acting w1 th God to bring
the mesaago of His love to ch1ld1"en?

The "child 1n the

midst" was held by Jesus la H1a lap.

He knew His love, he

fe lt it.

Do the Church aervicea into whose midst our

oh!lfu•en ar® now

bi.."ough·t

convey the same warmth and Joy'l

The New Testament does not give us examples o-r what our
Lord sa id to children; it doea reveal how He acted.
love c amo through 1n demonstration.

Hie

If the d1ac1ples had

le ·t the women bring the childl•en, but by t t1e1r attitude had

made them feel unwelcome, might not the warning on offense
st1ll have been in order?

All the adult worshipers in a morning congregation
stand in the position of the dlaciples whenever e. father
and a mother enter the church building w1th their children.
They

cai.~

convey the 1mpress1on that He who dwells 1n this

house is too important

11

to ts.ke notice of little ch1ldren 11

and at the same time 1s not above being extremely annoyed
if children make themselves noticeable by being children

1n noise or wiggle.

They can create the conviction in a

oh~ld 1 e mind that the fellowship of the Church 1s only for
big fellows who can really sit 1n a pew and keep their legs
hanging down, and (oh, the bliss!) be able to reach the
floor when they do strive to keep their feet where they
belong.

15
And if this they do, all are 1n line. for our Lord's
rebuk.e--prn.y God, not tor H1e millstone.
Ever,, ·oarent "iJho attemntti to uae t he agency of tbe

" ..
Church's serv1ce8 to bring his caild into touch with the
love of God \·rill f ind hi s 9lace ln the llal"rat1 v e of our

Lord. and the children.
company of the mothers.

Their intention places thom in tile
(Tho fathers, it is to

oe

hoped,

"t·Jero all o;a.infully e:nplojred on the day shift when the in-

cident took place and are to bo excused.)

If such a con-

cern--"they uoulc1 see Jesus"--bringa them and their children
to Church, a good. number of the annoyances that c ause the
~G err1per3.tures of adult worsl-11pers to rise u ill alre ady be

under control.
:aut parents become offending d1sc1plea lf their own

desire is but to obey a nd not t o ~ Jesus, if worship is
to them a chore, if the Church service 1s a burden to be
endured or a rather unintelligible part of f amily mores
that 1o Just done.

They may think that 1n their Sunday

suffering they are also "suffering the li ·i;tla childJ. en to
1

come unto Him," teaching them that real life, true rreedom,
and the Joy that lasts are to ba round in the God ~ho is
named in the Invocation; but actually they are "'.;eaoh1ng

their children that the pursu1 t o_f happiness, 11berty and
life must wait until the Bened1ot1on--or the seven-fold
Amen, if the choir 1s 1n voioe and in attendance.

To enJoy

God forever may be an eternal poes1b111ty but is obviously
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impossible in t1me, and glor1fy1ng God, though it may not
be the chief, is obviously a contributing cause to the end
of man.
This 1e not really funny.

It 1s cause for a millstone.

And it 1s real.
Guns had to be checked outside of the swinging doors
in the old West; strong spirits and gunpowder did not mix
well.

Parents might well be searched at the west entrance

of the Church lest they bring in comic books or toys that
will not serve as helps to the Spirit in this house.

All

too frequently this is the only devotional equipment which
has been supplied for the children.

They have not been

helped to understand why they have come nor what they are
to do, nor ever helped in how to do it.

As long as the

service does not recognize the presence of the Church's
children, the children will need assistance to spend the
time w1th their Lord.

~ut the help given them should point

them toward Him, not encourage them to igno~e Him.

The

Church might provide, 1f parents are not informed enough to
do so, the oolor1ng books that are Christian, the picture
books that are worthy, for the long periods of Just sitting
that so afflict the child's patience.
The point in question 1s--are parents conce.rned enough
about their children to use the agenp,1es the Churoh doea
provide for bringing people into conversation with a lov1ng
God?

Is the Church building first introduced as a place to

1
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be still even though you don't know why, or to be still
because you do know He is Ged?

Is the muso1e tension 1n

the arms of the parents and the despair 1n their hearts
when their children are restless e.nd noisy during a service
c aused by what . others a.re th1nk1ng or muttering, or cs.used
by the d1sappo1ntm.ent that their own gladness has not yet
been shared by the ch1ld to whom they h e.ve said, "Let us go

ui,to the house of the Lord 11 ?

to the ch1ld a

11

And is the resulting approach

non-eccles1astiea1 laying on of hands" to

enforce compliance with an unintelligible demand?

Or are

parents re ady to see that fore few years theirs must be
the preference for door keeping at the house of the Lord
r ather than the more comfortable dwelling in His tabernacle,
and 1s theirs a love and reverence that will take time to

tea ch the ch1ldren to enter?
If these are their 1nte.nt1ons, then they stand w1th the
mothers who brought.their children to our Lord that He should
touch them, and who shall r6buk.e them?

But 1t must be ad-

mitted that many still find preferable the millstone.
But who is 1t that 1s most easily compared with the
d1ec1ples?--the pastor.

(And, one must add, the elders or

whoever 1s responsible for the ari.-angement of the ae~v1cea.}
How does he suffer little children?

Is the first humorous

reaction, "when they insist on making the sermon a duet?•
Moat seriously, are not words rrom the pulpit otten ot all
words heard by children most unintelligible?

"Being forced
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to heEl.I' sermons by mystical Germans " may be punishment to
fit many a crime, but what is it a ocompl1sh1ng for the child

who would see Jesus?

The point here 1s not one of vocabulary,

nor one o-r cont ent--1t 1s one of concern.

The Christians

who are 1n charge of conducting the congregat1on'a services
by and l arge are not concerned about the Church's children.
No highway depar tme nt would put a stop sig n on a
t hroughway o.nd route all trE',ff1c down a. side street to a
d e ad end.

But nt St. Nameless Suburban Church there is a

huge StoQ sign erected ea ch Sunday in front of the exit
fro m t h e Sunda y School rooms, and a green Go sign pointing

1n the direction of the nave of the Church.
who turn ri ght, wha t 1s offered?

But for those

A Liturgy tha t he s never

been expl e.1ned, to serve for acts of worship that are assumed to be instinctive, a nd instructional hom1let1cal discourses that, though they may not· be cause for legal Judgment
a gainst "administering an anaesthetic without a license,"
a.re nevertheless not of concern .1Q. nor concerned with the
child who appears.

They have become a dead end.

And there

is no reason for surprise when the oh1ld develops one 4lso.
Either one.

Or both.

And this 1s not funny.

It 1s a practice that is making

millstones the sc~1pt with which the leaders of congregations

are paid tor their years of tenure.

God forbid.

But 1t 1s

a parish approach that well earns a rebuke from our Lord.
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A highway shall ·be there, a nd a way, and it shall be

c alled The way of holiness; the unclean shall not pass over
it; but it siw.11 be for those :

the r:u:>.y fa.ring men, though
111

fools 11 --and t hough eh~ldren--" ehs.11 not err therein.

1

The Church must seek, not excuses, but aolut1ons--for
every reader will have excuses more than enough for wha·tever
is true 1n t his p icture · with1n his own frame of reference.
t:!hei•e concei"n h a.a been exp1•esaed, have the solutions been
just1f1ecl?

Does e. s ound- 9:coof room equipped with one- way glass
share with children the joy of the house of God?

Does an

el e ctronic voice that is Just loud enough to force children
to converse more loudly, but just a bit too dim for adult
comprehension, accomplish the preaching of the ::l ord to

mo thers who supervise the nursery,

0 1•

create the f'ellowsh1p

of the flock with the lambs who have been corralled?
Let the children sta nd in the back a nd give them something to amuse them and forbid them not.
The very fact that the space o~ten provided for use by
the children comes to mind at this point 1s indication that
a rebuke of our Lord 1s 1n order on architectural offenses.

What ia the strange understanding that makes "child" and
11

basement 11 synonymous 1n the minds of many building commit-

tees?

But if adult concern really reaches out to the child,
11Iea1ah

35:8.
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1t should ne ed only a. reminde:r• t hat little oh il,lren learn
more from what they feel a nd aee thal1 from wh !?.t ~!e ac.y t o

br1ng nny children's room 1n the Church plan above ground
o~ int o the cheerfulness of God 's sun a nd air.
Let the childr e n stay i n the basement unt11 they are
b:lg e nough tc, come ups t o.i ra w1to :~1c.

not.

Oh , a.n.d. forbid t hem

·:;:,' hat i s , let ~Ghera come unto t he nuz•sery.

I n the

ba eer.ient.
·a1i lc millstones are being measured, check our schools

for size.

Whe n the adul·t concer n ur ge s Sunday Echool and

day s chool a s the place, 11ke Ger1z1m, where they ought to
wol"ahlp , t:lhile t he Church' s s ervices, like, J erusa lem,
shoul d be r eEerved f ol" t he cho s en who a.re no more ba"oes but

m\?n, t hen look closel y t o see if the ch ildren know ~
'", urehi :p .

they

If thl;') ap1:t•it of worship often seems far r emoved

from the nav,e , .you won't often find it in ·the gym or t he
Chw."ch basement, though both a re about aa f'ar removed as you

can ge 'G.

Not only the apiri t • but also the truth is fre-

quently absent.

As noble as is the intent of many who

volunteer to lead the Sunday School children in worship, or,
who, ''like the quarry sla.ve at night II go scourged to the

church basement to assume a superintendency they neither
qualify for nor des1Pe,
relary to "ought."

11

can" 1s still no necessary cor-

And the result, from the cla nging ot

the chromium bell, and the call to worship (PAll right, you
children.

Now let's be quiet.

OK everybody.

Will everybody
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be seated and let's begin 1n the name of the Father and the
Son and the holy Ghost!") to the intense interest 1n almost
everything but the Most High during the time of folded
hands, not to say prayer, ie too discouragingly universal
to develop further.
Let the children come unto Me and forbid them over and

over again.
And what more shall be said?

For the time would fail

to tell of all the boys who obtained a good report at our

parish day schools and yet received neither faith nor the
promise.

Be this much said at this point, that religious

information can not always be equated with the Word of God,
and the fourth R does not automatically make a school
Christian.

A school 1a not a Chr1st1an school simply by

having Christian doctrine in its curriculwn.

A school is a

Christian school when it is a worsh1p1ng school.

Its pupils

are of faith and ot promise when they are worshiping children.

The kindergarten children who are lined up at the

door 1n coats and boots and who recognize the Lord's Prayer
as the sign the bus is ready and school _i s over may be
learning something, but it 1s not to worship God 1n the
beauty of holiness.
Let the children come unto me and let's all begin l;>y
closing our eyes .and reciting the Lord's Prayer.
tdd one final word or rebuke to the unconcerned.

Any

worship that is not related to the Church's celebration ot
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the Eucharist and the Church's corporate devotions remains
essentially private devotion.

For when the bonds of the

eighth grade dissolve, if those be the only bleat ties that
bind, the fellowship ceases.

What wonder that the number on

the roll 1n the eighth grade was much larger than the number
at the rail eight years l ater if they never experienced,
when they worshiped above the desk tha t held their speller
and their egg aalad sandwich, that the Church's worship 1s
all this and something else again.

If the children are to

come unto Him through our schools, more will be needed than
classrooms a nd the prinoipal 1 s office; the Church's nave and
the Church's worship must be classroom and teaching, and the
principal Office--the children's devotion.
All of this 1s of concern.

Consider the millstone.

A Lack of Contact with the C4lld Found
in the Church Today
A consideration of the millstone demands that this concern be reflected in an approach to children that will
actually reach them.

Scripture makes very clear that our

Lord's oonoern for little ohild.ren· when "any thing 1n particular ailed them" was backed by an approach that reached
the problem.
years of age. 11

Jairus "had one only daughter, about twelve
Something very serious ailed her and Jairus

nrell down at Jea~e• feet and besought Him that He would
come into his house."

On the way a servant met them and
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ea1d, "Thy daughter is dead; trouble not the Master."
when Jesus heard 1 t, He sa1d, "Fear not,

she sho.11 be made whole."
l<Ji th

But

bel1eve only, e.nd

When He entered the house filled

mourners, He sa.1d, ''Weep not; she 1a not dee.<l, but

aleepeth. 11

11

1\nd they le.ughed Uim to acorn, knowing that

she wa e dead.

And He put them all out, and took her by the

ha.nd, and called saying,

1

l-!a1d, arise.•

And her spirit came

again, a.nd she arose straightway. ul2

I n th1s account not only is the Lord's concern and H1s
power to help made clear, but Matthew Henry's a·econd excuse
for the rebuking d1cc1ples is put under question.

''They

thought He had toil enough with His other work, and would
not ha ve diverted Him from 1t. ul)

sumably, concerned adult-s.
dren could wait.

11

Hia other work," pre-

~hat work was important; chil-

But here was Jairus• little twelve-year

old, and Jesus came.
thronged Him.

11

It 1s true that "as He went the people

It is true that when the woman touched H1s

garment eo tha t "Re perceived·,

1

V1rtue 1s gone out

or

Me, 1 tt

He stopped and would not go on until the woman revealed
herself.

But when the man from Ja1rus 1 household came to

report, "Thy daughter is dead,'' and then with no concern
for the gr1ef-atr!oken fat~er Joine4 the rebuking d1ec1plea

with hie, "Trouble not the Master, .. our Lord showed a

12st.

Luke

8:41-42,49-S6.

13Henry, ~09 • .QJ..!.
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concern that went on to a direct contact.
He could t a ke her by the hand.

He went to where

His "other work" was not so

important that it kept Him from reaching this child.
It 1s, however, interesting to wonder Just what evi-

dence they did have tha t our Lord was interested in more
than "what a iled" children.

Our Lord's actua l approach to

children by words, by conversation, by teaching, is not
made ·clear in the New ·:reatament.

His use of parables at

once comes to mind, but while some of them were certainly,
clear to children, many ma de points that were difficuit
even for adults to grasp , and all of them ~ere designed
for the adult audience.
plicitly olea.r,

11

His concern for ch ildren 1s ex-

It is not the will of your Father which 1s

in heaven, that one of these little ones should perish. '!14
But what of His contact?
love apparent.

What He g!g for children made His

But what of what He ea.id?

Of course, when

the child was called and set "in the midst" Jesus was not
arranging an occasion for teaching the child; nor 1s the
Bible itself designed as a children's book so that materials
would be inspired on their level; nor do the Bible accounts
of His dealing with children set out to reveal Christ's
understanding ot child psychology.

But one wonders Just

how long Jesus kept the child "in the m1dat," and how much
the child got out or the discussion that went on with the
disciple a.
14st. 1·latthew 18:14.
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In

st. Mark I e account 1 t 1s stated ~hat 11 He took s.

child, e.nd set him 1n the midst of them:

and when He ha.d

taken him 1n His arms, he said • • • • ul.S

Here what . He said

1s not as 1mporto..nt as t-rhs.t He d11 so far

e.a the child is

eonce1~ned.

"Whosoever shall rece1 ve one of such children

in My ne.me, receiveth !~e:

a.n.d whosoever shall receive Me,

rece1veth not Me, but Him that sent Me.

11

This was not

addressed to the ah1ld at all, and ~ere 1t, the child would
have grasped little of it.

(It 1B fair to say that adult

disciples, too, would require

ba ckground to te.k.e it a.11 in!)

&

good bit of theological
But what Jesus had to say

to the ch1ld He ea.id by taki:ng, h1m .!11 His™·
St. John seemed to have little concern for the child.

He brought up a question aoout exorcism without a union
card1 6 and received the answer, dHe that 1s not against us
1s on our part.

For whosoever shall give :,ou a. cup

ws.ter to drink 1n

My

or

name, because ye belong to Christ,

verily I say unto you. he s:hs.11 not lose his rew~d. 11 17

It

1s eaey to 1mag1ne that as Jesus was saying this to His
disciples He gave a drink of water to the child in Hie arms.
If He did, His actions were speaking to the oh1ld--but His
worde were not.
1 5st. Mark

9:36.

16st. Mark 9:38; St. Luke 9:49.
l?st. Mark 9:40-41.
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From there on in the child seems to have been completely ignored.

In the account in

st. Matthew the re-

neated references to a child in verses 6, 10, and 14, would
:,;

suggest that the child remained

11

1n the midst."

But he had

become the object lesson and nothing more--not part of the
audience, not the object of the lessons Jesus was teaching.
Look at the lessons.

The punishment for offense would be

worse than being thrown overboard tied to a millstone.
would be better to cut off the hand, or the foot,

Q~

It

to

pluck out the eye that offends rather than, having both
hands and both feet and both eyes, "to go into hell, into
the fire that never ohall be quenched, where their worm
d1eth not, and the fire 1s not quenched 11 --and this said not
once, but three t1mes!l8

One would hope that the child was

by this time halt asleep 1n our Lord's arms, or had already

been given a friendly pat, well aimed, to propel nim back
to the rest of the boys and the game from which he had been
called.
It 1s evident that the disciples d1d not pay any attention to the child either, whether he wae Min the midatff or
in our Lord's arms.

Ignoring his interests, they continued

to yrees for answers to their own problems.
the New Testament give an 1ndioation

or

Nowhere does

how the apostles

got along with children 1n their ministry.

l8st. Matthew 18:7-9; St. Mark 9:42-48 •

P.a ul' s "when I
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was a child, I spake as a child, I thought as a. ch1ld"
implies o. rather. slighting view of "childish things, 11 and
hie "Children, obey your parents in the Lordu would appear
rather pedantic and minimal 1.f it T.:r ere aotuall,y his only
notice of the Church's children.

Most references to chil-

dren in the writings of the apostles, however, simply use
them as examples in certain characterietios, notably
obedience, for adult behavior, and as existential facts in

human life.

But because they are the Church's children,

to acknowledge "not any should perish" is not enough.

It

1s required in stewards who are found faithful also to

find means of helping children become f -ai th-full.
Actually the means, 1n th~ primary sense, do not have
to be found.

They have been given.

.

God h a s always been

interested in communicating with children, His children whom
He created in His own image.
initiate the conversation.
mittee-.

Even perfect man was unable to
God was the ways and means com-

When the King James Version describes the means

God used it says, "They heard the voice of the Lord God
walking in the garden in the c·o ol of the day.

1t

The R.S. v.

translates "the sound af the Lord G9d walking in the
garden.•20

Had the deciduous trees already shed their

leaves and did the Spirit God move among them like a rushing

191 Corinthians 13z11.
20Genesis 3:8.
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mighty wind?

As 1ne.xpl1cable as are Go c1 1 s means so ex-

pl1o1 t 1s the 1nd1oat1on that man was reac.h ed.

They heard

Him.

God epoke and man heard.
replied and God heard..

Eve~ more amazing, man

l'he conversations probably occurred

many times before the terrible day man died.

It was 1n the

day that they ate of t l1e forbidden tree that they

died,

11

II

surely

that they lost the 11fe of God which had been

breathed i~to them; but it was 1n the moment that they made
their f1re'c decision to listen to the devil's "Yea, hath
God aald? 11 r a ther tha n to what God had said that the p·roblern of rea ching the children of men ·with the grace
began.

·r hey hid themselves.

the man and said to him,

1

11

or

God

But the Lord God oa1led to

~·!here are you?'

And he said,

'I heard the sound of Thee 1n the garden, and I was s.fra1d,
because I was naked; and I h).d myeelr.
lem.

111
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It was a prob-

God found not only that man sought more and more

h1d1ng places but that he listened less and less.

God

never gave up but called more and more loudly, "Where a.re
you? 11

He varied His methods in an effort to reach man.

He

expressed His ·word in the f 1ret Gospel promise; He had men
reiterate His wo~s; He spoke in deed by the flood and at
Babel.

Since man continually heard H1s voice only to hide,

He came down to earth and sought man. out to save him.

21Genes1s 3:9-10.

ae
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set His 1·7ord into flesh and He dwelt among men; He lived
His love for sinners and showed the result of sin in His
dying.

He rose to life again to demonstrate the certainty

of forgiveness and life available for all men and received
by e.11 men who would in faith accept the gift.

Because

men were but children, God adapted His method of conveying

His Word until finally He was acting it out 1n front of
them.

When He ,;changed His voice II again at the Ascension

of our Lord and it1 thdrew His visible presence 1n human form,
He left real things, visible things to speak for H1m, t~
act for Him.

The scrolls had been reaching out to men for

years--He added New Testament manuscripts.

His voice had

been present in ceremonies for yea.r s among a chosen people;

now He took water and bread and wine as Sacraments, to say
what He felt and to do what He desired to men.
If reaching His children was a problem to God, how
much more was it a. problem to reach His childre,n • s children!
God chose parents to be His voice to the little ones.

If

parents find it hard to trust their children to the tender
ca.re ot the kindergarten teacher, how must God have felt
setting .up Adam and Eve as agents of His loving action tor
a young Cain and little Abel whom He knew were coming along
even before Eve d.1d.

It· parents today feel that with al.l

the experience of the human race they still really practice
on the first child and do not understand their task until
the second and third, what hope had Adam and Eve as parents

I
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to the f 1rst child 1n all the world '1

But this was the way

God determined to try to reach His oh1ldren• a children.
And Cain died 1n the attempt.

Yes, Cain, for

by f a ith Abel offered to God a more acceptable sacrifice than Cain, through which he received app roval as
righteous, God bearing witness by accepting his g1ftai
he died, but through his fe.i th he is still speaking. 2,

Answers are not alwa ys apparent to the agonizing quea-·
tions yarents a sk about the c auee of the 9rod1gal son.

the case of Ca.in they a re not to be found.

In

Some have

wondered why the 11st of he roes of i'aith 1n Hebrews 11 begins with Abel and makes no mention of P.dam or of Eve.

'f he

writer goes back to the creation of the world by the riord ot
God, but skip s Adam to begin \·ri th Abel the 11st of men who

were reached and. recreated by the Word of God.

Wa s Adam net

a man of great fa.1th and wa.s this a contr1but1ng factor in
Cain' s d elinquency?

Certa1nly Adam was

and 1nf'ormat1on of God's Word.

a man

with experience

He must have told Cain and

Abel about a ll tha.t had happened and that had been said.

But he reached only one of hie boye ~

We.a it beoauee he d1d

not understand what a ch1ld is like? or what grace 1s like?
Did he think the Word of God was only conveyed by words,
and not by acts, hie a ct s ?

Did he assume that Cain would be

able to understand all the th1nga he heard and saw Just as
he, Adam, had been able to when first he stood up trom the
dust of the cree.t1on?

22Mebrews · 11:4.
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The questions are somewhat idle.

They do not ask why

God did not manage to reach through, nor why Abel was
touched.

But they do illustrate one of the biggest causes

for millstone approaches to children, one of the chief
reasons adults fail to reach children.
words.

They depend upon

Since words are talked they assume that The Word

can only be in talk.

This approach is revealed as faulty

because the child's own birth into death requires the establishment of communication with God with no delay 1n
waiting for the development of his vocabulary.

Not only

the need of the child, but also the yearning love of the
Father would urge that adoption could not be postponed
until words were understood.

When God found that the chil-

dren of men did not understand Hie speaking to them, as a
loving Father He gave them His Word in His actions.
revealed Himself in loving deeds of living.

He

This 1s the

proof of His grace and is alee evidence about the means or
grace.

God's Word and God's grace are never limited to

man's understanding.

They work in Holy Baptism as they work

in Holy Scripture.
It is probably an evidence or our own need tor divine
understanding that this many centuries later the t1rst adult
approach to filling children with the faith seems to be to
fill them with words.

That this would be a natura1 approach

for the biblicist one could expect.

That this would be the

problem of those who deny the power ot the Sacraments, who
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see no means of grace 1n Holy Baptism would be an obvious
concern.

But that this should be also a maJor problem to

those in the Church who know that by water and the Spirit

one ie reborn, this is perplexing.

But 1t is terribly true

that all too many millstones are being deserved by parents

a nd teachers (who think to receive better things at the
hands of the Lord as a reward for their efforts in teaching
His little ones) because they have poured words over the·

child instead of the grace of God and have succeeded in

almost drowning him rather than 1n giving h1m' new life.
John Wesley's introduction to a book of children's
hymns published by his brother Charles gives his solution
to this problem of childhood.
There are two ways of wr1 ting or speaking to child.r an:

the one 1s, to let ourselves down to them; the other, .
to 11ft them up to us. Dr. Watts has wrote 1n the
former way, and has succeeded admirably well speaking
to children as children, and leaving them as he found
them. The following hymns are written on the other
plan; they contain strong and manly sense, yet expressed
1n such plain and easy language, as even children may
understand. But when they do understand them, they
will be ehildren no longer, only 1n years and stature.23
One of the most vivid pictures of the confusion produced in a ohild 1 s mind by the verbiage of adults who do
not make contact with the child mind is drawn by

c. s.

Lewis

in the first chapter of The Pilgrim's Regress:

I dreamed of a boy who was born in the land o~ Pur1tan1a
And I dreamed that when John

and his name was John.

2 3w1111am T. Brooke, "Children's Hymns, n A D1ct1onarx
of H~mnology, edited by John Julian (London: John Murray,
1925 , p. 221.

was able to walk he ra.n out of h1e parents' garden on
a fine morning on to the road. And on the other side
of the road there was a deep wood, but not thick, full
of .pr1mroees and soft green moss. When John set eyes
on this he thought he had never seen anything so
beautiful: and he ran across the road and into the
wood, and was Just a bout to go down on his hands and
knees a nd to pull up the primroses by handfuls, when
his mother. oame running out of the garden gate, and
she also ran across the road, and caught John up, and
smacked him soundly and told him he must never go into
the wood aga in. And John cried, but he asked no questions, for he was not yet at the age for asking questions. Then a year went past. And then, another fine
morning , John had a little sling and he went out into
the garden and he s aw a bird sitting on a. branch. And
John BOt his sling ready and was going to have a shot
et the bird, when the cook came running out of the
ga1•den a..11d c aught John up s.nd smacked him soundly and
told him he must never kill any of the birds in the
gs.rd.en.
"Why '? 11 aa 1d John.
"Because the Steward would be very angry," said cook.
"Who is the Steward?" said John.
"He 1s the man who makes rules for all the country
round here, 11 said oook. ·
11
11hy'? 11 said John. ·
"Because the Landlord set h1m to do it."
"Nho 1a the Landlord?" said John.
"He owns all the countTy," sa1d the cook.
11 1·fhy?

" sa1d John.

·

And when he asked this, the cook went and told h1e
mother. And his mother eat down and talked to John
about the Landlord all afternoon: but John took none
of it in, for he was not yet at the age for taking it
in. Then a year went past, and one dark, cold, wet
morning John waa made to put on new clothes. They were
the ugliest clothes that had ever been put upon h1m,
which John d1d not mind at all, but they also caught
him under the ch1n, and were tight under the arms,
which he minded a great deal, and they made him itch
all over. And h1s father and mother took him out
along the road, one holding him by each hand (which
was uncomfortable, too, and very unnceaeary), and told
him they were taking him to see the Steward. The
Steward lived in a big dark house of Stone on the side
of the road. The father and mother went in to talk to
the Steward first, and John was left sitting in the
hall on a chair so high that hie feet did not reach the
floor. There were other chairs in the hall where he
eould have sat in comfort, but his father had told ~im
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that the Steward would be very angry if he did not sit
absolutely still and be very good:. and John was beginning to be afraid, ao he sat still on the h igh chair
with his feet dangling, and his clothes itching all
over h1m, and h1s eyes starting out of his head. After
a very long time his parents came back again, looking
aa if they had been with the doctor, very gra ve. I'hen
they said that John must go in and see the Steward too.
And when John ca me into the room, there wa.s an ol.d man
with a red, round face, who was very kind and full of
Jokes, ao that John quite got ove r h1a fears, and
they had a good talk a bout fishing tackle and bicyol.es.
But just when the t alk wa.s a t ita best, the Steward
got up and clea red his throat. He then took down a
ma sk from the wall with a long i·ihite beai'd a ttached to
it and suddenly clapped 1t on his face, so that his
ap peara nce was awful. And he said, 11 Now I ara going to
talk to you about the Landlord. The Landlord owns al.l
the country, and it is very, very k ind of him to allow
us to live on it a t a.11--very, very kind. 11 He went on
repeating 11 very k1nd 11 1n a queer sing-song vo1oe so
long tha t John would have laughed, but that now he was
beginning to be frightened a ga in. The Steward then .
took down from a peg a. big card with small print all
over it, and s a id, 11Here 1a a list of all the things
the Landlord says you must not do. You'd better look
a t 1 t. 11 So J·ohn took the card: but half the rulee
seemed to forbid things he had never heard of, and the
other half forbade things he wae do i ng every day a nd
could not imagine not doing: and the number of the
rules Trias ao enormous that he 'felt he coUld never remember them all. "I hope," said the Steward, "that you
have not already broken any of the rules? " John's
heart began to thump, and his eyes bulged more and
more, and he was at his wit's end when the Steward
took the mask off and looked at John with his .real face
and said, "Better tell a 11e• old chap, better tell a
lie. Easiest for all concerned," and popped the mask
on his face all in a flash. John gulped and said
quickly, 11 0h, no, sir. 11 "That 1s Just as well, 11 said
the Steward through the mask. aBecause, you know, if
you did ·break any of them and the Landlord got to
know of 1t, do you know what he'd do to you?" 11 No,
sir, 11 said John: and the Steward's eyes seemed to be
twinkling d:Deadfully through the holes of the mask.
11 He 1 d take you and shut you up for ever and ever in a
black hole full of snakes and scor:91ons as large as
lobsters--for ever and ever. And besides that, he is
suoh a k1nd, good man, so very, very kind, that I am
sure you would never want to displease him." "No
sir, 11 said J·ohn. 0 But, please, sir • • • " "Well: 11
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said the Stelrard. "Please, s1r, supposing I did break
one, one little one, Just by accident, you 1<.now.
Could nothing stop the snakes and lobsters?" "Ah!
• • • " s a id the Steward; and then he ee.t o.ol'm and
talked for a long t3,.me, but ,John could not understand
a single syllable. However, it all ended with pointing
out that the Landlord was quite extraordinarily kind
and good to h13 t enants, and would oerta1nly torture
moat of them to death the moment he had the slightest
11 And you can• t blame him, " anid. the Stew~rd.
pretext.
"For after all, it 1s his land, an<.l 1t is so very good
of him to let us 11va here at e.11--peopl.e like us, you
know. 11 Then the Steward too!t off the mask and had a
nice, sensible chat with John again, and gave him a
cake a nd brought h1m out to his father and mother.
But just as they h·ere going ho bent down and whispered
in ~ohn 1 s ear, 11 I ahouldn't bother about it all too
much 1f I were l'OU. " At the same t1me he slipped the
card of the rules into John.' s h~nd and told him lle
could keep it for his own use.2!
The cook and the mother and the Ste·wa.rd--each one railed
to reach the boy because of a lack of underatnnding of childhood and n lack of contact with the child.
uith wora.s. but

11

They operated

John ·was not at the age for taking 1t 1n."

Tho danger of the millstone is shared by them all, but
s1noe Sunday morning sermons are most easily :-.l.Vailable for
exam1nat!on, consider how the children of a :parish would be
affected by the understanding and reach demonstrated in a
few sermon introductions.

These presentations on the Land-

lord a.r·e being conceived by Stewards week after week.

It

1a expected that the families be present, coopernting with

them who labor 1n the 'dord and doetr1ne.

Now consider what

could possibly be the result of the delivery.

24c.

s.

Lewis, the P1ls:r1m 1 s Regress (New York: Sheed
194~, , pp. 12-16.

and Ward, Inc.,
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The following introductory paragraphs were selected at
random.

The only bas1s for the choice was their titles,

which suggest sermons that might be of interest or application to children.

The first 1s from a sermon with the

title, "Because God is Our Friend"; the second from "Jesus
a.nd the Children 11 ; the third,
heart.''

11

Jesus Expects Purity of

Imagine what the children who heard these words

from the pulpit would make of them.
In the Fifth Canto of Dante's Inferno the poet Virgil
leads Dante into the second circle of Hell, where the
two behold the spirits of the carnal sinners, forever
driven by foul winds and furies through the black air.
Two of these unfortunate souls in misery cry to Dante:
11 0 living creature , gra cious and benign, if the King
of the universe were our friend we would pray Him for
thy pea oe. 11 It is a cry of despair that must have
echoed through all the long oorr1dors of Hell. L1ke111iae 1 t 1s a ory that has been 11.fted from the ends of
the world across all recorded time. "If the King ot
the universe were our friend~" If only in this vast
unfriendly creation there were some Friend or Spirit
to love and sustain us.25
Or consider this one:

They brought little children to Jesus. The mothers who
brought the children had no doubt learned to love Jesus.
For there were some ueonle who did love Jesus while He
was here on earth. They were drawn to Him by the
genuine affection and the earnestness which marked H1s
whole personality. And th~y experienced His love and
His grace. They were delighted with Him. But Jesus
was not only kind and friendly to grown folks; He was
also fond of children and was a real fP1end to them.
It is no wonder, then, that. these mothers wanted their
children 'hPought to Jesus. And so they came carrying
their little ones with them. I like the picture of
%obert E. Luocock, It God h ~ YA (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 23.
2
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these mothers br1ng1ng their children to Jesus.
notice aleo that Jesus liked it.26

We

There are twenty-six more 11nes: recounting the story.
But as soon as the point of the sermon 1e reached, the
children present are automat1oa1ly ruled out of the sermon
except insofar as they are able to contemplate attaining
the appropriate age and the approved estate of matrimony
· that may r esult in parenthood.
Parents can do nothing better for their children than
to bring them to Jesus • • • • Le t us bring our children to Jesus on the arms of prayer • • • • In the
next place, we should bring our children to Jesus 1n
holy baptism• . . • And then we should bring our
children to God by instructing them in the Word of
God.27
How much differently this would be said if the preacher did

not feel that "he had · to11 enoughtt working the sermon out
for adults and "would not be diverted from it.

11

Who are the ones concerned, really concerned, w.1 th the
relation between Baptism and the Lerd Jeeus?--those whose
place 1n the Church, whose hope for salvation 1n all the

few years of their lives has rested 1n that Sacrament ae
much as or more than 1n the understood Word.
not recognized.

But they a.i-e

The concern is for new babie~ who will

also be baptized it the parents follow through on the sermon.

Are the children present?

Are they in the Church?

26J. N. Kildahl, Concerning Sin l!:!l£! Grace, translated
Bernhard H. ~. Habel (M1nneapol1s2 Augsburg Publishing
House, 1954), p. 75.
27Ib1d., pp. 76-79.
by
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Take the opening paragraphs of the third sermon:

Long before there was an organized government or church,
there was the formal 1net1tut1on of the home, orda1n,d
by God the Creator. According to His pr1nc1ples, this
institution is brought into being by the act of marriage. The Biblical definition of marriage 1s rather
eimole e.nd clear. It consists of a union of on.e man
and-one wome.n for life. This marriage union becomes
adulterated when either party violates the nature and
purposes of thls union.
These definitions of marriage and adultery lose their
eimpl1c1ty, however, whe~ you define them according to
civil law instead of God's I-ioral Law. Civil law
recognizes the marriage of any man to any woman, provided there is a legal document to substantiate it.
If there 1e no lega l proof for ma rr+age, civil law
will decle.re such e.. marriage illegal.. If a :,)erson
disposes of his partner according to civil law and
marries another, civil l aw will recognize the legality
of the second marriage. It is possible, therefore, to
be legally right and morally wrong at the same time.28

These a.re good sermons·.

That point 1e not being raised.

\1ha.t is apparent 1s that sermons such as these can only give
a child the conviction that words spoken from behind the
ramparts of a pulpit are not meant to be 1ntell1g1ble.

When at the same time the child is being taught that the
preacher is dealing with the Word of God, has not our ap-

proach to the child 1n the Church's worship become an
occasion tor millstone warnings?
Some will say that this 1s no problem in the1r parish.
The comment, ••Everything our pastor sa1s 1n h1s sermons can
be understood by a first grader" is admittedly open to double
2 8rhe Co.noord1a Pulp1 t

m

Publ1sh1ng Hous~, 1957), p. 250.

!2.S.§. (St. Louis: Concordia
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meaning, but on e1ther count it leaves unanswered the
S1mpl1city ot

question, i•Does the first grader listen? "

l a nguage 1s not the most difficult p art of suffering children to come.
t ype

When one speaks to children, a whole new

of delivery comes i nto pl e.y.

The spoken ·Nord can only

b e conveye d to the l i stener, and the TV age ha s developed
children who eutomatically tune out the sound tha t is not
interesting to them.
The problem is further complicated by what the children
understa nd even when they understan,d the words.
a listening TV a.ge child do with,

11

\'/hat would

If a :person disposes ot

h1s partne r according to civil l aw• • . •

11

Houldn't he

·1

see a shallow grave in a deserted TV conception of a scene
1n the wild west?
More seriously, wha t would the avera ge presentation ot
the a ct of a tonement mean to a child?

Take a sermon for

Good I'1"iday from the volume Just quoted. 29
1

Ita title 1s

11 1

.the Historic Fact of Our Redemption Through the Crucifixion

of the Son of God.

11

Not 'fair?

that children were urged to
They were there.

11

Well, 1t 1s probably true

attend church" on Good Friday.

The 'first three and one-ha.11' pages describe

"The Gory Scene of Death, 11 "The Galling Disgrace," "The
Supernatural Darkness," "The Depths of Suffering."
follows "All Necessary for Man's Rede1D.J)t1on."
at the heart o'f the problem.
29Ib1d., p. 1.56.

Then

Here we are

"In Adam's fall all the
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children of men had forsaken God. 11

E7ery chil~ of man, of

tender years or other years, is concerned.

"If this

grievous falling a.way was to be expiated, then the sinners'
Subs·t 1tute must needs suffer Himself to

of God,

be forsaken

thereby bee.ring the 1niqu1ty and :9uniahment of a.11.

11

This is unimpeachable theology and und1gestible--as

far as the Church I s children who a.re presen~c; are concerned.
To be fair it mue'G be no·ted tha:t the sermon then developed a second pa.rt on

Sacr1fice. 11

11

The Blessed Power of This .A toning

It was compared to Old Testament saer1f1cea

and to the brass a.erpent in the wilderness.
11

The statement

and all who look to Him now with the eyes of true faith

are freed from the punishment and power of s1n, 0 leaves
I

completely up to the child-hearer the task of 1nterp~et1ng
how differently "eyes of true faith 11 operate :from the eyes
that are presently struggling w1,th sleep.

A summary sen-

tence ata.~e s, .

Even so Ghrist. the one true High Priest through the.
one sufficient ·S acrifice of His own body as an atoning
offering for sin, has fully reconciled. the human race
with God and thus extinguished the fire of divine
wrath. God he.a "me.de pe.ace through the blood of' His
cross, by Him te reconcile all things unto Himself."
Then the story of ''curfew shall not ring tonight II illustrates
the sermon's admonition to serve Jesus Ohrist 1n love.

This 1s not a cr1tic1sm of the ~aterial as a sermon •
.It 1s a final comment on the evident fact tha·t there 1s a

lack of contact with the children in the Church today.

It
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1e a criticism of sermons as material for the children who

are urged to attend our services.
11

When all the people say

Amen , "what will the word mean for the gratefully s1gh1ng

youngsters who reoognize that the end 1s near?
An Inability to Cope with the Number of Children
in the Church Today
Matthew Henry cited a third reason that might have
been cause tor the rebuke Christ's disciples gave to the
women who brought their children for blessing.
11

He wrote,

They thought if such an address as this were encouraged,

all the country would bring their children to Him, and they
should never see an end of 1t. 11 30
''They would never see a.n end of it! 11

Here 1s a basic

despair that can be found in almost every suburban parish.
The problem is not simply the child, but children.
are so many of themJ

There

Even where there 1s a loving concern

for a child, or at least,

11

for

.mz. children," there is

des-

pair, bewilderment, or a trank recognition of the comical
involved 1n an attempt to cope with a multitude of small
fry when there are only five on the teaching stat't and but
two small rooms.

Many a Sunday school sUperintendent will

concede the Old Testament statement that children are a
gitt ot God, and will agree with the verse, "Blessed 1a he

30ff en ry,

!Q.Q_. _ill.
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whose tu1 ver is full of them, 11 but would be ready to argue
that a full quiver 1s a blessing only if you know how to
shoot the arrows.

'l:he expanding number of children that a.re

now crowding the Sunday schools and schools· of the Church,
ar~ both the problem 1n the appreach of the Church to children and the biggest argument for a. reconsideration of the

a.pproach.

Time magazine described the situation when it

said that every new shopping center 1s crowded w1th shopping
housewives, holding one child by the hand, having one child
in a stroller and another in escrow.
What o.re the approaches the Church 1s using to cope
with the blessing of children?

The attempts vary as much

as the congregational situations, but most of the solutions
reveal that the Church's duty is regarded simply as the task
of instruction.
The a.newer g1 ven by some 1s an increase in the number
of rooms for teaching.

Expenditures for new construction

edge higher year by year and much of the money ls be1ng
expended on educational buildings.

Once the area for more

classes 1s provided, the search for teachers to staf't the
classes 1a intensified.

In most instances the instructional

approach contends that with a smaller number of pupils a
more effective Job can be done, no matter what the quality
of teacher given them.

As a result, bu1ld1nge are built

with a multitude of small cubicles, or the number ot oirclea
is expanded on the old ~m tloor with a resulting expansion

·-----·
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in the dec1bles or teaching volume.

As the amount ot

volume goes up it 1e often observed that the amount ot
ap1ri tual1 ty goes do·wn.

This 1s not so much a problem ot

teaching as 1t is a problem tor the l9s.rner.

Facts .a re

difficult enough to grasp 1n a bedlam, but reverence for
Him who sa1d, "Be still and know that I a.m God," 1s even
more difficult to attain.

Any change in mood is also dif-

ficult to accomplish, and an auditoriur.i that has re-echoed
ton teaching sltuat1on is only with difficulty converted
into a room that can o.asist a worshiper 1n understanding

with awe that the Holy God is present with His people.
The simple inability of the average parish to cope
with the influx of the new· generation through increased
construction calla attention to the strange situation

which requires that religious instruction be limited to an
hour between nine and ten on a Sunday morning.

If a con-

gregation is blessed with many children, why must the program 1ne1et that all of the children be brought together
at one ,1me, even though there 1s not su1'f1c1ent space tor
them?

Parents who are celebrating the eighth birthday o'f

their firstborn will be wiser than to pull together more
children than the dining room and two supervisors can cope
with.

11.'he Church, too, should balance numbers w1 th ability

and if necessary increase the number

or

celebrations ar•

ranged tor the Lord who was born tor the children.

The

instructional classes should be arranged in such aw~ that
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the tac111ties are not over-taxed and the 1nstruot1on be
adequately !)resented.

t1ost vital of all, parents must be

recognized as the constant teachers of their children.
They e.re the ones who must be enrolled 1n "teacher training••
classes.
Parochial echool·e , too, throughout the nation are 1noreae1ng their enrollment by ~ush1ng additional sets into
already crowded rooms.

The commendable effort to increase

the number of classrooms 1ncreaaes the demand for teachers
to staff them.

The caliber of teachings, and the under-

standing of an ap:9roa ch to children that ·w111 enable them
to live ae the children of God , doe s not necessarily rise
with the demand.
To say all of these things is simply to be saying
facts already known.

But certain premises inherent in these

situations ought to be re-examined.
The basic question goes to the educational root of all
children's agencies in the Church.

Is the chief purpose

Christian education to convey information?

or

The women

brought their children to Jeeus that He should touch them,
that He should bless them, and our Lord agreed thai they
should.

He sent H1s disciples in the Church 1nto all the

world to "malte d1sc1ples" baptizing, and teaching.
making of d1ac1plee out
the f1rst place.

or

=J:he

children must always stand 1n

Teaching these disciples to observe al1

that Christ has commanded can never be m1n1m1zed; but a

----··
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Christian Church that accepts the Lord's statement that by
Holy Baptism a "regenera.t 1on. in the Holy Ghost 11 takes
place must also be careful not to minimize this Sacrament.
This ie to s ay more than that the children of the Church
should be bap tized.

This implies a recognition of the

fact that children a.re made disciples by the grace of God
in baptism.

The prime objective of any educational agency

is not to convey information.

The prime · obJect1ve is to

be of help to children who have already been made disciples
a s they f ace up to their opportunities for 11v1ng the re-

generate life.
But is not the problem of coping with this obJective
to be solved by activity in the area of instruction?

No

one will deny its importance and cheer for all efforts in
each educational agency to improve teaching facilities.
But more fundamental is the recognition that the problem
may be even more successfully met 1n the area of worship,
more pertinent is the recognition that religious instruction
is made meaningful by worship.
on life-related materi"als.

Educators agree 1n an accent

Religious educators consistently

point out tha.t what 1s learned of Gcd and the Christian 11f'e
must be applied to the child's situation and stress that the
child must be constantly encouraged to put it all .into
practice.

In most areas of instruction this is as far as a

teacher can go • •C\n instructor who is dealing with the torm
of government 1n the United States, tor instance, can
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explain the election

or

officials and representatives and

the importance of the c1t1zen•s vote; but he cannot take
the class out to vote.

He could take them to the polls to

see others vote--he could let them see him step into a
voting booth and draw the curtain behind him--he could let
them vote a sample ballot that would not really count.

All

of this would be helpful, would be a good teaching device.

But he who teaches the Christian faith can do all that and
m,1ch mo1... e.

The best teaching will be going on as the

instructor and the pupils vote together.

It 1s in worship

that the moat effective teaching will go on.

As they wor-

ship, they practice what he teaches.
But has worship bean recognized for what it 1s, and
ha.v.e fa.c1lit1es fol" worship been ut111zed 1n any near ratio

to the amount of new classroom space being built?
congregations have a church building.

Moat

They often picture

their need for a new educational building by showing the

number of Sunday School classes that must be held in
church.

It!!, a problem when worship can not be distinguished

from study by its setting.
building 1s completed?
church.

lb!

But what happens when the new

The children are pulled out ot the

The _s etting, for worship 1s not used at all by many

children, and tor those who do attend the parish services to
worship there 1s no graded curriculum suoh as the congregation 1ns1sts upon in its study program.

What worship doea

-

go on in the new facilities is at best separated from the
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church~ worsh1o, is usually the part of the Sunday School
session tha t is c~ried on without any training of the
volunteer worship leader, and is all too often a perfunctory
habit that conveys more false i deas about God and more
heresy about the way we commune with Him than can be corrected by all the explicit teaching of t he day.

Too fre-

quently the worship is a sample ballot des i gned to enable
the children to do something l a ter- on, or a demonstration
of what is of ten done di f fere ntly at another time and place.
An a spect of this approach :ta ·the fact tha t the man
who theoretically ha s been most carefully trained to lead
the worship of the congregation is not utilizing his skill
for the children of the Church.

Once a.gain, it is 'the prob-

lem of coping with so many, and he butene.

But the pastor

meets that s ame problem with the adults a nd solves it in the
COI'J)orate services.

The contention that the children~

being reached in these coPpora te services has been met before.

Were this true, the Sunday School session might help-

fully be regarded as 1nstruotion only.

But where it is not

true, the learning by doing that takes place in worship
should have a high place on the school's curriculum.

Where

1t does not, either worship is not understood or else the
Church's task of making d1ectples hes been narrowed to the

conveying ot information.
This accent does not minimize the Church's teaching
task.

It only suggests that there ehould be no giving of
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information apart from a very apparent accent on living the
life.

An accent on living can certainly be made by further

1nstruot1on a nd application.

But much more effective would

seem to be an approach tha t accents worship 1n the educational program of the Church.

It will be the contention ot

the following chapters tha t worship 1s really Chr1at1a.n
living in minia ture.

Ther e is no a.c·t of s anctified living

that does not develop through a n act of worship.

The act

of worship may not be conac1oua or vocal, but any act of a
Christian tha t can be labeled good is done to the glory ot
God.

This implies t hat before the deed is done the indi-

vidual is conscious of the God for whose majesty the deed
is performed.

A Christian who has been born into the

family of God may not always be mentally conscious of the
One for whom he performs his deeds, but, even as his faith
continually clings to the God who has called him, so his
actions are continually directed toward the God he has
answered.

It will be the contention of the following

chapters that it 1s 1n the activity of worship that a child
actually makes his Christian information functional.

If he

is not helped to translate what he knows into what ·he does,
he will certainly not be moved in the d1rect1on of living
h1e faith.

On the other hand if he can be shown that ever7

new fact of revelation 1s part of God's insistent urging
that men eh~uld live as His children, and if he is then

given the opportunity to be active as a child ot God in the
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reverence and devotion of worship, he will h ave made the
first step 1n making hie life a Christian life.
Thie particular accent would call attention to the
fact that an increase in the number of classrooms or an
increase in the size of the instruc tiona l ataff may result
simply in an increase 1n the number of unfinished task s
being done by a pariah educa.t1one.1 p rogram.

If children

a re only being taught to know and not to do, an increase in
the number who are cult i va ting bad cons c i ences will not
solve the problem of t he Chur ch's future.

An increase in

the number of pupil s w·h o are exposed to full-time programs
of education, whose ar i t hmetic e.nd geography a re permeated
with a Ch"t'istian atmosphere, is a n answer to the problem
only if the atmosphere 1s one of worship and not simply one
of fact.
There have always been voices in the Protestant Church
that question whether the accent on educational agencies
such as the Sunday school were really the answer to the
necessities of the Church's life.

The following chapters

will not seek to minimize the teaching aspect, but will
urge an increase 1n the worshiping life of the individual
~congregation, so that the new gene~at1on will find that its
place in the Church 1a a place of worshiping action and not
simply a place of knowing the right terminology and attending the right classes.

Here the ~lace of the children 1n

the Church's worship will become important.

In these
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decades of the Church's h1story the importa nce of its worship life on the 11ves

or

1ts children should be recog-

n~.zed, and ins tead of expecting the children to ada:9t them-

solves to a service conducted for a dults, the Church should
e.da.p·t the a pproe.ch to worship in o ne service to the child' s

understand ing and the child's ab11.ity to participate.
More than space and. more than instruction enter into

the relc,:tionsh1p tha 'G must be e s tablished "oetween children

and the Christ.

Matthew Henry in his final comment on St.

Matthe,1 1 s a ccoun~ of the blessing of the children said it
this way:
He received the little ehildren, and did as He was
desired; He laid H1s hands on them, that is, He blessed
them. The strongest believer lives not so much by
apprehending Christ as by being apprehended by H1m,
not so much by knowlng God as by being known of Him;
and this tho least child is capable or. If they
cannot stretch out their hands to Christ, yet He can
lay Hie hands on them, and so make them His own, and
own them for Hie own.
l4.ethinka it has something observable in it, tha t, when
He had done thia, He departed thence, verse 15. As 1r
He reckoned He had done enough there, when He had thus
asserted the r1ghts of the lambs of His floek, and
made thls provision for a sueoese1on of subJects in
His Kingdom.31

31Henry, loc. .Q.U..

-----CHAPTER III
CONSIDER WORSHIP
The neglect of worship in the lives of children and of
children in the worshiping 11fe of the Church is not due to
a lack of appreciation of worship, as worship is understood.
There is no need to advance argument in favor of worship.
There 1a need for d1scusa1on to attain clarity as to what
worship 1s and what worship does.
Worship Must Be Considered as an Act
to Realize its Reaction
The Westminster Shorter Catechism, prepared for the
Church of England and presented to Parliament 1n 164?,
contains the famous question and answer:

11

Who.t is the chief

end of man?"
''Man• s chief end is to glorify God and to en Joy Him

forever.
ship.

11

Actually, tha t is clo$e to a def1ni t1on of wor-

Worship in such terms covers all of the life of man,

both in time and in eternity.

Worship 1n such terms be-

comes life's most important activity both from God's point
of view and from ma.n's point of view.

But if worship is to

be defined 1n terms that practically equate 1t with the

Chr°1st1an life, the place of spec1f1c acts ot worship and
of the corporate devotional life of the Church 1n the life
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ot the Christian could never be analyzed, the meaning and
importance of acts of love toward God would not be considered, and no attention given to the effect such~ ot
worship have on the lire of the one who worships.

A more

focused consideration of worship is therefore necessary
both to understand it as an act and to realize its reaction
on the worshiper.

All t1ho accept the confessions of the Lutheran Church
will agree "that worship 1n its essence IS faith 1n God
through Christ, and that faith in God through Christ IS
worship.

11

that

worship one God 1n Trinity and Trinity 1n Unity~';

we

and that

They will agree that

11

11

The Catholic Faith is this

The right faith 1a that we believe and confess

that our Lord Jesu_s Christ, the Son of God, is God ~nd Man"
as the Athanas1an Creed expresses it.

Just as acceptable

are the words of the Apology of the Augsburg Confession,
11

God wishes us to believe Him and to receive from Him

blessings, and this He declares to be true worship" and also,
The worship and divine service of the Gospel is to
receive gifts from God • . • • The chief worsh~p of
the Gosnel is to wish to receive remission of sins,
grace, and righteousness.l
All of these accents are necessary, and were especially in
point at the t1me

or

the Reformation to combat an attitude

1 Arthur Carl Piepkorn, "What the Symbolical Books of
the Lutheran Church Have To Say About Worship and the
Sacraments 11 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 19.52),
p. 3.
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which equa ted worship w1 th the performance of e. r1 te.

But

this accent 1s apt to result in the wrong s tress by ~n age
that no longer possesses the Reforma tion' s understanding of
11

f a1 th.

11

Since

11

fe.1 th without works is clead ,

standing of "f a ith" that equa t e s it t·11th

11

11ith a. sta te of "believing" 1n contra.st t o
'l:v1ll not aerve as e. synonym of worship.

11

knowledge u or
11

not bel1ev1ng 11

The Catholic faith

1s tha t we do something about the Holy :i;r1nity.

a living , active thing .

is tha t we worship.

a n under-

Faith is

I n t h is s ense the Catholic faith

Obviously knowing about Him must come

f1re t, but t1orship1ng Him involves an action tha t develops

out of tha t knowledge.

Certainly believing in Him, receiv-

ing forg ivenes s, grace, righteousness, mus t come first; but
the Ch~ieti an man's response to the se gi f ts i s his gift to
God.

Worship in its most simple sense will include that

d1reot1on--1t 1s something offered !Q. God.

·what man re-

ceives from God must always be involved 1n worship, but
what man offers to God as a response to God's gifts, is
basic in a definition of worship.

And it is only in the de-

veloping of that understanding of the action of worship and
in the participation by worshiping children 1n that action

that the blessings of worship will be gained.
When the action of worship is expanded to include the
entire life of the Christian man, the picture is also confused.

This understanding is correct, but frequently those

who say that a man's most important task 1a to live a
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Christian life go on to infer that worship, considered as
a specific action, 1s only one, and hardly a chief part ot
tha.t life.

In an address to the 1957 North American Con-

ference on 1'.,a1th and Order 1n Obe).•11n, Ohio, Dr•. Joseph
S1ttler quoted a member of the Commission on 't·forsh1p, Prof.

Leonard Trinterud:
Our English word 11 "t-;orship 0 mis-states the whole content a nd significa nce of that which in the New Testament is called ''the service of God, 11 1. e ., le1turg1a,
la.tria., diakonia , a nd their respective related terms.
In the N. T. these terms refer normat 1 ve ly to '1 serving
God, 11 11 do1ng the will of God, 11 in a great variety of
ways most of wh10J1 are w1 thou·t cul t1c s1gn1f1cance or
form, and which refer principally to that which is
done for and among men--not to something done to or
for God in a sanotue.ry . The New Testament knows
nothing of a leiturgia, latr1a, diakonia which is
localized 1n e.n edif lee, or to fixed times of occurrence. These terms refer to the whole round of the
Christian's ordinary life as a people.

Acts such as prayer, thanksgiving, breaking of bread
are regarded 1n the New Testament as but an aspect of
the 11 serv1ce of God, 11 and not necessarily t h e controlling or central aspect. That which in the New Testament is. central and controlling 1n the 11 serv1oe of God"
is the presence of Christ, the Head of the Church, 1n
the Holy Spirit given to the Church. The living Christ,
thus present, directs, guides, builds up the Cburch,
ancl thum 1t "serves God. 11 Our ideas of' worship are too
often rooted in the situation of the people of God before the Resurrection and Pentecost. There, indeed,
priests, strictly so-called, performed cultio acts, in
properly consecrated sanctuaries, acts addressed to
~od on behalf of the people. But the new aeon comes
when the promise of God has been f'ulf1lled, when the
redeeming work of God has been done in Christ, and when
the Holy Spirit has been g1ven to all believers. God's
people are now related to Him in a new and l1v1ng way
previously only promised. So also, God 1s now present
among His people, by the Holy Spirit, a manner of
presence which previously was but a ~rom1se.
We cannot discuss ''worship" as though we were still
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in the old aeon, on the other s1de of Pentecost and
the Resurrect1on.2
Prof. Sittler g ives ~erm1sa1on to "disagree with a great
deal of what Prof. Tr1nterud saye; but such disagreement
has nothing to do with the size or importance of the problem thus e,r911ca,ted.

11

He reported to the Conference that

the Commission on Worship proposed the following a.a the
first step toward s olving the problem:
ft thoroughgoing b1bl1ce.1 enquiry into t he rel a..tion
between the "service of God" and what we have come to
call the 11 serv1oe of worship " by the congregation of
believers assembled in a specific place, has got to be
undertaken. The enormous exegetical ferment which ha.a
been engendered by recent deeades of brilliant and
no tion-cracking biblical studies makea ! t quite 1mposaible to derive schematically nea t ideas about
worship f rom the Net·.r Testament community. Some old
certa1nt1es a.a to how worship was then practiced have
been ma.de unteno,ble, and e. confusing a nd exc1 ting
richness of life has been exposed.3

While awaiting the completion of such a thorough study, it
1s possible to consider the meaning and s1gn1f1canoe of the
action under consideration by a simple examination of
Biblical terms.

The most frequently used word in the Old

Testament to dee1gne.te the worship action is Shah'a

sT tf"'1
.
T T

The Greek word which is 1ts equivalent 1n meaning and 1n
frequency of use in the New 1.restament is Proskuneo,

,

1reorKu 'IE w .

.The words mean "to make obeisance, to bow

2Paul S. Minear, editor, The Nature 2{ the Unity We

Seek (St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 19S8), p. 104.

'.3Ib1d., p. lOS.

down, to prostrate oneselt."
The prostration of body signifies and expresses the
prostration of soul. Such humility of the human worshiper implies two things, which find their corroboration in Scr1nture. (a) Confession of the Divine perfection. (b) Confession of the human 1mperfection.4
The next term in order
ment word Yare
Seboma1,

7( ]

criS.,9M.~,.

or

frequency is the Old Testa-

~ , and the New Testament synonym

The meaning of the terms involves

fear which excites wonder, love and praise.
quality of the soul we oa.11 reverenoe.

11

the

It 1s that

It 1s the human

spirit's recognition of divine greatness."5
Just as it is basic to the worship life that God
Himself must be both the source and obJect of man's worshiping action, so for the purposes of this discussion it will
be asserted that the adoration of God is the starting point
of a.11 worshiping action.

It will also be maintained that

the development of the spirit of reverence and adoration
mu,t be a first objective of worship training, and that the
blessings of worship to the life or individual and of Church
can . increase only as this foundation is strengthened.

Just as there is no general unanimity in the use of the
term "worship., so there is no common understanding of its
sign1f'1cance in the Christian life.

There are some who

~rancis Davidson, 11 The .Scri?tural Doctrine of Worship,"
The Evangelical ~qarterlY, VII (January, 19)5), S4.

S1b1d., p • .55.

S7
would eharp1y deny the position of Dietrich von Hildebrand
that, although the Liturgy "must never be celebrated with

.

'•

the sole intention of participating. in its graces," there
is a formation of personality and a development of the
.

.

sanctified life brought about 1n the one who brings God
adoration and sacrifice.

He asserts that there is a prD-

cess of personal transformat1on brought about through the
Spirit incarnated in the Liturgy.
The deepest pede~ogical effect is achieved through
that which is not used as a pedagogical means. It
ie achieved through the.t which, independent from
pedagogice.l action, dispenses 1 t as a. superfluum or
gift of super-abundance.6
The negative reaction from Protestant minds to this contention is usually called out by a critical evaluation of
the average worshiper's participation in the L1~urgy.
But 1f actual worship 1s assumed in the premise, is not
the claim of benefit to the worshiper from his action of
worship quite true?

And 1s it not true of every act of

personal devotion and of every informal corporate w~rsh1p
as well as of p~rt1cipat1on 1n ~he Liturgy?
0

spirit incarnated" in worship.

There is a

God's own Spirit is pres-

ent 1n the worshiper--for "no man can say that Jesus is
the Lord but by the Holy <;}host"; and God's Spirit is present in the worship action, for His Word is full of His Spirit.
6 Dietrioh von Hildebrand, Liturgy·~ Personality

(New York: Longmane, Green and Company, 1943), pp. 3-7.
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1'.forshi:9 :e Something the Child Does

Bec ause God I a
Thi s is not a. eomple·t e daf1n1 tion nor the whole story,

but 1t is a direction that must be recognized before we
can build.

A building committee that begins to study a

blueprint must first find the a rrow that points to North
bef ore it can follow the drawings or direct the construction of the building.

Here is the prima ry direction for

building worshiping l l ves :

worship is somet hing t he child

does.
It i s not something t ha t your child is.

obvious ~nough.

'l·ha..t seems

It 1s true tha t one cannot isolate being

fro m do1ng--if one is, one does, by definition.
~

point needs to be made.

But the

Many parents and teachers seem to

be content tha t their baptized children~ Christia ns
whe ther or not they ,g& what Christians are to do.

And many

more are content to believe that their children are living
up to God's expectant hopes because they are doing the
obvious Christian things of attending church services and
(but more frequently), or, Sunday School, whether or not
they are even paying attention to the prayers spoken b7 t he
superintendent or thinking of God a t all during the Liturgy.
We are not that naive about our chil,dren's approach to bathtime before bedtime.

We t"eel the wash cloth to see it 1t

has been used, and we question the subJect, not only
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whether he 1s a bathroom~ but whether he has been a
bathtub~.

And 1f we f1nd he 1s not, we convert him in

the simplest sense--we turn him around and march h1m ~ack
in.

Nor are we satisfied if he knows something about the
properties of soap and water.. -we are interested 1n whether
he uses them.
~
~

_We are not satisfied if he is present when

wssh and so knows the technique of faee wash1ng--we

want him to wash.

Worship .1,a something your child does,

not something that he knows.

If he

11

had all knowledge and

understood. all mysteries 11 and h .ad. not worshiped, what the
prof1t'l
If he had not washed, we would discover it and proceed
with vim to help him do 1t.

But even 1f we a.re aware of a

worship deficiency. our solution is moro often thsn not to

send him to a place where he 1s taught something.

The sub-

Jeot matter we 1ne1st must be Biblical. but it is -usually
fact, not action.

l-!e proeeed. on the

uncriticized assumption that -religious knowledge has
a certain value as an end 1n itself, so that the child
who knows, and does not do, can be held to be in a
somewhat better case then the child who 1s in com:olete
1gnoranee. ?·
Worship le something a cn1ld mus·t do.

It 1a not some-

thing he reoeives--although of course he never could worship

7J. Reginald Lumb, The Education .Q!. Soule (London:
The Faith Press, 1952), p. 5.
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or even exist 1f 1t were not for what God initially does
for him a nd to him ; nor could he eont1nue to llve from day
to d ay or e ven b e 8.ble to worshi p ape.rt from the gi ft s ot
G-od 1 s grace a.nd love .

But no me.tter how much God has loved

the world or do es for the child, h e 1s not a. worshiper until
he loves , until he does something.

And, contrariwise , if

i t iere poss ible to imagine our life as existing wi thout

an.y ~i f t s r ec e ived from Grod, s t ill ou:c> worsh ip wo uld be required .

1·fna.t oeems to b e a n abst:.."a ct point l s really very

pertinent, beca use parent s and tea chers assume so easily
that 1f they give a child more information, or admonition,
o~ pa r agraphed words ca lled prayers to be memorized they

are melting him into a worshiper.
In pointing this out we already begin to assert the
next pha s e of this 1n1t1al direction th&t is basic to the
construction of worshiping lives.
child does becauee

~

1§..

1·Joreh1p is something the

Once again, this expression does

not s ay everything. but it i mplies a major reality about the
nature of worship.
~lorship Is an Adoring Response to God
The very existence of the Eternal compels the response
of' the creature.
There is a sense 1n which w-e may think of' the whole
life of the Universe . seen and unseen, consc1ous and
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unconeo1oua, as an act of worship, glorifying its
Origin, Sustainer and End.a
Worship is adoration
A quotation from Selected Letters of von Httgel states:
The first or central act of religion 1s adoration,
sense of God, His otherness though nearness, His distinctness from all finite beings, though not separateness--aloofnesa--from them.
Underhill adds the comment,

It is true that from first to last self-regarding
elements are mixed with human worship; but these are
no real oart of 1t. Not man's needs and wishes, but
God's presence and incitement, first evoke it.9
To Thy rne.Jesty, O God, ten thousand times ten thousand
bow down and adore,
Singing and praising without ceasing, and saying
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of hosts;
Heaven and earth are full of thy praises;
Hosanna in the highest.10
For angels there is no question that ~doration is the
basic nature or worship.

That must also have been true tor

God's f1rst man and woman 1n Eden.

adoredl

Theirs was the

11

They saw Godi

They

V1e1on of God--that disclosure ot

the Supernatural which is overwhelming, self-giving, and
attractive all at once. 11 11

8Evelyn Underhill, Worship (Torohbook edition; New York:
Harper and Brothers, 19)6), p. J.

9 ~•• p. 5.
10Er1c M1lner-Wh1te and G. w. Briggs, Daily Praxer
(London: Oxtord University Pre.es, 1941), p. 5.
llunderh1ll, .2:2•

.911.,

p. 4.

Although man has turned. his back upon God he hae never
gotten away from the brightness of His presence.

The

primitive still knows the maJeety of God and responds.
Luther discussed th1e worship response of the heathen.
The substance of his comments is given in Luther .Q!l Worsh1nt
Of course, the idols are empty and vain. But their
power to call forth awe, worship, a.nd obedience comes
from God. It 1a His wrath which subJecta me.n to the
fragments of their o~m making. And those who worship
idols meet the true God 1n his wrath.12
The Christia n knows more.

Jesus Christ.

He has met God 1n the face ot

He ha.a known love, not that he lovee God,

but that God loved him.
Thia 1a the second phase of woreh1p 1 s cause, the power
of the uorking Word of God, and yet it 1s part of the first.

Every adoring action is a response both to the nature of
God and to the action of God, for what God is e.nd what He
does are the same.

God is love, for example, and God does

love, always and everyone.

This ac,cents the accuracy of

Underh1ll'a definition of worship as "the total adoring
response of man to the one Eternal God selr-revealed 1n
time. 11 13

Christian worship 1s the response ot faith to the

Blessed Trinity who has revealed Himself as He is and does
through the life, death and resurrection of His Son, Jesus
Christ.

.
12v11mos VaJta, Luther .Q!! Worship (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Presa, 19S8), p. 7.

1,underhill,

.sm..

~•• p. 61.

Certainly there is nothing 1n this revelation that
makes adoration less the heart of worship for the Christian
than it is for the primitive or pagan.

The holiness and

purity of God are only magnified by the agony He H1mselr
had to endure to solve the damning problem of sin.

The

power and dominion of God are only brought down to the
level of man's eyesight, not diminished, by the incarnation.

Hie omnipresence did not cease at His presence with

us, but this, with all the rest of the wonder of Deity, was
made more understandable to man by His presence 1n time,
and man was made more aware of the eternal truth, "Lo, I am
with you alway."

Since God came into time, man has been

able better to grasp eternity and to comprehend that his
destiny lies in 'lihe "praise, adoration and manifestation"

of God.
If that is man's destiny, is it not our ambition for
our children, now?

Our goal does not atop at knowing, or

receiving, or being, b~t 1s reached 1n their adoring of the
Thrice Holy One!
Worship includes confession
No understanding adoration 0f the aweful, sinless
holiness of God could exist without the reaction of hum111ty
and unworthiness.

Even the seraphim 1n Isaiah's vision used

four wings to cover face and feet as they cried their
Teraanotua·.

For sinful man the holiness

or

God has become
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a consuming fire, and it would be the undoing ot any man to
look upon God.

-

-

But our confession is because of what God does.

The

giving of Himaelf--and for einJ--1s God's method of bringing us to repentance, ot causing us to turn to Him again.
Donald Ba.1111e 1 s picture of mankind in a great circle, all
with their baoke turned to God who was to be the center ot
their lives, points up the reality and power of what God
has done.

Since men could no longer see Him, in the full-

ness of time He stepped out of eternity's center and walked
in the periphery of life, showing Himself and H1e love to
men.14

This is the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and it is the

power of God unto salvation because the understanding of
this love of God turns men, and they are turned--back to
the center, to adoration.
Once again it is olear that our objective 1s not that
our children know a1n (the devils also tremble) or receive
forgiveness (that grace may abound) or be forgiven (as tree
from sin yet living there1n)--our obJect1ve ls that our
forgiven children adore with lips and lives Him who, while
we were yet sinners, died tor us.
Worship involves thanksgiving
11

God's 1n Hie heaven, ail 1 s right with the world"-

14nonald M. Ba1111e, God Was In Christ (New York:
Scribners, 1948), pp. 205-'o6:" ~ ~

------·
with what thanksg1v1ng unfal1~n man could have sa1d ·it.
even God could say

or

If

our creation. "Behold! it is very

good." what must have been the reaction of created man~
From him who is the x•ecip1ent of the unbounded giving of
God therE'! could be no worship with.out the note of thanks-

giving to the Giver God.
But

II

this poor word 'Tha.nksg1 v1ng, '

0

as underhill

calla it,

l"11th its suggestion of dutiful grati'cude for benefits
received, 1s f ar from suggesting that total adoring
o.ckno·wledgment of God i n H1s cosmiQ s plendour and
mex•ciful deal1nge: with mEm. th'-!.t disintei~eeted worehi:9. that delighted God-ward refer-ence and consequent
sanctifying action which this word [ Eucharis t) 1mpl1ed
f1ret for devout Je~s, and _then for those early
Christians who so promptly adopted 1t as the beet ot
all ·t1 tles fo:t"' their chief religious rite. Plainly
there 1s a sense in which the creature ' e e,ppi•oach to
God must be covered, directed o.nd coloured by Thanksgiving , s ince it i a all occasioned and me.de possible
first by Hio gracious movement towards ue, 8.nd the.n b;y
the inc1 tements of His gi..ace.1.5
With this we agree--our tha.nksgiv1ngs are due to God
fo1" whe.t He 1e and fo1" whe.t He has done and continues to do

for us.

But what is our goa.l for our children--that they

know thanks are due? that they receive and accept our re-

minders e.bout sa;r1ng
they £2. tha nk.

11

Thanks 11 ?

First in i mportance is that

Once again, worship is an a ct1on that must

involve the worshiper.

Thanksgiving must mean that the

child knows God. appreciates a ble·s sing as God's gift, and
that he really gives God the.nka.

l5underh111, ~- c1t •• p. 141.
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But our goal 1s greater than mere polite expression.
Society expects graceful acknowledgment tor favors re- .
ce1ved--but in this, too, God is not mocked.

Lest our

children "be deceived" about this, their worsh1p training
must include an understanding of Christian thankfulness.
They must learn more than words of thanks; they must gain
the character of thankfulness that recognizes the cause for
thanks not in gifts defined by man as ''good" but in God
Himself who only and e.lways is good.

Him they must thank.

Lord,

love Thee
for the pleasure tha t we receive
then we but love ourselves;
1f we

But 1f we love Thee
to do Thee pleasure again,
then let us rejoice to obey Thee,
and, for thy sake, to love our brethren ••

. .16

Dorothy Parker's well-to-do Mrs. Whittaker was thankful.

"God had always supplied her with the best of service.

She could have given Him an excellent reference at any
time. 11 17

And Dr. Casteel who quotes t.,rs. Whittaker also

quotes the Pharisee,
other men."

11

God, I thank Thee that I am not as

It thankeg1v1ng 1e self-congratulation, it is

not worship.
To say, "Thanks God," even ror some passing and tr1v1al
benefit that has fallen to us, 1s to place ouraelYee

l6M1lner-White and B~1ggs, .Q:Q.• ~ . , p. 47.
1 7John L. Casteel, Red1acover1ng Pre.Yer (New York:
Aasoo1at1on Press, 1955), p. 87.
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at the uo1nt where we must decide whether the fundamental mot1ve of our living 1s to be self-satisfaction
or self-offering. If we are not to use the mercy of
God more and more as means to our own ends, we have
no choice but to g1ve ourselves up to Hie s ervice, and
to bring our lives, with hie help, into that "holiness
and r 1ghteouaness 11 for which he intends us.
To give thanks means, 1n this profound 3~d controlling
sense, that we a.coe,p t the whole of our life with deep
and r everent joy a s the gift which God, in his goodness, has bestowed upon us.18

Once more, this aspect of worship involves a doing,
and the doing is grounde·d 1n adoring.
Worship expands into supplication
\'l he the1" we begi n with God, "t'iho is able to do exceed-

ing abundantly above all that we ask or think" and for whose
sake we love our brethren, or whether we -begin with our
neoess1t1es, euppl1eat1on will be a part of our worship.
In one sense it would seem such requests would cease to be
worship and become prayer,
for worship is essentially d1s1ntereeted--1 t ''means
only God"--but prayer 1s only 1n some of its aspects
d1e1ntereated• • • • But as the genuine religious
impulse becomes dominant, adoration more and more
takes charge. 11 I come to seek God because I need
Him," may be an adequate formula for prayer. "I come
to adore His splendour, and fling myself and all that
I have at Hie feet,n is the only possible formula tor
worah1p.19
Here again our obJeot.1 ve for

(!)Ur

18~•• pp. 102, 88.
19underh111, .22.• ~ . , p. 9.
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both their pet1t1ons for themselveA and their 1ntercees1ons
for others be ofte.red 1n the frame

or ad.oration.

"The

11tt1ng U9 of our temporal necoss1t1es into the atmosphere
or otern1ty 1s !taelf an e.,:,t of P.doration and indeed e.

fundamental cha r acter of full worsh!p. 11 20
~·Je would hB.Ve our ch1lclren bring their suppl1cat1one

to God, not because they want their e.nswers but because
they want His will.

What God 1e and what God does are also

the source of this aspect of their worship, end in this
worship, too, they must not only receive but ask, not only
know but do.
Worship builds the brother
All these acts of worship are acts of 1nd.1v1duals.
But the God who knew it was not good for the man He had
made to be alone, who loved the world and revealed that a
love for the brother was evidence of a love for Him, calls
on men to worship together.
chorus nor increase

or

His obJect1ve 1s not a louder

beauty in polyphony, but that we

might "teach and admonish one another 1n ~salms and hymns
and sp1r1tual songs, singing with grace 1n our hearts to
the Lord. 0 21
said, "Say,
20!!?!9:.

In teaching Hie d.1ec1ples to pray our Lord

•our
,

Father.'"

p. l,SO.

2lcoloss1ane 3:16.

His apostle .St. Paul reminded

Christians more than once that they were members or the
Body of Christ and th~refore ! nvolvad in the live s of every
other brother.
The child who comes into the world expressing the
action i f not the vocabula ry of "m1.nc 11 needs helpful t raining A
i;o eain e.n underate.nding of "thine.

11

The worshiping

child neeua our as s1 stanee to realize t hat the action

or

worship i s the mor e s ingular beca use t he heavenly Father
e:l-:pe c t a 1t to b e co1:-porate.
Worship i nvolve s all of life

Not l e a st of B11 the a spects of worship is the understa nding tha t worshi p 1e more than e. br1ng1ng of "the calves

of the 11p o 0 ;22 worship i s

11

to do Justly and to love mercy

and to walk humbly with thy God. 11 23

Tlle pre.yer for God's

will to be done becomes worship only as the worshiper
follows the will of God, "even hie sanotification. 11 24
Even while the objective of all of life as worship 1a
set before our children, we will need to help them remember
that the standard 1s not the outward appearance ot the
action, but the mot~vat1on that is the heart of the action.
11

Not everyone that s aith unto me, 'I,.ord, Lord' shall enter
22Hosea 14:2.
2 3~uoah 6:8.

241 ~hesealon1ans 4:J.
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into the Kingdom of God, but he that doeth the will of my
Father which is :l.n heaven 11 25 must be l"ead. in the 11ght of•
11

Thou aha.l t 10•.re the Loi•d thy God with all thy heart, w1 th

all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy

streng t h .n.26

This is tho sarv1ce of the Lord that is wor-

ah1p, actions that are satellites of God, put into orbit
by the thruot of the love of God.

This sharpens up our understanding of worship but
should at the same time be helpful 1n cutting away oompla.cency w1 th the worship life of children.

If we cannot

be content with knowledge, then going to a Christian day
school or n Sunday School may not be the self-evident solu.
t1on to the problem of rearing worshiping ch1ld~en. [Learning to worship e.nd. woroh1p1ng nm.et head up the curriculum

be~ore schooling is part of the answe~.

If ubeing a

Christian 11 1s not neoesear1ly the equ1v&lent of being a

worshiper, then being a soul statistic on a church reoord
is no guarantee of our objective.

It "rece1v1ng 11 will not

answer, then neither attendance at church services nor
presence in family devotions is the solution, no matter how
we succeed in having our ch1ldr~n s1t still through both:]
But all these a.re obviously loaded compar1s.ons..

Our

children do pray--betore bedtime, at meals, 1n church and

25:Matthew 7:21.
2 6r-tark 12 : JO.
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aohool, and perhaps all by themselves.
worship?

Do they adore?"

Then ask, "Do they

Do we, for that matter?

Do we,

child and adult, have a worship life of Adoration, Confession, Thanksgiving, and Supplication that can be summnr1zed in the mnemonic word ACTS and so remind us that
worship is what we do because of what God is?

Does our

action of worship serve also to edify our brothers?

Do we

consciously give our actions a Godward orientation?
If we want to grow--or if we covet this worship lite

tor our children, we need to look to the mea.ns--to the
source of the worship life.

Since man, left to his own

ignorance, simply creates a god patterned on his own desires and so can find only God in His wrath, true worship

can begin only 1n a revelation of God from God.. [worship
is something a Christian does--and a Chr1st1a.n 1s already

the result of something God does.

Woz,shlp 1s something

the child does--and this point is the first to be accented
in order to stress its vital importance in the def1n1t1onJ
but first in point ot time 1s what Ged does to the child to
make him a worshiper.

gotten

by

The worshiper is a child ot God be-

the incorruptible eeed ot the Word of God.)

----~~--------CHAPTER IV
CONSIDER THE WORD
In B1 blica.l terms the 1:Jord of God 1s God Himself 1n
action.

To use the phrases employed in the prev1eus para-

graphs, the ,·1oro. of God 1s wha t God 1s and does.

Since

worship 1s a re action by man to what God is and dees, its
rele.tion to the Word of God 1s obvious.

Wherever there 1s

ltorsh1p there will be found the Word of God e.s 1 ts source
and ca.use.

What is often not so obv1oue is the relation ot

the human factor to the '·lord of God and to worship.

The

presence of the Word of C
}od is not a guarantee of worship.
Worship 1a e, ?"eaction by men to the action o'f God, a nd it

men do not rev.ct, the ~.ct1on of the Word. alone 1s not wor-

ship.

I f this seems needlessly complex, note that it is

exactly the point which is being overlooked ~hen we a.re ·
content w1th an obJect1ve of receiving or know1ng the 'i·l ord
of God, when we o.re content ,·11th our children's exposure to

the 1·i ord and not concerned with their reaction in worship.
A consideration of this aspect of worsh1~ will require
first an understanding of the nature of God's Word and then
a oons1derat1en of the kind ot response which a child, who

1e both body and soul, ean make to the Infinite.

The first

w111 be undertaken 1n this chapter, the second 1n Chapter

v.
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God's Word Is God•s Work
11

'fhe Word was God, 11 wrote St. JC!>bn and continued by

describing how the Word was the light and lite ot men.

Man

was created a worshiper, for in him was the light and lite
of God.

In him wo.s the Word and he had no sinfulness to

block his adoring response to the Word--h1s uorship.

The

life of God left ma n and he surely died 1n the day he disobeyed.

The light of life went out and man wa s 1n the

darkness of sin.

But the \"lord of God did not pa ss away--

God continued to be a part of -man•a life and to move out tQ
man in mercy and kindness.

He drove men out of the garden,

an act that seemed harsh until He made it clear that He
would keep the·m from the tree of life lest they eat and,

He promised

like the evil angels, live ~orever as sinners.

to remain an active agent 1n man's existence unt11 cllmaotically in the Seed of the woman He would crush the power of
Satan.

He continued to work in Adam and Eve's 11ves, con-

vincing them by labo.r against thorn and thistle and by labor
in ohildbtrth that they needed His mercy and grace.

He was

active in Cain's and Abel's lives s~ that they responded in
sacr1f1oe, and gave the first evidence of the terribly
determ1nat1ve element ot the human factor in the response
that is worship.

He was active 1n the call

Abraham and the clear statement

or

or

grace to

law to Moses.

And at

last Mwhen all was still and it was midnight, Thine Almighty

7,..,
Wo~d, o Lord, deeoended from the royal throne.ul
was made flesh and dwelt among us, full

or

The Word

grace and truth.

God's Son wa.e the Word, supremely revealing the loving
kindness of God, the power ths.t changes a man from unbel1et

to faith and thus restores him to life.
In all this 1·t is clear that God's Uord 1s God's work.
We aomotimea th1nl~ that th0 biggest 1"evelation of God 1s

now completed, that with the loss of the visible preaence
of Jesus Christ at H13 ascension we ha~e no longer quite
A~he. s ame working action of O·od in our lives.

But our Lord

told. H13 disciples the;t 1 t was expedient for Him to go away

in ord~r that the Comforter might corae to us.

As wonderful

an incarnation of God as hap? ened on that first Christmas
m.id.n:tght; happens each time the Holy Spir1't ta.k.es over the

life of o. man.

God tibeoomes incarnate ll 1n each man ~-;ho by

the Spirit's power is enabled to call Jesus Christ, Lord.
:•ie know and should not forget that the bodies o'f our children

who believe in Him are temples of the Holy Ghost.
them..

He ia 1n

They a.re neither their own nor a.re they really ours.

They are in a sense incarnations of God the Holy Ghost who
lea.de the1r wo1"ship, saying those things they are not able

to eay and expressing an adoration that is true and acceptable before God though we sometimes Judge 1t to be oh1ld1ah
111 ·rhe Introit for the Sunday after Christmas,

Luthyran Hymnal
1

19 41 , p. 56.

11

Ill!.

(St. Louis: Conc0rd1a Publishing House,
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and incomplete.

Each act of worship 1s an evidence ot God's

working '\'lc:>rd.

God's Word in God'e Words
1 hou hast the words of etern&l life 11 confessed Peter,

11 1

11

0.nd we believe ar!d a re sure that thou art the Christ the

Son of the Living G-od. '12

The Word used words, and the words

11ere the Word of life.

.rhat whioh was from the beg1nn1ng, which we have
heard, which we hava eeen with our eyes, wh1eh we haYe
looked upon, and our hands have handled of the Word ot
li~eJ (for the life wns manifested and we have seen it,
and bear witness and show unto you that eternal 11re,
't·rhich wae w1 th the· It'ather, and was manifested. unto
us;) that which we have seen and heard declare we unto
you that ye also may h nve fellowship with us; and truly
our fellowshi~ is ,;,r1 th the Father, and w1 th His Son
Jesus Christ. J
1

God has used l·mrds a.s H1o Word from the beg1nn1ng--they

were means He had to employ to reveal His love and gracious

purpose.

He spoke to Adam and Eve, to Gain and to Abel.

He called Abraham, He carved His law for .Mosesi He !)romised
His Son through prophets; He sent a Christmas canticle to

shepherds; He

f!"OVed

holy men to spes.k and to write.

He

reached us in words wh1oh the apostles and prophets wrote
by 1nep1rat1on of His Spirit and by words our ancestors
spoke.

His Word acts through symbols men le~ned to write

2John

6:68-69.

31 John l: 1-J.

and through print which conveys the words through which the
Word acted.

He continues to work on cur children as we

speak to them the Word of life and as they read the
Scriptures• words of life •

.All of this means that we use

the Sor1ptures with awe and grat1tude--obJect1ve:

worship!

We tell Bible stories to our children, read Epistles and
Gospels, tea ch Bible passages--des1red result:

worship!

We want them to know, to memorize, to understand a scheme
of Bible tea ching such as Luther's Catechisms present in
order to bring them the Word, to ex9ose them to the S91r1t,
all that they might worship.
But becauae for gene.rations we have been so much bett.e r
acquainted with God's work 1n words than with othe,r revelations of the working Word, we are c·a J'etul not to confuse the
power with the form, the action with the agent.

The Bible

is the Word of God beoause through 1t God confronts man with
His gracious purpose to save the whole world by Christ's
!

passion and resurrection.

It 1e the power of God unto

salvation because God is working 1n it.

It is the Word ot

God because by it God acco1D911shes His work.

And its work

is aocompl1shed when men who hear believe and adore--GodJ
· But the Bible is not an end in 1tselt, not a power 1t
uncomprehended, not always an evidence ot a higher Christian
caliber 1t taken in larger doses than in smaller.

If our

children confuse knowledge with wors~1p, the w~rda with the
Word, th~ ~9saess1on with the action, they a.re little more
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blessed by the1r ·possession of the Bible than w~s Tom
Sawyer after he traded to acqu1re his.

H1s obJect1ve was

e.t least clea:r--he we.nted Becky Thatcher.

Do our children

see God (to glorify e..nd to enjoy forever) as the goal of
their B1ble s·tudy?
C}od.'s Word 1n Water

Teaching a ll thinss that Jesus put into words is a
vital part of the Church's oomm1sa1on.

But as great a part

of the task of ma..lting d1sc1p+ea 1e baptizing 1n the name at

the Father o.nd of th~ Son a~d of the Holy Ghost.

T·o a man

who kne't·T the Scriptures of h1s day our Lord said, "Except a

man be born e..ge.1n of W·S.ter and of the ·s p1r1 t he ea.nnc,t
enter into the kingdom of God. 11 4

When St. Paul wroto to

·: r1tua "according to His mercy H'.e saved ue by the ws.sh1ng of
regeneration and the renewing or the Holy Ghost,«5 he made
God I e point clear that God I s working \vord is a.oti ve in the

water of Baptism.

Thia wae Martin Luther's p~1nt:

"Baptism

1s not simple water only but 1t is the water comprehen4ed

in God's command and connected with God's W9rd."

Much more

1s said here than that Scrl~ture reoorde Baptism as the w111
of God.

Luther points out that the t1ord, the work,

or

God

1s 1n and with the water and that God 1s working torg1veness

4 John :3 :3.
ST1tue '.3:5.
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of s1n a,nd the life and light of God through Baptism's

1irater.
Surely this is the starting 9oint 1n any oons1derat1on

of children's wo~sh1p.
There 1s a special urgency about such a consideration
because so much of religious education (and notably
that which claims to be based on a "common Ohr1st1an1ty")
has thrown its aooent elmost entirely upon tru~h and
has almost r egarded the life 1n the Sacraments as
optional and additiona l, rather than as the very stuff
and essence of the Sp1r1tua.l 11fe.6
There is no s uggestion hore thet truth be minimized, but it
aacramentt.tl grace be g1 ven e. second pla.oe in the scale ot
God's ~ork1ng Word, what of our 1nfBnts who must believe
but who ca nnot hear, pree.cher or no preacher?

And if by

Scripture, confessions, and oonv1ct1on we believe that the
S~ir1t does take posaess!on ot our children• a bodies and
lives through th1e Holy Sacre.ment, why do we begin to stress
t~aoh1ng~ even. before our t-rords are 1ntell1gible, ae though
e.11 depended on knowledge?

The fact 1s our infants have

certainly been worshiping since they were incorporated into
the Body of Christ by th1a Sacrament.

Once we reoogniz:e

this (i1e wal,k by faith), even edueatione.1 theory would point

out that the point af departure in the Cbr1et1en training of

our ch~ldren 1e !£_orsh1p.
proceed.

From the known to the unknown we

Worsh1R with the children--the.t they already do--

and then add to their taith knowledge.
6~. Reginald Lumb, The Educat1o~ of Souls (London: ihe
Faith Press~ l9S2), p. 24.
·
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Goe.' s Word 1n Rela.t1oneh1ps

Our Lord, knowing our 1noapae1ty, told us of evident
fruits by which we may r~cognize evil. But He did not
lead us to suppose that we a.re qua l1f1ed to detect the
eonsequenoes of grace in the child of the font • . They
may be there in every child of the font, for &11 we
know, seen pl a inly of,.,angeJ.s and saints, but hidden
from our carnal eyes.,
I his would be a conclusi on :fa1 th draws f r om God• a promise

1

of Hie Wo1"'d working in Holy Baptism• e ·water.

Must the eyes

of fa.i th no t a.lso s ec God I s love cont i nue 1 ts wor k in the
child through h is relationship with h1a parents?

God show Hi s love to us 'i'

How did

He we.a ma.de in the l1keneaa ot

men.
r'ora.smuch then a s the children are partakers of' flesh
and blood, he also himself likewise- took part o'f the
s ame; • • • • Wherefore in all things it behooved him
to be made 11ke unto h1a brethren, tha t he might be a
merciful and f a ithful high priest in things p ertaining
to God, to make reconc111at1on tor the s1na o'f the
people .a
He spoke t o us, He acted for us, but first He

l!@.@.

for us.

Before our children of the f'ont can understand anything

we say to them, before we- can eXplain Hie reeonoiling work
for us, we must be for them the evidence of the love ot God.
"To believe is to be oontronted by, to respond to, and -to
11~e in the eternal God.

7Ib1d. , p. 97.
8Hebrews 2:14,17.

Faith is, therefore, more a
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matter of rele.t1onsh1p than of intellectual aeeent. 119

Sy our relat1onsh1.p with our children we beg1n to teach
them the love of God.

The infant that enters a terrifying

and completely unknown world, peopled with giants and
thundering with sounds, how shall . he learn the love of God
apart from the love of' parents?

When we in all boldness

and confidence call Ged "our Father," we give evidence of
a basic understanding taught by the love of our earthly
father.

'H e learned to love by being loved; we learned' ot

love by being ahown a love.
Parents are engaged in the work of conveying the working Word of God when they struggle up to giye their child
h1s two o'clock feeding.

Their only means of commun1oat1on w1th him 1s that
phys 1cc1.l care.

or

Given in the context of love, physical
care becomes the outward and vlsible sign o"f' an 1nne.r

gre.ce on the part of the pa.rent for the child.10

The langua.ge of' rele.t1onsh1!)s is the only langua ge a child

ca.n underst and.

God uho a9ake in times p ast by the persons

of prophets, e~d in these last times by the person or His
Son, apeake also through the persons He gives a s parents to
children.

Without over-emphasizing this aspeot o~ God's

oaz-e for His own we ca.ri agree

9Reuel L. Howe, 1.rul Need !£ A Min1sttt ~ l.rut PreSghool Ohilg (Greenwich, Oonn.: The Seabury Presa, 1952),

p. ll.

lOibid., p.

5.
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that He means for our children to have the1r t1rst
e:xperience of H1s love in the love of their parents.
Therefore our children's experiences ot learning to
love by first being loved matches the experience ot
Christians through the oentur1ee as expressed by St.
John, "we love Him, because He first loved us. 11 11
The lapguage of relationships must convey other
ultimately important understandings.
to say

11

I

II

The child must begin

and not 1n a way that le e.ds to a .selt1sh chain

running through

11

my tedd.y bear," "my b1oyele,'* ''my oar, 11

"my girl II until ''my God 11 becomes only another possessed

appendage to life; he must learn sel:f-1dentif1cat1on and
respect within the relationship to loved ones and espec1ally
to God.
believe that when a ,p erson sqs 11 I" meaningfully,
the next beet thing he can say is "believe in God.u.
• • • We prepare our pre-school child for oreda.l rela. tionsh1p 1n a. rudimentary way by living with him 1n
such aw~ that he acquires M 1nd1v1dual1ty that
finds fulfillment 1n fellowship.12

'\·le

Or think of the child's relationship to authority-your approach to discipline w111 result in more than the
securing of quiet when you want it or preserving or the
perpendicular position or a glass of milk on the dinin~ room
table.
01'

Conflicts of will between child and parent outside

the context ot love and underst·a nding can arouse feelings

or hate, tear and guilt which may be transferred to the God
who is introduced as "Father" in later years.

1 1 ~ . , p. 9.

12Ibid., pp. 11-12.

Without
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exaggerating the effects, it is evident that
these encounters between parent and child carry with
them the issues of spiritual life and death for the
child. The purpose of the relationship here 1s so to
live with the child that through his experiences with
our authority he will be helped to worship and therefore truly to love God, the Ultimate Authority, whom
otherwise the child might, and very easily, only tear
and r e sent. He who oan truly worship God has made his
11 adJustment 11 to authority.
Inability to relate to
authority except fearfully and resentfully explains
why many people worship not 11 1n spirit and in truth"
but formally a.nd compulsively and without releaae.13

Ir

our eternal destiny is to worship God eternally, it

our evidence of divine life in time 1s our present adoration
of the Eternal, how vital the ministry of parents appears.
And yet how apparent is the Church's failure to recognize
the vital role of this ministry.

Millions are spent to

train m1n1sters of the \·l ord of God to lead adults in their
worship life, which has already been greatly t'ormed by
parental ministers of the working Word who deal with
parishioners in the first years of their lives 1n which
they learn more than in any comparable period or their
existence.

"Lay hands suddenly on no man 11 --and the Church

heeds.

11

But

:ta111ng 1n lovet1 ie not on theological Seminary

curricula; no dean determines a young couple's matriculation
in this school; and almost anyone can become a parent.
God's Word in the Church's Fellowship

It 1s but a step from cradle to cradle roll, and rrom

l'.'3 Ibid., pp. 12-13.

----~~-------BJ
there to the beginner• a departmen·t.

But Kathy Ann, Kinder-

gartner, gives woeful testimony to the langur.:tge of relat1onsh1pe that is understood by the ohild who first enter.s the
Churoh I s 11f e.
\i hen tie got to church this morning, my mother sa1d to
a man in front, 11 \'ii l l you please tell us where the
kinderg~.rten meets"? 11 'J:he man said, 11 Go down those
steps and a sk somebody. 11 We started downstairs. We
meet 2. woman Elnd Mommy asked her, "Is the kindergarten
room down here?u And the woman s a id, 11 I don't know
much.about the basement. I teach uosta1rs. 11 We hee.rd
a crying noise, a nd Nommy wen·t that- way. And there by

the furnace was the kindergarten. The little girl who
was crying was holding on to her mother and saying,
11
No, no, no! 11 l'he teacher sa.w us by the door, and I
hea rd her say, 11 0h, my! another one! 11 She i-.re.lked over
and said, 11 Ho1,r olo. is she?" I can talk myself. I
told her, "I' m four a nd a half. 11 14
The Rev. Johns. Willia.ms suggests that when il Jesus
called a little child unto him and set him 1n the midst of
them 11 15 it wa s not only to teach some profound truths about
the true va lues in the Kingdom of God, but was an acted
parable as well.
Jesus called the child to come and stand side by s1de
with Him (an act of 1dent1f1cat1on which on another
occasion he made even more exnlicit in the words "Inasmuch . • • 11 ) and then he placed the child deliberately
in the very centre of that company of twelve supremely
important men, lifting him up lnto a place of conspicuous prominence as he said: 11 tfuosoever receives a
little child like this in my name is receiving me. 11
• • • It surely proclaims beyond any possibility of
mistaking that the proper place of the child in the
care and concern of the Christian Church (and in

1~rances Dunlap Heron, Kathy Ann, Kindergartner
(Nashville, Tenn.: Ab1ngdon ·Prees, 1955), p. 11.
1SMatthew 19:2-6.
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practice that means the local congregation) 1s tt1n the
m1dst. 11 The Church's children must be the centre and
focus of the Church' a 't·10rk. 16
Apply all tha t he.a been said in pt>ev1oua paragraphs on
relationships to the situation of the average child set in
the midst of our oongregationa.

That there is a concern

for the child is beyond question.
a concern for knowledge ',

But 1s it not principally

Schools, Sunday schoole, Saturday

schools, oonf 1rme.t1on 1natru9tio'n classes--but where the
Church is being itself, in 1ts worship, it must be s a id
"that ours ie a Church for the 'sheep' and that we have not
begun to be a Church for the 'lambs.

111

17

It 1s too easy to stress the negative aspects of
"crying rooms" equipped with one directional glass and an
electronic speaker; but are they not partly symptoms of a
congregational attitude that implies children should
neither be seen nor heard?

Nor 1s that congregation neces-

sarily 1n better grace that has neither crying room nor
nursery.

£he command of our Lord was more than "Don ° t

1

separate lambs . from ewes"; it was

11

Feed my lambs.

11

What 1s

required here comes under more explicit consideration in a
later section.

But the language of relationships spoken 1n

the fellowship of the Church may already be saying so much

l6John s. Williams, Worship and The Modern Child
(London: National Society, SPCK, 1957"f;-p. 117.
17Lumb, on. 5'1!., p. 82.
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that any improvement 1n our communication w111 be handicapped.
Much of the most ve.luable p a1"t of early tra ining comes
not through 11 understanding," but in the partial pa.rt1c1pa.t1on of an onlooker, which is in fact life's way
of education as a new entrant into a community looks,
and leai 11s, and makes his adjustments. The child who
sits in his pram by the grocer• s dooi• , whilst his
mothei.. te.kes her place 1n the queue, does not "understand11 much about it a t all. Yet he 1a na turally
finding hie ,,my into hie environment, ae he watches
the pe.norar.ia of peoplfl, dogs , ca r s , a nd other children.
1

In very much the s a me ua.y, pedestria n though the
a ne.logy may e.ppea r, the 11ttle child at hie mother's
side in church begina t o fit into his ep1rituel environment and heritage at the augu~t mysteries of the
Euch1r.1st, as he surveys the people around h1m, recognizes the noises of organ and belle, and comes to know
that the priest at the altar 1s speaking to God. Beat
of e.11, a r.d never to be forgotten whilet life lasts,
will 1t be if he can see (and these things cannot be
concealed from e. child's eyes) that his mother ie engaged 1n something that brings her joy a nd pea ce • • • •
There he Nill find an infection of worship and a sense
that he has hie place in the House of God.18
Certainly at least two conclusions result from thought
on the Church's l~guage of relationship.
parente I t1oreh1p becomes decia1 ve.
ce.nnot transmit the Chr1at1an faith.

The place of

Non-wo1•e-h1p1ng parents

The Spirit of God can

go beyond them, e.nd does, may Hie grace be praised.

But

parents teach tho Word of God by what they do much more
effectively than by what they ee.y.

This ie true both because

of the limit of the average parent•e teaching ability and because ot the vocabulary and conceptual 11m1tat1one in the

18!l2!g_•• p. 79.
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child.

But it is even more true because the truths that

are implicit, that are simply taken for granted, are asserted muoh more positively than anything that 1s merely
stated 1n words.
During those early formative years from infancy to the
age of ten or so, the really vital thing is going to
be, not what they learn about religion objectively,
but what they come t o ~ about it from their contacts
with older people. It is going to· be the general impression, pleasant or unpleasant, real or bogus, that
w111 determine whether, in later years, the child will
find God or will throw overboard (perhaps scornfully)
everything that he imagines religion to be; and the
general impression he gets of it will be derived almost entirely from the religious atmosphere of the
home, positive or. negative. If religion means little
or nothing to you, then, however much good sense you
may talk, the chances are hundreds to one that your
oh1ld will be infected by your uns,p oken attitude.
Some wise words are spoken by one of the characters in
·r. s. Eliot's play Family Reunion: "I think that the
things that are taken for granted make a deeuer impression on children than wha,t they are told: 11 19
This language of relationship in worship is the responsibility of parents as the Church in the home, and also the
respone1bil1 ty of the other Church member.a who together with
parents worship with the Church's children in the services
of the congregation.

The fellowship

or

the Church 1n wor-

ship is a vital means employed by God to work with Hie Word.
The congregation's welcome to the child ie a second aspect

ot the Church's language

or

fellowship.

A parishioner who

glares at an infant worshiper making a Joyful no1ee unto the
Lord (again we walk by faith) will set the child's emotional

19\v1111ams, .2P.• 01i., pp. 59-60.
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response against the Church as much as an irritable grocer
will malte the trip to the store an unhappy chore.

A nursery

or e. beginner' a department located in a. part of the church
b~sement shared .with dampness and the plumbing pipes will
convey a very strange 1dea ot the resplendent maje sty and
goodness of God to a child, no matter

hQW

much a. teacher

insists that the bearded man in the white Palestinian robe
is the proof of what God 1e r eally like.

A preacher wqo

implies that sitting still is the basic ingredient of a
child's worship in church conveys a picture of a God who
does not understand even the physical make-·u p of the children He Himself' ha.a made, and is helping the child to a
conclusion that the less he has to do with such a divinity
the happier he will ~e.

All the Church's doctrine about

Holy Baptism as God's means for bringing a child into the
fellowship ot the believi ng Body 1s denied 1f the clergy
race through the form 1n order to pacify the disgruntled
adults whose sighs and glance at wrist watches are already
teaching the older children how they were received into the
Church and how they should understand that Baptism is important but not as important as Sunday dinner, that Holy
Baptism is a means of grace, yes, but tood is the real
means of lite.
Williams makes this conolusionc
The most decisive thing we oan do, during the first ten
years of a child's lite, is to put him 1n the way ot
gaining a happy, and attr~~t1ve impression of religion,

I
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so that he may at least be favorably disposed toward
1t when the time comes for him to "make up hie mind
about it." He will then be in a position te face the
intellectual and moral cla ims of the f a ith without
preJud1ce; that is, without a distorted emot1onal · att1'liude. We must try, both by example and precept, to
give him an impression of religion which will appeal
t o al l that is most na tural and healthy 1n h1m, t o
his sense of fun as well as to hie sense of obligation.
It should be 11 1nte reating 11 to the point of f asc i nation.
It should be free from all unnecessary restraints and
pro hi bit i ons , t hough it mus~, e.t ·the aame t 1me de mand a
high degree of discipline (a thing which children both
re spect a.n a. de sire ). .Mo s~G imp ortant of a ll, 1 t should
appeal a t every stage to the child's ambition to be
11
gro~m-up ,, ; tha ·~ i s , 1t should be forward-looking and
adult 1n fla vour, avoiding that kind of half-sentimental simplicity wh1oh some peopl e think children
like, though, in fact, it embarrasses them and confirms
them i n the i de a tha t religion bslongs to ch1ldi1ood
and can be abandoned as they grow older.20
·
This is taken out of a context that does stress the necessity of theology a s the foundation for all Christian faith
and worship.

No aooent on the Word in words sho~ld make us

ignore the importance of the work God would work through
Hie Word 1n relationships and in the Church's fellowship.
God's Word in t he Act of Worship Itself
It 1s apparent that worship, as a major aspect of the
adult fellowship, will exert an influence on those who are
present in a service either as a help or a hindrance to the
Word's work .

Even more vital is the Word influence which

worsh1o brings to bear upon the one who worships.

~he act

et worship itself becomes a channel (to the one who
20lbid'
- · ' pp. 61- 62 •
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worships) of the very Word that makes of mane. worshiper.
tcLearning by doing" is never more tr1.te than 1n the
area of worship, not because practice makes perfect, but
because the Perfect God 1e the sole cause and so much of
the content of the practice.

God's gracious and work1ng

Word is active \·Therever a Chr1et1a.n is worshiping--there
can be no worship without this power of God--and therefore
wherever true worsh1p is taking place there is to be found
the Word of God .

Tak e adoration--what happens when a Christian begins
to adore God?

The majesty and splendor and transcendent

glory of God come to h1a mind and cause him to kneel and
adore.

Hha 't.i 1s this memory but the Word of God?

This is

uhat the heavens ha'l/e declared and the firmament has shown,
but that the psalmist and the prophet have made even more
eXplicit in words.

The surge of remembered Word that rises

to the mind when the sanot1f1ed will prompt the Christian
to adoration is certainly no lees in power or 1n value than
Word read 1n a chapter-a-day program of Bible use.

A com-

parison between the two uses of the Word might point up
that the content of what 1s remembered is probably much
smaller in scope than all tha~ is recorded; but this would
only ~nd1ca te a fact that is admitted by e·v ery worshiper,
that acts of worship are not a substitute for a use ot
Scripture.

At the eam~ time ever1 Bible student ·will be

able t~ sse that he uses Scripture's revelation 1n everr
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act of worship and uses it most pertinently bece.use he acts
on it.

From either point of depe.rture the l'!orking Word of

God is seen to be brought to bsar on the 1:rorshiper by his
act of worship.
The point would only be magnified if the worship acts

or

confession, thanksgiving and supplication were cons idered.

Obviously what is being considered hez•e is true worship and
Christiaq worship, not insincere, ignorant mouthings or
quatrains memorized in childhood under the label of prayer
· and regarded as efficacious because child-like faith seems
a close cousin to

11

ch1ld1sh 11 praying.

But of real worship

it can ba said that "he who kneels 1s rewarded with an in-

crease of worshiping love" and that "worship is both creative
an.d

redemptive. n21
This becomes an extremely importaht truth in any ap-

proach to developing Chriet1an children.

It asserts not

only that a good Christian is a worshiping Ohr1stian but
also that a better Christian develops as a result of
Christian worshiping.

It assertr.3 that one becomes a better

worshiper by worshiping.

It does not at all imply a lesser

pl~cP for knowledge nor deprecate the pr1mao1 of God's grace
1n Scripture and Sacrament as the source ot the Christian
life; but it does assert that 1n the very act of worshiping
21Ev~lyn Underhill, Worsh1} (Torchbook edition; New
York: Harper and Brothers, 19~6 • pp. 26, 78.
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a. person is making the most direct and personal application

of the 11ord to himself.

Worship is a means for the Means

of Grace.
A child can be told that hitting the neighbor boy 1n
a selfish assertion of propflrty rights is a fra cture of the
fifth commandment and a basic infringement on the law of
love expressed in the second t able of the law; the child
may understand all of this, see the ethical point and the
logical connection, and give back all the right answers to
the pertinent review questions; but none of this instruction
and knowledge touches the real boy where he lives as will
an act of tha t boy's own worship.

When he walks into the

presence of his holy and loving Father, acknowledges both
those attributes in adoration and all his own unworthiness
in confession, then the instruction is really applied.
applied it himself.

He

Of course, this does not require loco-

motion to a chapel nor vocalizing of the Collect for penitence.

Any repentant thought, any awarcenees of God's in-

terest in the oaa~ that 1s before the bar of parental
Judgment, any mental admission of truth 1n the facts of the
case presented before him probably!.!. such a worship action
by a Christian child.

But the point is that the ability to

do that worship aot of adoration and confession is what we
would help our children to obtain--and they are able to do
it in the cr1s1e time for having learned to do it in more
normal circumstances.

And they learn moat effectively to
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worship as they apply the working Word of God to themselves
by worshiping.
God's Word in the Celebration of the Euche.rist
No account of the gracious activity of God 1n the
lives of men would be complete without a recognition of Hie
working \ford 1n the Eucharist.

That there is here a source

of strength for the adult life of worship 1s conceded by
all Christians, although 1ts significance is variously interpreted by denom1nat1ons, and its varied blessing often
unrecognized by members of our own.

Since the worship lite

of children is developed as much by what their elders do as
by what they say, and since the children of the Church are
in attendance a t the services wnich are in remembrance of
our Lord, it is apparent that Eucharietio worship 1s of
maJor significa nce.

Since the impact of the Word touches

the worship life of children out of the fellowship or the
Church, this celebration, both representative and creative
, of the holiest communion between the Head of the Church and
His members, is a prime factor 1n the child's worship life.
Obviously adults will be able to transmit to their
children by language only that which they themselves understand, and will transfer by action and attitude only that
in which they actually p articipate.

A realization ot all

that the Word of God 1a working in this Sacramental service
is basie to all that communicants do and to all they would
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show forth,
Cup.

11

11

aa often as they eat th1a Bread and drink this

The answer to the question, "What mean ye by this

service 'l

:,

1s important not only for those who commune but

for the next generation who from their example and 1nstruct1on will take up this high privilege of receiving and
adoring the Most High.
Two elements must be present in a consideration of the
activity of the Word of God in the Eucharist.

One is cen-

tered in the Bo~y and Blood given 1n the Sacrament and the
words of Scripture that surround and interpret this Gift
of God Himself.

The other 1s an understanding of the varied

aspects of worship that are included 1n the Euchar1et1o

serv1c0 as the Church now celebrates 1t.

This second point

has an important bearing on the goal of children's worship
because worship itself conveys the Word.

It a commun1cant

approaches the Altar w1th an understanding· of the Sacrament
that makes penitence his only worship action, he will teach

only confession to his obeervlng children.

If reception of

the Body and Blood is the only action which an adult understands as participation in the Eucharist, the chief thing
he will have to teach h1s non-communicant children will be
the virtue of patience and ready submission demanded by an
arbitrary age fo1• admission to the Sacrament.

And if the

adult's understanding of the service is suoh as to make
quite normal a reJeotion of the Lord's 1nv1tat1on on alternate months• or even a departure from the room in which the
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Lord is present 1n the Bread and Wine as a Gift to His
people, 1t 1s painful to consider Just what he is teaching
his children.

Both of these area.a of the Word's a.otiv1ty

are important for the child's present worshiping, but become important twice over when it 1s remembered that
Eucharistic worship 1s the ultimate goal toward wh1oh we
as Chr1st1a.ns direct our children.

A

child I s Christian

worship 1s only then properly developing when 1t is oriented
toward the Church's Eucharistic worship--and the adult
understanding of both the Sacrament and the Euchar1st1c
Service are true north and compass needle in that orientation.
Here only the briefest outline of the relationship
between Sacrament and Service can be presented.

But the

understanding must be sought that the Word in the Eucharist
be received 1n the completeness which the words of Scripture
would indicate was 1n the mind of our Lord a.a He instituted
the Supper in the upper room.

Using those words as a point

of departure it 1s possible to point out that the aspects
of word and of worship expressed in the Liturgy were also

included in our Lord's

11

Do

this" a.nd 1n the Church's under-

standing ot them.22

22Dom Gregory Dix in Th)
minster: Da.cre Press, o.1947
the ea.ting and drinking would
d1$c1ples in any case because
sh1p o1role and Old Testament

ShaRe g,t the L1turgY (Westhas developed the point that
have been continued by the
of the nature of their tellowbackground.
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The 11fe-g1v1ng love of God tor men
11

Te.ke e a:t My Body g1 ven for you, take dr1nk My Blood

shed for you for the remission of sins. "

These ,1ords ot

Scripture e.r e clearly the Wora. of God announcing o.nd ac-

complishing the

11

forg1veness of sins, life and salvo.t1on"

of which Luther speaks in deac1~1bing the benefits of the

Saore.ment.
rated

11

His underotandlng of this ~lessing never sepa-

life and s a l '!J'E.".tion" from 11 forg1 veneas 11 as though the

Sacrament gave forgivenes s now 1n order to gue.rantee eternal

life l a ter on.

But ·c:;he forgiveness 9f e1na meant the re-

demption, 1ihe restoro.t1on of the image of C·od to the new
man, the companionship of God in the Spirit's indwelling.

The worde of Christ indica te all of this and more.

eterns.lly stying Himself for rna.n.

G~d 1s

Christ is ~acrif1ce tor

ma n's s1n and because of this s acrifice man is forg17en.

Christ gives Himself to men, Himself lives 1n a.nd with the
communican·t.
"Do this 1n remembrance· of Me.
is evident 1n these words.

11

The response expected

The Body 2nd Rlood are to be

The Sacrame.nt' a significance 11es equally 1n 11Th1G 1s 11...y
Body and Blood" and 11 Do 1n remembrance ot Mett--tbe oomb1nat1on of Sacrament and service. Evelyn Underhill present•
a study of the worship elements from the background of the.
Liturgy in Worship, pp. 1J8tf. Yngve Br111oth 1n Euehar1st1o
Faitb; and Pract1oe, . Evangelical and Catho.lie, translated
from the Swedish by A.G. Hebert\London: Society tor Promoting Christian ICnow1e·d ge, o.1939) develops both aspects
or the celebration's s1gn1f1cance, as gift and as worship,
from a New Teatament study.
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received and all that Christ's living and dying mean and
aooompl1eh are to be remembered and accepted 1n faith.

By

this worshiping action man has what Christ g1vea, forgive-

ness, life, salvation, the living presence of God-with-us.

Thie reception and remembering are already acts of worship,
and both the Word and the worship are teaching both the
communicants and their children in every Eucharistic service.

The life-surrendered love of man for God
But much more is involved.

Adoration is anticipated.

"& Body--M:y; Blood" express the completeness of God's gift
ot His life and love dramatically revealed 1n the incarnation.

The oommun1cant 1 e adoration, obviously not ot the

host, but of Him who both deigns to dwell with men and has
gone to preps.re a place for those who love Him, is both the
resulting worship and the teaching \·Tord of all God's action
1n man's history.
Conteea1on must follow upon the acceptance of the Word
of fo~giveness.

And this aet of worship will be the parents'

teaching of both sin and grace to their children.
Thanksgiving is the work of worship that follows the
word "given and shed for you and for many."

It will be a

thanksgiving for all the gifts ot God since He who spared
not His only Son but delivered Him up tor us all v1ll surely
with Him freely give ua all things.

The understanding
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commun1oant proolaims all that he can expresa

or

that

benet1oenoe in words, and muoh that he cannot phrase he
teaches by his attitude.
The ~uu~li~~t1oll.!

the very plural of

11

or

Dr1nk

the faithful are ant1c1pated in_

n ill

of 1t. 11

The Christ 1a 'for

all, all are to receive, all to remember all the Lord commanded.

Prayer for His w111 to be done in all things

temporal will be the worship result of the reception ot the
Word, as well as prayers for all sorts and conditions ot
men.

That we pray in the Eucharist is a proola1m1ng ot the

Word to our children, and what we pray 1e explicit teach1pg.
In addition to these acts of eaor1f1c1al worship, 1n
addition to the aacr1f1c1al self-offering of Jesus Christ,
sacrifice is present 1n another sense.

Historically the

gifts of bread and wine brought by the Christians for the
poor a nd for use in the Eucharist were blessed and offered
for use as the elements in the Supper.

The off~rtory 1n

the service made this more than a practical way to meet a
necess1ty--theee gifts were a symbol of the total saor1f1ce. the "11v1ng se.cr1f1ce" of the bodies o'f Ged's people
for which -St. Paul called.

Th1e sacr1f1ce 1s still our

"reasonable liturgy" today as we present our alms at the
altar and symbolize still the greater and more complete
eacr1f1oe of our lives and our all.

In this act of worship,

too, the understanding communicant teaches his children the
Word of Ged.

Here is both the source and the demonstration

of the Christian's "life as worship."
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The words uHoly Communion 11 express the fellowah172 in
the fa.1th exi sting among members 'of the Church, the Body ot
Christ, e.s irnll e,s the communion resulting :f'rom the mystery
of the Presence in the Sacrament.

11

Dr1nk ye all.'' au1d. our

Lord, a.nd St . Pe.ul' a words em9ha.eize the 1mp11cation, "For
we being msi.ny a.re one bread , o.nd one body; for we ere s.11

parte.k.ers of that one brea.d. 11 23

The reality of our fellow-

ship across all lines of culture and color, of occupation ·
and education ie shared with our children as they see this
Holy Communion 1n operation.

Our worship preaches H1s Word.

Closely related to this is the final aspect of the
Eucharist's mea n1ng--w1tness.

11

Do this a.a oft as ye do 1t"

are words of Scripture that imply what St. Paul made specific

when he wrote. "As often as ye eat this Bread and drink this
Cup ye do show the Lord's death till He come.

11

Others may

come to a service of preach1ng ~nd not commit themselves;

but those who receive the Body and the Blood testify to
their conviction that our Lord's death for sin and resur-

rection for Justification really avail for sinners and will
be ultimate saf'ety in the day of Judgment.

This witness is

an effective -Word for the children of communicants.
Draw them together--all the strands

or

meaning in the

Word which the Eucharistic action procla1ms--and you have
the curriculum the Church's adults should be conveying to

231 Corinthians 10:17.
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her children.

The lesson a s conveyed by both Sacrament

and Servioe, muat first be learned and the n taught by word
and attitude to the Chu~oh 1 s children.
Only when o.1 1 the ·ways in uhich the? Wor.d. of G·od reaches

the lives of · children a~e r s cogn1zed and ut111zed will the
Chu1•oh mo a t effectivaly be helping children to WOl"ahip our

God.

ae

commands,

draws the children by His grace a nd Spirit.
11

Perm1t the little children to oome unto Me.

He
11

CHAPTER V
CONSIDER THE CHILD'S CREATURELY RESPONSE
\. The action on the part of the child who worsh1~a, and
the prior and continuing action on the part of God 1n all
acts of worship, are united 1n the person who worshipe.

The

worahipel" must always be a principal f actor in worship, not
only in the senae that

11

the gift without the giver is bare"

but even more essentially in that ther~ can be no gift apart

from a giver.
Z•1Em I

s Involvement 1n Himself

The sum of the law always involves a summing up of the
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual parts o'f the one
who is to obey the law.
i 1hou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind and with

all thy strength: this is the first comma ndment. And
the second is like, namely this, Thou shalt love thy
neighbour as thyself.l
"As thyself" 1e a measurement, but it is aleo involvement,
for it repeats the fact that we should employ emotion and
spirit and reason and phys1oal ability in our love.

lt 1s

olea~ that Just as our love for our neighbour must include

the 1nvolvemen~ of what we are and do, our love and worship
1 t,1ark 12: JO-Jl.
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of God must involve our total humanness if it 1a to be

ours.
Without making any attempt to deal in psychologically
exact terms, a reflection on the creation of man illustrates
the point.

An attitude that depreciates man's physical

nature ignorP-s the

11

fearful and wonderful'' real1 ty of all

that "dust of the ea.rth 11 includes; and foztgets that the
very breath of God breathed into man's very physical
nostrils results in the combination

11

man, a living soul."

It was this man that was then able to walk with God, to

adore and thank and speak, to serve the neighbor 1n love,
and, sadly, to eat the fruit of death and yet at last by
God's grace to confess and live again.

All that worship

includes, from adorat10n to the smallest service to the
least brother done as to God; involves man in his total
creaturehood.
No less a life than our Lord's illustrates the same

truth.

Jesus wept--and would an7 disciple say this grief

was selt1sh, with no God-relatedness to transform His
emotion into worship?

Jesus lifted His eyes to heaven--and·

m~et this be only a demonstration to those who stood by',

9

and not an 1nd1oat1on that.our Lord also used the reality
and

inter-relatedness

or

his human body to assist His wor-

shiping spirit when He prayed on a solitary mountainside or
when He "fell on Hie race" 1n Gethsemane?

Hie sorrowful

reproach to ~eter, Jamee and John made clear that a sleepy
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flesh could defeat even a willing spirit.

The devil knew

the close correlation between hunger and the heart when he
chose the time of the temptation.

He who took Bread and

the Cup and urged eating and drinking as part of a worship
a ction even promised that when we see Him as He 1s He would
drink again with us the new wine of the new Kingdom.
The Human Situation of Childhood
"Male a nd female created He them 11 and 1n the process
began the development of an emotionally varied humanity.
But it must be recognized that the variety exists within
the ~ingle person and not only as categories of the crowd.

But the one division within all th1a variation that can

never be dropped from the reckoning 1e childhood.

This is

a fact so obvious that it seems superfluous to mention it
except for the fact that what has become a commonplace 1n
almost all areas from industry to graded schools is too
frequently little considered 1n worshiping.
In introducing the study of ~he First Five Yea~s of'

Lite Arnold Gesell asserted its importance in terms that can
re·a d1ly be applied to an understanding of similar stages of
growth in worsh1p1ng lives.
In early life detects are often veiled beneath a
plausible exterior of "mere immaturity." Incompleteness, weakness, and inadequacy are overlooked; or they
are too readily excused on the blind faith that the
inf'ant will "outgrow 11 his d1ff1oult1ea • • • •
It ha~pens also that errors are often made in the
reverse direction • • • • They mieJudge the child
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because they do not perceive his 1ncompletenoas, weakness, and inadequacy in terms of immaturity • • • •
Then there· are the uncounted everyday m1s1nterpretat1ona wh1ch all of us are bound to make because of
sheer ignorance of the nature a.nd needs or the child's
psychology. We le.ck knowledga of the way a in which
he grows and learns. We accept the tact that he is
not a miniature adult, but we do not know enough about
the traits which make him different f'rom the adult.2
Nor did Dr. Gesell find e. solution 1n a study of the
ordinary concepts of habits, intelligence and mental ab111-

t1es, because the patterns of behe..vior undergo ceaseless
transformations 1n relationships and organ1zat1o~.

He

attempted therefore to study the child's "growth, 11 to find

"laws of sequence and maturation" which would make possible
some general conclusions on sim1lar1t1ee and basic trends

of child development, noting meanwhile t~at no two children
grow 1n exactly the same way.

His study classifies child

growth 1n four basic fields or behavior:

motor oharacteria-

t1cs, adaptive behavior, language behavior, and personaleooial behavior.

An analysis of the f1ve-ye.ar old 1n Foster and Headley' s
Eduoat1on in the Kindergarten covers the areas of physical
'

---

development, motor development, intellectual development,
language, information, learning, imagination, interests,
emotional development, social development, and individual

2Arnold Gesell, Thg First Five Years .2.t Life (New York:

Harper and Brothers, 19 0), p. 5.
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differences.3
A e1mple listing of the areas and problems 1.n volved 1s
enough to 1na.1cate the complex1 ty of understa nding the

ch1lc1.' A human eitue.tion.

The realizat1.o n that moat home

s1tua.t1onc and al l classroom and church group situations
will involve multitudes of va.r1a.tlons in 1nd1v1duala and
1n organization of behavior pntterna because of relationships which themselves a~e constantly oh~ng1ng makes any

a~proach s e em hopelessly oversimplified.

Yet there needs

to be added one even greater imponderable, the work.of the
Holy Ghost.

The ment ion of the Spirit nthat bloweth where

He li s teth 11 brings the gz•a.ce of God into the picture and

the means of gr ace , Scrip ture and Sacraments, through ~h1oh
Go1.:. stoor>s to the human situation.

The Accommodation of Grace to ~an
Although the mystery of God's gro.c1oue activity, fore-

knowledge and election takes complete comprehension beyond
the border of man's mind, 1t serves as a catalyst 1n the
complex of variables existing in the situation of childhood
and

humanity, for 1t 9ryata.llizes the Church's respons1b111ty

and makes clear the participation of the divine.

The Church

in its representative parent or pastor or ,eacher must br1ng

3Joseph1ne

~ ~

o.

Foster and Ne1th E. Headle7, Education

K1nderfarten (2nd edition, New York: American Book
Company, 1948, pp. 1-14.
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the crace of God to bear on the child in the human situation making d1so1plee by baptizing and teaching all things
the Lord h a s commandedi but God promises to give the new
birth end entrnnce into . the kingdom by His Sp1r1t e.nd
Baptism.

This does not r e lieve ma n of the respona1b1lity

for underot&nding the human situation in order that the
, iord. of nod may work 1tu work, nor of the necessity of

knowing the child 1n order that the Holy Ghost might come
upon him and the oversha.dow1ng poirer of the Highest bring
to birth 1n him that good work which He ha.a promised to

~er:form unto the day of Jesus Christ; but it does :9romiae
pa rt1c1p~t1on in the work by God, to whom all things are
possible .
I t i s for His s.gents, then, to tt:1ke seriously the work
and gra ce of the Sp1P1t and the rea11ty of the new life He
creates and develope, and at the same· time never to m1n1m1ze
the ree.li ty ef the human a1tuat1on, itself· a reeul t of the
creative power of the same God.
For indeed an idolatry which p1ns ~el1g1on to abstract
thoughts and notions alone is not much better than an
idolatry which p1ns it to concrete stocks and stones
alone • • • • Man, incited by God, dimly or sharply
conscious of the obscure preesqre of God, . re,ponda to
Him best not by a simple movement of the m1ndJ but by
a rich and complex e.ot1on, 1n which his whole nature
1s concerned, Md wh1eh has at its tulf11+ment the
chn~acters of a work or art. He 1s framed for an
existence wh1eh includes not only thought and speech,
but gesture and manual action; and when he turns Godward, his 1·1 te here will not be fully representat1ve
of his nature, nor will his aot et worship be complete,
unless all these forms ot expression t1nd a place 1n
1t. H1s rel1g1ous action must be social, as well as
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personal; rhythm1o and ceremonial, as well as interior
and free. It must link every sense with that element
of his being which transcend$ and co-ordinates sense,
so that the whole of hie natuie plays its part 1n his
total response to the Unseen.
This 1s not merely a theoretical matter. nor merely a
comment on the use of the cult1c elements of ritual, symbol,
Sacrament and sacrifice.

Consider how the facets 1n the

analysis of the five-year o1d previously listed af'fect the
child's reception of the Sp1r-1 t in the Word as well as his
response in worshiping love and action.

This is as practical as the height of the average
church pew--for the child's nhvsical development will
determine his comfort in church and this in turn will influence what he hears of the spo-k en Word and even more his

attitude toward all that 1s represented 1n the situation.
The child's motor development determ1nes what he .2.!:!l.
do in a worship action, and makes demands on hie nature of

things he

..!!!Y§! do

for h1s big muscle development--and sitting

still for twenty minutes is not one ot either.

His intellectual development gives the lie to extreme
s1mpl1:f'1·c at1on of revelation• s truths and prompts a scorn
as real as any adult's to every approach that m1nim1ze~ the
reality of his stage of being grown-up and big.

An approach

that makes small the God which the child can understand 1s
·. 4 -E ve1yn Underhill. Worsh1i (Torohbeok edition, New

York: ··Harper and Brothers, 19'.3 ) , p. 23.
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1n danger of understanding the child's intellectual potential as well as of minimizing the God who 1s developing it
and His Spirit who gives wisdom.
H1s l a nguage delimits more than his power to express

himself.
by

It sets a rig id limit on what he can comprehend

the itemization of what he has already understood.

At

the same t1me his interest 1n verbalizing a nd his ever~
increa sing questioning that begins to look for causes and
relationships set horizons to his r eligious potential as
broad 1?.s the patience and love of his elders·.

It is here

that the tendency to phrase all children's worship materials
1n

II

simple II words ought cri t1oa.lly to be re-examined.

1vords

serve to eonvey the extra spiritual dimension of worship.
Ch1lcwen a.re not etre.ngers to that · dimension and a.re es.geP
to lea rn its language.

And his ab111ty to express his wor-

ship 1n words his ID3--r ents can understand ought be but a
revelation of how much 2:.2£! has been able to comprehend and
reJo1ced to hear since the day ot the child's .Baptism.
Hi e fund ot information will handicap him in making
generaliza tions.

This should be a challenge to his teaoheP

to build carefully but not less, and to share h1s worship
1n order to share w1th him the faith.
His desire lg_ learn ought to be matched at least by
e.n adult desire to teach.

And since his des1re w111 be 1n

~e£a.:t1on to the subJect'e desirability hie parents must be
or those ~ho are· glad when men say unto them, 'Let us go
unto the house of the Lord.•
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H1s 1mag1nat1an should not be contused with the lies
of h1s elders who ohould know better, nor h i s tea~s dismissed as small because hie body 1s not large.

But the

Sp1r1t'e promise that young men shall dream dreams should
be counted on that the child be blessed with the vision ot
God.
The child's interests will govern his activity.

The

teacher will help him know the God who 1s interested even
in the sparrow's fall, and will not demand his attention
only to what God ha.a designed for the interest of the adult.
And the parent will recognize that the faith which can express itself in act1v1t1ea of Junior size may be as large
as any saint's.
The five-year old's emotional development 1s of such a
maturity that he may enjoy restraining his emotions 1n a
liturgic pattern for a time, but that he may be likely to
burst into Joyous activity whenever he 1s ready.

And

blessed is he who recognizes that the lite of the Spirit is
to be found 1n both.

Anger, Jealousy and rivalry will re-

mind of the presence of sin, but Judgment will be made 1n
the realization of the difficulty of acting on the understanding of

11

th1ne" and "mine. 11

.And the love that 1a a

child's adoration will be given opportunity to express
1 teelf a.nd to expand 1n worship.

T·he natural place that

~1ng1ng ta.kee in expressing human emotion should be recognized, and hymns should be selected not only for
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1ntell1g1bil1ty but for their ability to convey the realities of worship.

This applies to tunes as well a.a to

texts.
His social development will be marked 1n play and
should be exerc1aed 1n worship.

Those who are 1n the faith

can see and help to channel a grace that is both a tool and

a result of the Spirit who brings men together in the
Church.

And all who would aee the Church's children take

their place in the worshiping fellowship will not fail to
remember that they are .!!.Q.!!, by their Baptism, in Christ.

·r he mention of 1nd1 v1dual differences brings the whole

matter back to its complex starting point and urges ell who
work with children to work even more closely with the One
S:p1r1 t t·rho out of many can make one Body under one Head.

•

CHAPTER VI
CONSIDER THE PRI'N CIPL1~8 OF
110RSHIP DEVELOPMJ.'.;NT

Now a n urgency to set do~ n pra ctical principles of
develo:p1ng the worship ing life of children mus't combine
with a brevity that recogni ze s the limitations of this
discussi on.

These points c a n most pert 1nently be expressed

1n direct e.ddress to the ad.ul ts l·1ho train children in the
way they should go.

Growt h in the Home
1.

Re cognize the primacy of gr ace, of the Sp irit active

in the work ing t:ord.
worshiper.

Holy Baptism God makes the child a

By

Baptism is obviously the first, and the very

early f irst step.

rf. ake

seriously the promise te "put the

child in mind of h1a Baptism. 11

Oelebrate h1s BfJ.p tisma l

birthday each year w1th at least a s much ceremony and happiness as you do his entrance into the world.
put yoursel:f constantly

11

Even more vital,

in mind" of the new life that 1s

your child's through Holy Baptism.

2.

Be a means of the means of grs.ee to your child.

~y what you are and love and do teach what ths child can

not yet understand in words.
to know and adore in God.

Be what you wa nt your child

Love, that your child will love.
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Worship, that your child will worship.

Remind. yourself

constantly, "I am all the time introducing th1s ch1ld to
God. 11 1

3.

Be the prie sts of "the church 1.n thy house."

When

a child enters a home, God 1a setting the sol1te..ry in
family, a nd pa rents are the two who make up the triad
gathered. 1n His nt1.ma in whose midst Christ is present.
11

The

care of all the Ch urche .:J u we.D a concern to St. Paul , but

no gr eater a r esponsibility than the congregation of one,
t wo or f1V'e over whieh the Holy Ghos t ha th ms.de you overseers.

I f you favor theological inatruot1on in seminaries

for thos e who are to be pastors to congregations, be consistent a nd enroll 1n classes in parental theology to help
you ba a pa s tor to your lambs .

Pre-marital counselling

that alerts parents to the probability of a family in mar-

riage is not half as needful as counselling that alerts
them to the poaa1b1lit1ee of a family-in-God.
4.

Teach prayer by praying.

T'he child I s

f1~et direct awareness o~ prayer should be, ot praying
people. Ito~ be deliberately provided by the familiar sight of father and mother (and perhaps older
children) kneeling by his cot, with hands together and
eyes closed praying aloud.2

Take seriously the human limitation which your child assumes
1 John s. Williams, Worship !:rui the Modern Child
(London: National Society, S P CK, 1957), p. 65.

2Ibid~, p. 66.
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in h1a b1rth--he cannot understa nd what you are .§:a;y1ng at
this point.

Jfore, too, the child le::1.rna by doing, by what

y~u. are doing.

5.

Te s.ch wor,r,Jhlp by "pI'a ct1c1ng the presence of God."

Your days are bound to be filled with a concer n for
11

th1ngs 11 --you c a n

1n everything.

11

p:-c.y w1 thout ceas1ng 11 only be ae-e 1ng God

i·: r~ h ave grown accustomed to

11

s1mple 11 things

like water a nd brea d e.nd ri11lk, but remember that o-u r Lord

used things a a usual e s these for H1a means of grace.
1:7h1le your c_h lld 1s f a so1ns.ted w1 th the iriy-riad things he
1s ·1et;U•n1ng to identify , help him to recognize God 1n them
all, help h1m to understand adora tion by simple references

to H.1m fro m whom come all the good and perfect g1fts that
s a·t1sfy ·the des12.:oes of every living th1ng.

6.

Develop the ab1l!ty to pray by teaching 1ts parts.

You help your child understand the different use of fork

and knife and spoon.

Give as much time to the use of acts

ot adorat1vn, oonfesa1on, th.a nksg1v1ng and supplication.
It is not done over night, but bedtime will provide the

occasion for developing a simple prayer formula--telling
God of our love,

11

sorry II prayers, ,. thank-you" prayers,

prayers for ourselves and prayers for others.

And make all

of this so centered 1n contentment with the will of God

that prayer becomes a lifting up ot our days and selTes to

the alre~dy-aeeing, ru.ready-blessing triendsh1p ot God.

7.

Realize that both religion and worship are th1ngs

that are done. not primarily things that are known.

Reli-

gious education is designed to direct the child to gg_
Christian things about God and his neighbor through Jesus
Christ our Lord.3

The action toward .God means apee1f1c

acts of worship and prayer and the action toward our neighbor means loving service to fellowmen (which means loving
"play" for children) that makes of all life a worship.
This makes clear that manners and unselfishness, kindness
and gentleness. are very much the subJecte of religious
training and objects of the worshiping life.

But study

what reaenrch on a child's growth has reveal~d and don't
make into sins of eelf1shnese acts that simply indicate a
child 1a Just beginning to understand his own existence as
a person and has not yet progressed even to an understand1ng
of the separate existence of another c.h1ld, much less to a
comprehension of Christ's statement about turning the other
cheek.

We w111 not be aat1sf1ed wlth actions and attitudes

that are "only natural" tor a child o·f a certain age, for
our children have been given a super-natural lite by the
6p1r1 t ;_ but we must understand what the child is going
through 1n his own struggle to tit into an immense world ot
relationships and requirements before we point out the mote
1n h1e eye and in love see clearly to remove it.

3Re·g 1nald Lumb, The First Three Years (Fifth 1mpresa1on; London£ A. R. Mowbray and Co., Ltd., 1944), p. 12.
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Thie makes olear as well the value of actions 1n worship.

The previous development

or

the reality of our body-

spirit oreaturehood has already given premises tor this
point.

Help your oh1ld to do things with his body as he

does thing s with hia Spirit and his mind.

His bodily

action w111 help bring both the thought and the spirit into
the cept1v1ty a worship of the Spirit God requires.
hands are a eommon denomina tor for illustr ation.

Folded

Teaohers

may have ulterior motives for promoting this worship action
(a.a, some suspect, k1ndArgarten teachers do when they 1ps1et
on "rest time" for the children!) but the rE!SUlt is a

physical a ssist 1n the spiritual act of worship.

And this

simple ritual act, taken seriously, has a reflex importance.

When the child prays, he folds. h1s hands; when the child
folds .his hands, he is at least helped to ~ray.

If this is

true 1n ~ract1ces which even the crypto-Oalv1n1st pUl9sues,
is it not also valid 1n other oathol1c actions euch as
kneeling tor prayer and the use of the sign of the cross
which Luther recommended together with the 1nvocat1on 1 s
echo of the Baptismal :formula as the- new man dally comes
forth from the covers and ar1ees?

The very repetition of

words that have been made meaningful tor worship and rem1n1soent of Joyful e,cper1~nces ot worship results in the same
reflex value.

"As those who deliberately smile are rewarded

by an increase of cheerfulness, so those who deli~rately
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kneel are rewarded by an increase 1n worshiping love.•4
8.

Ration the fa.eta of God' a revelation 1n ratio to

your child's growth 1n understanding.

An accent on the

ext~nt of knowledge 1s not always an 1llustrat1on of a9preciat1on of the value of the Sor1pturee; 1t may demonstrate an undervaluing of Holy Baptism as a means of grace.
Recognizing tha t the Bible 1s an adult book, we approach
instruction not by looking rer stories in its pa ges that
will interest a child but by considering wha t are the first

important truths a child should know and can grasp.
Lu:r1b sug gests

t hat

we translate the great things of the baptismal promiaea
1nto a f ew words , or i d~a e, tha t a baby c e,n begin to
learn from the start: 11 Sorry" (to teach repentance)i
11
Fat h et•" a nd 11 Jesue" (to introduce h1m to t he F aith);
11
0ught 11 (to introduce the l.ife of obedience); 11 Pre.yer"
( to lead him towards wor ship); "Church 11 ( to introduce
him to his Father's house~S
Such a summary will require simple expie.nat1one of the truth
1n our own words.

But soon we w111 supplement our ab111ty

with simple stories.

The Church Year will be the beat

schedule for our selection as well as a tool that recognizes
our human situation 1n time.

Other stories that teach the

"oughts" of the faith and the truths of "Church" and the
necessity of "sorry" are also t ·o ols tor our teaching of the

4Evelyn Underhill, Worsh1i (Torchbook edition; New
York: Harper and Brothers, 193 ), p. 26.

5Lumb,

.2:Q.•

91t., pp. 36-)?.
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And oictures--seleot
them with care.
..

Word.

thousand words l

Worth a

'i hen a bad picture, a heretically senti-

mental portrayal of our Lord, will take more words to undo

than a child has in his vocabulary.
Remember that knowledge is not an end in 1tself but a
means to the favorable ".se.nt.1ment•• toward the Christian way
and teward the actions of the Christian life o~ worship.

9.

Introduce the child to his place in the Church.

Take h1m to v1s1t--and to pray--in the church building

when he is still an infant and when there are no others
around to make your teaching difficult.

Help him to be at

least as fam111ar with, as interested 1n and as friend.17

towards the Church as to. the local super market.
And help him to his place in the fellowship or the
family of God, the worshiping fellowship as well as the
fellowship of friendship among your Chr1at1an friends.
Since the congregation must express this fellowship before

your child can experienoe 1t, this aspect will be expanded
1n the final section of this chapter.

Growth ~1n the Schools
The premises developed in th1s chapter would result in

some practical pr1nc1ples governing the growth ot the wo~eh1p lite of children 1n the soheols.

The wide variety ot

acho.o l situations, the obvious d11'terenee bstween a pariah
day acheol and a. Gnce~a-week Saturday or Sunday school
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09portun!ty, the practical differences ranging from facts

ot arch1teoture to members -of school boards, and numerous
other f actor s will make any attempt to summarize 1m1tat1ng17
over-simplified.

But the listing of points of conclusion

may stimula t e further thought.
1.

Be concerned with the place worship 1s given in

your child' s schools.

When a kindergarten child (your

first-born) makes his f1rat step into academic circles,
and f 1nds there no reference to C-od on the part of the
teacher who now begins to share with parenta the position
of divine ambassador, the value of a Christian school comes
into focus .

But a school is not Christian because 1t 1s

found nex·t to a church or financed by a congregation; nor 1s
1 t Ohristi~~n simply. beca.uae 1t teaches Christian doctrine.
A school is Chr1et1a n when the students do Christian things
aQout God and one another.

It 1s a Chr1s~1an school when

it is a worshiping school.

The quality

to .a great extent determine how much

or

or

1ts worship will

its Chr1et1an 1n-

tormat1on 1s a ccepted and believed, and how much of the
knt:>wl.edge

is translated into life.

God's working Word makes

the child a worshiper, but as a child adores God and con-

teases his own weakness, he also becomes ready to hear and
heed the W"orda of God.

As with folded hands a oh1ld thanks

God, he 1s led to a conscious opening of hands and heart to
receive all the grace God offers him and begins to live the

.

apprec1at1ve 11fe th~t respects property and talent and time.
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As a child prays for himself and others, he is knocking
at God 1 s doors and is actually anticipating their opening

and made aware of his own responsibility to walk through
entrances that become the strait gates opening 1nto life.
Life as worship develops through the worship life.

If your child's school can give ne place to worship on
its curriculum, you must supply it.

Engage your child 1n

oonversa.t .ion about the school day I s happenings, not to discover your child's presidential possibilities or his hope
of promotion, but to discover the situations that call for
thanksgivi ng or confession.

Begin the morning not with a

rush to beat the tardy bell, b~t with adoration that will
enable him to take His God along.
Be concerned with the kind of worship being prac7
tioed in your child's schools. If the accent is predomi2.

nantly that truths are to be understood., or, even worse,
simply that truths are to be spoken, whether listened to or
not, work with school board, faculty and ~astor for worship
that is en offering from the child to God.

Whatever its

lal;)el or its location, an activity is not worship unless it
ls something a child doea toward God.

Thie 1s not to under-

play the value of knowledge, of instruction in the Scriptures
and proola.m atien of the Nord.

It rather accents it, tor, as

Williams. says, .
never mind how good our formal religious instruction
may be, it is all at a discount 1f our W8rsh1p is poor
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or false, because 1t is 1n wor,h1p that the real
teaching or the Faith is done.6
An act of worship 1n point of f act communicates
religious truths far more powerfully than any kind ot
direct religious instruot1on--and it does so at a
much deeper level, because the truths are 1mpl1c1t
and not explicit; because, 1n fact, they are simply
ta.ken for granted.?
~hen the worsh1p's direction does indicate that it is
what worsh1:p should be, be concerned still.

For any act ot

worship 1e conveying ideas about the nature ot God and
about the nature of our relationship with God.
The very materials that make u:p an act of worship-hymns, prayers, readings, and so on--are the whole
time, quite inevitably, commun1cat1ng to the worshiper,
without any direct teaching at all, ideas about God.
The fatal thing is when any of these things are so
poor 1n quality that they communicate half-truths or
even positive tals1t1es about God.8
Be concerned, then, about the hymns your child 1a learning.
Words that suggest ••a kind ot ·mild nature worship, 11 texts
that convey no note ot the maJesty of the Most High,

selections that include no Savior, no S~1r1t, no Holy
Tr1n1ty, no Church, no Baptism, verses that offend the
child's natural desire to be grown-up may -be defended on
some ·grounds but not on the ground that eounts--the goal of
training Christian worshipers.
6John

And the arguments advanced

o. Williama, Leading School Worship (London:
SPCK Naiional Soo1ety, 19S3), p. ?.
7Ibig., p. 6.
8 Ib1d., p. 7.
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for hymns leas than the best are all turned to arguments
for the best 1n texts and tunes when experience proves the
truth and pr act1oal1ty of the position stated by Williams:
For very tiny children, who find the mere articulation
of wor~s d1ff1oult, there · 1e pl e nty of admirable
material like "Pra ise H1m, Praise Him, All Ye Little
Children II de:9ending cz>n s1mpl1c1 ty and repet1 t1on. But
aa m
!!J! they can begin !Q. get their tonguea round
the actual wordsCthat is the real test) start them
off on some of the great Christian h~ns--yes, the
adult ones, • • . • Whenever we approach God 1n
prayer, we ought to do so with awe, becauae we know we
are standing in the presence of mystery. The d1s.aatrous thing--a.nd so many ~oor hymns and prayers for
child r e n try to do th1s--1s to attem9t. to water down
great religious truths within their limited grasp.
• • • Children find the r1e;ht k.1nd of delight in
singing some of the great mysterious hymns of adoration ( "I mmortal, Invisible," for example, a nd 11 Hol1,,
Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty") and 1t 1s the words
that intrigue them a.s well as the tune, make no mistake
about it. But do not try to explain the thing awa:y to
the rn--let them experience it at their own level without
any undue interference from us. The only question we
need e.sk about e. hymn is not, "11111 the children understand it ?ll but, "Does this hymn eXpress sound Christian
truth?"--because the theology or 1t will seep 1nto
their minds and shape their whole attitude toward God.
The only 11m1t I myself would set in clloos1ng bymna
for children is th1s--avo1d sentimental ones (that 1s
obvious} and avoid ones that ex-oress emotions or aubJeot1ve experiences (such as profound penitence for
sin} which children cannot be expected to know. Go
tor the great obJeotive hymns, w1th good clean tunea,
and you cannot go far· wrong.9

Be concerned w1 th the use of reaa.1ngs • and be balanced.
~ecogn1ze that
the sense or mystery is a most important element in
worship and 1t 1a good to let children listen to some
of the great resounding passages from the Prophets or

9Ib1d,, pp. 10-11.
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the Epistles, tull of a sense of God's power and
Justice a.no. compassion • • • • 10
But realize also that readings, like sermons, are to 1ntorm
as well and must uot only be intelligible but presented in

a way that will compel interest.
The same balance and concern should Judge the prayers
offered in school worship.

That children should express

their own thoughts to God requires both opportun1t1es tor
personal expression and a prayer vocabulary which is understandable.

But that a group should pray together requires

a vocabulary which, like poetry, will produce a heightened

emotional mood and serve as a medium for varied content and

different levels of meaningful response.
fhe acts of worship 1n our schools are also implicitly
conveying ideas about the nature of our relationship with
God--devotional ideas.

Be concerned with this aspect ot the
I

kind of worship 1n your schools, too.

If. worship 1s per-

m1 tted to become a. mere matter of' ro.t e, if pa.rt1c1pat1on 11
purely a matter of personal wh1m, if decorum is in direct
relation to the eyes ~f the ya.star with no concern tor the
divine attribute of omniscience, what kind of a God are we
preaching, no matter what we say 1n words?

It the conversa-

tion with God can be broken oft at any minute (with no
apologies to the Almighty) at the option ot the leader, for

1 0 ~ . , p. 11.
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purposes of ~ebuke to late-comers or exhortations to greater
volume ( "peradventure He sleepeth, e.nd must be awaked"-1 Kings 18:2?), what 1mportanoe are we giving to prayer?
If our pra.yers must constantly inform God of the si tuat1on

in world and pariah, if they are so full of requests for
this gift and that blessing for us, and our plens for Hie
action, so that there - 1e no time to adore or confess or
thank or intercede, whom are we describing to the children

or

as the audience

our much speaking?

Not only must the full area or· the A-C-T-S ot worship
be covered 1n the school's worship program, but the chil-

dren must be taught to gg, the acting.

Their understanding

must go beyond giving to God--it must include catching the
Word from God, sharing the faith w1th the neighbor, and the
implications of a life with God.

To make this possible

they must be helped to see the purpose of psalm and hymn,
vers1ole and oolleot--to serve as channels tor their own
prayer thoughts, which will always inelude much more than
the number of words included in the service would seem to
make possible.

Their services must be arranged tor rever-

ence and planned for interest and conducted with devot1cnal
concentration.11

3.

Be concerned with the scheduling and setting

worship in your schools.

or

Worship ae an "enJoyment of God

12:,

forever" does not mean an endless service once a week--it

means a never-ending adoration.

This vould 1nd1oate not

only acts ot worship throughout the school day and worshipful activity with text books as well as hymn books, with
bats and balls as well as kneelers and crucifixes, but also
regularly scheduled periods of worship each day.

It would

argue for a. worship service expressing all the 1deala being
advocated here at the beginning of each day.

And a.11 the

care and expenditure of skill and funds invested 1n the
.

.

aroh1teoture or a church building would urge the use of the
high altar, the chancel and the nave as th~ seit1ng of this
opening worship.

There will be so muoh worship going on at

so many other times and places that suo:ti an arrangement
would never give the 1mpress1on that an indefinable atmosphere must always surround. ah offering to God bef'ore it can
really qualify as true prayer.
4.

Be concerned that worship in the school (and the

home) leads to worship in the Church.

Holy Baptism brings

the child into membership in the one holy Church and the
training 1n all of her agencies should be directed toward
br1ng1ng the child into the worshiping fellowship of the
Church.

The question of whether God is worshiped in church

denominations that do not believe in the Sacraments or 1n
their efficacy as means of grace does not enter here.
~huroh does.

Q!:Y:

And leaders of school worship must be aware

that any woPsh1p not Pelated to the Church's worship
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remains essentially private worsh1p--a worship both basic
and deeply to be desired, but a worship that should be a
step in the direction of its final full expression 1n that
communion our Lord Himself 1n1t1ated and continues to
create by the gift of Himself.

The school's program ought

to include the goal of "bringing eh1ldren into a living

and loving relationship with our Lord within the sacramental
fellowship of the Church. 0 12
The problem of uniting many individuals and many levels
1n common worship, of meeting the common needs and problems
of worshipers, or expressing the unity of the Church 1n all
ages a.nd areas has been solved to the eat1sfaot1on of
centuries 1n The Liturgy of the Holy Communion.

And if

every new generation must make a new discovery that the
solution is a good one, the worship training of the children must move from an understa.n~ing of the acts of worship
to a ut111zat1on of The Liturgy ae a form tor the action.
Certainly the Church should not allow the arguments of some

who are not yet oonv1noed or of a few who were themselves
not 1nt:voduced to the worship pattern of our Church to uae
the aseembl1ee ot the Church's children as a forum for
debate over the Church's worship.

Whether a superintendent

of a Sunday School 1s himself a "green hymnal" Christian or
a "red hymnal" Chr1et1an, or a publishing house markets a

l 2w1111ams, Worsh1J? ~ the Modern Child,~- 128.

12.5

hymnal

or

another color. our educational program at the

present t1me must be directed toward the development of
"blue hyrnna.1 11 Christians, Christians who have come to know
and love the of ficial hymnal of the Church.
Growth 1n the Ohuroh

Finally, 1t rnust be obvious that the decla.re.tion of
duties of p arents and l eaders in worship training is useless
''unless we fi rst provide e. setting within which 1 t is prac-

ticable to obzerve them."13 And this will come about only
a s the congregation recognizes 1ts responsibilities toward

the ch1ldPe n born 1ntci its membez•ship by the Spirit.
1.

The church must recognize Holy Baptism as the re-

ception of children 1nto full congregational membership.
Thia may mean an arrangement that avoids the impression the

Sa crement 1e added to a Sunday service because it must be
done sometime and this happens to~ the dB::, that the grandparents could li>8 present.

It could mea.11 that one service a

month (more or less, depending on the number of arrows God
grants--blesaed the congregation

11

whose quiver 1s full ot

them 11 14) is spec1f1oal:J_y arranged for the reoeption of
members by Baptism, and the worshipers are involved 1n the
total seJ'vice.

Ev~ry member muat be helped to real!ze that

13Ibid., p. 123.
1 4Paal.m 127·: ,.
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every child baptized becomes the concern ot every member

ot the parish.
2.

The church must realize that parents are "ordained"

to be priests 1n the homes of the parish.

Classes should

be arranged to prepare expectant parents for the tasks

or

tra1~1ng worshiping Christiane, which are in ever-y way as
technical and by every count more vital than details of
"the care and feeding of children."

If every member visita-

tions are important to help members plan on the contributions they will give to the Church's budget each year, more
vital are visits by trained helpers to counsel parents on
preparing the children they are contributing to the- Church's
lite.

Sponsors should be drawn into the classes to be

alerted to their opportunities of
mind of his Baptism. 11
to be having the child

11

putting the child in·

Parente whose main interest appears
11

done" should be involved in a

strenuous series of classes to instruct them in the things
they must 9:.2. for the congregation's new members.

3.

The church must realize that her schools are

agencies for training worshiping church members.

Would 1t

be too much to hope that parents could be led to rea1ize
•you cannot teach Chr1at1an1ty to non-worshiping ch11clren?•1S
Is the worship issue not vital enough that betore enrollment

ot their child 1n Sunday School parents be called together

12?

to learn their own obligations (if they have not been
participants 1n the Baptism classes)?

They should know

that the teachings presented to their child must be substantiated in their 11ves as parents.

Ir· they are not,

the example they g1ve will destroy the lessons the child
learns, or the new found faith will set the child against
his father in ways deeper than perhaps either v111 realize.

They shoul~ ba helped to introduce the child to God's house,
1f they have not already done se, by v1s1te during the w~ek,
and should clearly understand that Sunday School or parish
day school admission includes the requirement of regular
Sunday worship.
If the missionary nature of a parish makes this procedure 1mpoaa1ble, proxy . parents should be arranged tor the
child, who will undertake the serious responsibility

or

being

parents-in-God, responsible tor the child's relation to the
0huroh at worship.

4.

The church should arruge on.e service f-or warship

by families.

Increae1ngly .congregat1ons conduct more than

~me service each Sunday morning.

Since there a.re . no two

ident1oa.l persons 1n a congregation, why should there be tvo

identical services?

Since children we will always have w1th

us, should not one service be arranged with the oh1ld 1n
m1nd?

Since all that has been said about worship leads

ult1mately to the part1o1pat1on ot the 7oung Chr1at1an 1n
the Ohurch's corporat& aerv1oe, 1t 1s eseent1al that the
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service be arranged to convey its blessings also upon the
younger members or the Ohuroh.
Three things would be necessary in such a service.
They a.re things every parent wishes to do tor his child
when he brings him to church, but cannot because of the
nature of the service.

The pastor will therefore have to

do them--and he will gladden the heart of every parent it
he will.
The first is to help the child understand what worship
means.

By preliminary announcements and by i~cidental

instruction during the service the pastor ean, over the
course of a year, alert the child to gpnlY the Word of God
to himself, to reply in A-C-T-S

or

Saor1f1cial response,

to supoly to those who worship with him the edification God
encourage a.
The second is to help the child understand where in The
Liturgy his opportunities tor receiving trom God and giving
to God and sharing with his neighbors occur.

Again over the

course of a ·year, for this cannot all be done each Sunday,
the pastor will explain the opportunities for worship The
Liturgy otrere, and will alert the child to his task as a
specific ·opportunity arises.
'l'he th1·r d neoess1 ty in auoh a family service would be
an approach that would malt$ the instructional parts of The
Liturgy comprehensible.

The theme should be made clear

beh>re the eervioe begins.

The relation ot the leaeona to
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the theme could receive a br1e~ explanation berore they are
read.

Above all, the sermon should be preached to the

children.

What 1s required here 1s a certain abbreviation

and an amount of s1i:npl1t1eat1on, but primarily a change 1n
attitude and presentation.

One talks differently to chil-

dren, with more comparisons, with questions and answers,

with 1llustrat1ons.

The c9ntent of the sermon will remain

basically tha t which will l ater be preached 1n the "adult 1
service, but it will be so different that tne children will
listen} and understand] and receive a blessing from the Word.
These are obJec~ives that cannot be achieved unless it
1e tranltly aseerted that the entire service will be con~
ducted with the children in mind.

Parents will be happy to

make the adjustmant to an approach not spec1t1cally aimed

at them, an adjustment which 1s quite possible for them to
achieve and which for so many years the children have been
expected to make and for the most part found quite impossible

to accomplish.
These p~act1cal approaches. so briefly presented as to
be more ·provocative than def1n1t1ve, would eeem to point
the d ir.ection that the parish worship program must take if
children are really to be g1Ten their rightful place 1n

Ghr1st1~n worship.

It may be that thie generation in the

Ohureh w111 see a change not only in the translation ot
tbe words of our Lord, "Sutter the little ch1ld~en. • •
but a deveiopment 1n the Church's implementation of that

It
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earnest des1re of Him who was once Himself a. little Child,
"You. must let little children come to me--nevar stop themJ
For the Kingdom of God belongs to such as these."

----·APPE..'NDIX A

AN APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN'S
UNDERSTANDING OF WORSHIP
?he first example in th1s section 1s an outline of
worship as developed tor uee 1n Lutheran Service Volunteer
Schools, together w1th the Commentary prepared for the
instructors.
\'11th modifications, perts of this outline are useful
for the presentation of the ,iubJect of worship to children
.from the kindergarten throughout the grades.

For younger

children, for example, prayers of adoration would be
"telling God how we love Him 11 ; confession would become
"sorry prayers"; thanksgiving would be "thank-you prayers";
and supplication would include "prayers for ourselves and
prayers for others. 11

.

Worship, an Outline for LSV Schools

I.

The Ingredients of Worship
A. The Impetue--God must be the impetus of the worship
cycle
B. The Motion--Faith 1a our motion at the impetus or
God' e lite 1n us
c. The Response--The Faithful People's first response
1·s worship

II. The Action of Worship
A. The Deed
1. Li~e as Worah1p
2. The Worah1p L1fe
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B.

The Doing and the Done
1. Saoramental Aspects
2. Sacr1f1o1al Aspects

c.

The Doers
1. Inc1iv1dual Worship (Sacramental and 5acr1f'1clal)
2. Oorpo~ate Worship ( Sacramental and Sacr1f'1c1al)

i·Torsh1p is the faithful• s response to God• a love 1n
Chriat, l'lh1ch 1a given through the Word and Sacr&ment,
expressed individually or corporately, · in living with
our ne ighbor 01• in actions toward God.
III.

The Well-Rounded Worshiper
A. His lite a.a worship- develops through his wol'eh1p

B.

life
His sacr1f1c1al worship lite 1s well balanced
Adoration
Confession

Thanksgiving
Supplication

c.

His sacramental worship life is well balanced
Absolving
Confirming
Teaching
Sacramental

D.

He aoeepts grace with knowledge and through Sacraments, and by grace he acts
1. In Edifying
·
Admonishing
Oomt'ort1ng
Teaching
S1~g1ng

2.

In allot Life
Awareness
Oomm1ttment
Tranatorm1ilg
Self-forgetfulness, selt-aacr1f1oe
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The Ingredients of Worship
The 1mpetua ·
God must b:3 t he impetus of the worship cycle.
!none - sense it cr-i.n be aaid. t hat God 1s the one who
worships. In Him we live and move and have our being,
and '1iher e i s nothing tha t a: man ca n do without t h e
gra ce of' God. No man c an say t hat J e sus 1e the Chr1at
bu·t b;;~ t he Holy Ghos t. No me.n can worah1p excep t God
bo ·i;h 3 .impetus t o s e t h i m i nto wo!'ahip motion.
I n Hi s govdne 3s Clod ha s done this. In the first
creation He set man in motion in His image, ·a:rter His
111tene ss, in the d1reot1on of Hie life and His eternity. But with the fall into sin man reversed that
motion. ·He s e t his face away rrom God a.nd life 1n
heaven and began to move in the opposite direction.
I:r ma n were t o oo· a worshiper, God would have to provide a new i mpetus. And this He did. He gave a new .
1m9et us w1 th His t1orking \1ord. It was the Word or Hie ·
love and His desire to s ave mankind, spoken to Adam
and Eve, repeated through allot the holy men and
prophet s of the Old Testament, dramatized in H1s act1on
nt the Exodus and through all His saving work with the
children of Israel, and climaxed 1n the gi v1ng of Himself, when the Word was ~ade flesh and dwelt among us,
tha t turned man once again towar d God. That impetus
of (}od continues to bs applied to man.kind 1n every
preaching, every remembranoe, every reading, ot the
a ct1vity of God, eapecially of the Goepel center of
the living and dying and r1s1ng again of Jesus Christ,
the Son of God. That aame impetus, that working Word
of God, r eaches us 1n the Sacrament or Holy Baptism
and in the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. This 1a the
bringer of the grace ot God which pushes at man to set
h1m 1n motion in the right d1reot1on aga1n, or to keep
him 1n tha t motion ot grace, or to contest the opposite
impetus wh1ch is constantl.J being exerted by the roroea
of devil and evil round about us .

The Motion
Faith is our motion at the impetus or God's 11te 1n us.
It was the law ot God which came 1n at right angles to
our wrong motion and made us race up to the disaster
ot sin~ It 1s the Gospel of our Lo:rd Je•us Obrist
coming down to ua from the Father in heaven that moved
· ue, c.01,vert_.d ua, regenerated us and aet our 11te back
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i ·n to God I s motion. Thie motion may be said to be the
Christian fa.1th, f a.1th which understa.nds all that God
ha s revealed about His love and His saving action,
and a lso the f a.1th which 1s 1n us, by 1·1 hich we accept
the love of God 1n Christ Jesus. Onoe this revelation
of. (}od, once this grace of God in aaore..ment, creates
the accepting faith in our lives, it has set us into
new motion, motion that moves us in the way of God,
in the life of God, to the heaven of God.
The rea:9onee
The f atthful people'~ first response 1s worship.

I n order to visualize ell of the action indicated
above think of a wheel or a bic:,cle that has been
turne d upside-down. The wheel 1s spinning 1n the wrong
di rect i on a.t first, but the do,mw·a.rd ac.t 1on ot the
gr e.co of God in '.-Jor d ,.md Sacrament comes down like a
hand used t o ep1n a bicycle wheel and turna it in the
right direction. Once a wheel is turning its centr1tuge.J. a otion will throw off and away any water or gravel
that come s into contact with it. Once the motion of
f a.1th has been established. in the hearts of people,
1t can be expected to send up, as though by centrifugal action, a response to Him who has set it in
motion . The response that comes from the motion of
f a.1th 1 a worship. When, people who he.ve been moved by
the gr a ce of God to rotate in His dire ction do anyt h ing, s ay anything, think anything, this 1a worship
1n its broadest sense.
The Action ot Worsh1!>

The deed
Life !Yt worsh1a.--Th1s would imply that evBrything
wh1ch e. child of G.od does or says or thinks should be
worshin~ And in one sense this is true. St. Paul
saya tha.t we should present our bodies as 11v1ng
sacrifices unto God, and calls this our logical
liturgy. our reasonable service. All o~ life should
be worahin. This was Luther's emphan1s e.nd 1t is an
emphasis which is being stressed today 1n Roman
Oatho11c1sm, Protestantism, and Lutheranism.

The worship life.--But there are certa in very distinct
things. wh1ch""'"oan i,e ~laae1t1ed as "the worship 11te.•
Since it is God who 1s worshiped, 1n the narrower
sense worship must be something which is given to Him.

The worship 11f'e, 1n -this sense, would involve those
acts of praise and adoration and thanksgiving and
penitence that are offered by a m~n to God.
The doing and t he done

.§§.crgmental asnects.--One oan ne ver lose sight of the
f a ot, however, that it must always be God who is
:lnit1o.t1ng ·the worship life, as well a s lif'e as worship. No bicycle wheel set spinning by a human hand
would turn very long unless force were applied again
and again. No life ae worship and no worship life
could long cont!nu·e t1e re it no ~G fer tho continuing
a ction of God' s grace . :rho thi ngs that God does to
v.s to keen u s 1n f ~.ith m1d i n f n 1th. 1 £ mot ion are somet!me o c alied s ac~amental acts. Thia can be remembered
a s we think of the aacrB.ments t hemeelveo, which are
me ans of God ' s gr ~ce to ue . But i t includes all that
action uh1oh God puts into His working Word to keep us
in gr a.oe and ·.;o move us to do H1 s will •
.§.a crificial aspecte.--But in the narrowest sense the
worshi p l ife: i s what t:e offer to God. Th e se acts,
these t houghts , these 1ntent1ons, rise to God like .the
emoke of t he Old ·restament s acrifices. We uae the ·word
s aor1f1c1al to describe those 'actions 1n wh1oh man 1s
offe ring h la worship t o God.
The doers
Indiv !:duo.1. \'for s hip ("Sa.cramenta.l e.nd CSacr1f'1o1a.l) .--It
is possible to think ot the life of worship and the
worship life 1n t wo senses. Ona 1& a matter of 1nd1v1dual- worah1p. The 1nd1v1dual Christian both receives
the e;race of God by himself, and offers to God the
sacrifice of prayer and praise by himself. Th1s is
individual worship. He may also ae an individual serve
God 1n acts that are helpful to others, or 1n acts that
are pleasing ·to (}~d simply 1n connection w1 th his own
life. All of this would be individual ~orsh ;p.

Corpora te worsh~ (Sacramental~ Sagrif1c1al).--Ood
has set man 1nto families. God has called man into a
fellowsh1~ which He refers to as the body of which
Jesus Christ 18 the Head. This 1nd1~ates the same will
of God about our worship which 1s made explicit in the
words, "continue steadfastly in the apostles• dootr1ne
and f ~llowehip." God evidently wants men "not to forsake the assembling or themaelvee together.tt God h~s
given the holy Eucharist, the OomDiunion, aa an opportunity for men to give thanks to God together, and to
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reoe1ve H1s means of gr$oe, together. All of this 1a
corporate worship. In the same we:y God expects His
people to work together for one another's welfare and
:for the welfare of H1s earth. 'l'hese corporate acts ot
worship are part of the 11:fe of the Church.
Def1n1t1on of worship: Worship is the faithf'ul'e
response to God's love 1n Christ which is given through
the Word and Sacrament, expressed 1nd1viduall7 or corporately, 1n living with our neighbor or in actions
toward God.
The Well-Rounded Worshiper
His life as worship develops through
his worship life
The will of God is our sanct1f1cat1on. He wants us to
be holy and to do holy things. · For this reason He
gave His Word, He gave Himself, He g1v~s His grace in
the Sacraments and the Scriptures. But there is
another relationship that 1e important. Life as worship, our holy living, never takes plaee apart from
our relationship to God. Be:fore a person does something that w111 please God, he thinks of God. This is
not always a conscious aotion; nor is it always occurring in direct relat1on·a h1p. But if one were to
analyze any good work, one could see that it begins
with a recognition of God. If you hear of someone who
1a 111, your thought towal'd God is one of gratefulness
for your own health. As you give God thanks for Hie
goodness to you, you remember and receiTe again the
Word of His goodness. This Wol'd set.a your faith lite
into greater motion and yo,u- reaction 1s to go and be
o:f service to the one who is 111. That good work
began as an e.ct of adoration and thanksg1v1ng to God
and moved on to thankful service to others.
Th1e is what 1s meant by the statement that the life
as worship develops through the worship life. As a
person deliberately a,ts his mind to acts ot the life
as worship he is re'm1nd1ng himself of all ot the
sacramental things which God has done tor him. As a
result his faith llte 1s stirred up and he 1s prompted
to reanond 1n increased aota ot the warship life and
1n acts ot 11fe 88 worship.
It can be sa1d that 1ntormat1on abo~t God do~s not
automat1oall7 result 1n acts for God. An understanding 1n the mind ot the tacts ot God 1 a Word and ot the
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existence of God's grace does not automatically issue
in the holy l1fe •. These powers ot God must be received
and applied to tbe 11fe of : the individual a nd increase
in h1m the motion ot faith, or he t-r111 not respond 1n
life as woreh1p. Acts of worship, deliberctely undertaken by the sanctified w1ll of the believer, set up
the a1tua t1on 1n which a man is ready to be moved by
God. Worshiping acts are th~ first a.tep in making
knowledge functional. For this reneon it would seom
to be essent ial to develop the worship life 1n order
that the obJeotive of sanctified living, of l1te as
worship, might be attained.
Hie sacr1f1e1al worsh iy lif e 1a well-balanced
I n orde1• to attain thia 't·tell-rounded life it is necessary to emphasize all facets of sacrificial worship.
It is possible to develop the worship life 1n words
tha t are formed on the mnemonic word acts.

Ado1"at1on.--When a man knows that God 1a what He is,
man c an but f all down on his knees and worship. Adoration i s the very heart of man's Yorsh1p of God. S1nce
we know God· in Jesus Christ, our adorat1ort 1s not only
an awe but is a tromendous love of H1m who first loved

ue.

Confeas1on, --No adoration or the Most High can be
carried on by the human heart without a reaction of
nenitence. No man who knows God's love in Jeaus Obrist
f a ~l to acknowledge his ovn unworthiness, and
respond by a contess1on of h1s sin.

can

Thankeg1v1ng.--Not only does the resportse ot man to
all t hat God has done in Jesus Christ well Up 1n a
thankful response, but everything man has reoe1ved at
the gracious hand of God 1n nature and 1n time prompts
h1m to continuous thankfulness.
Supnl1cat1on.--As soon as a man is aware of God's
power, his love and his goodness, he will turn to Him
with requests, requests for himself which are called
9et1t1ong, and requests for his loTed ones which are
called 1nteroessions. It a man truly adores and
understandingly oontesaes, his suppl1oations will not
be demands, l;>Ut will be a 11tt1ng up ot his neoesa1t1e~ and desiree into the light and lo~• ot the
greater knowledge and will ot Go4.
1

Hie sacrame ntal worship life 1s well-be.le.need
If the worah1per· 1s to be well-rounded, he must alao
receive a balanced d1et of the grace of God. God must
be pushing at h~m from all the various angles of His
grace.

AbsolvJ..J!g. --r.rh e mo:.1t !mporte.nt reception of grace 1a
the r eception of forgivenes s . All that God has done
1n Hi e Word from ·the beginning or t1me, .all that God
hes a.one through the Word made flesh, Jesus Christ,
a ll ·, ha~ God now does throµgh His Church, the ministry,
and the means of graee are included in the absolving
action of Goa.•

Conf 11-.m~ng. --T.hr-, gr~c,e of God not only brings us to .
f a1th, but it 1s His grace which keeps us there. All
that God does by His Holy Spirit and His grace to
confirm ua in the good work which He has ~egun in us 1s
included 1n. this aspect of the sacramental.
Teach1~.--Since everything wh1qh we know of tl;le grace

and life of God must ·be revealed to us, 1 t is ~v1dent
that there must be a constant act1on ot teaching 1n

our lives. Th1s 1s the area 1n which the stress on
the use of the Holy Bible is to be found. In the
sacred Sor1pturee God has revealed all man needs to
know of G·od, .o f grace, of s-alvation and. of the holy
life. It is essential that man constantly use this
tea ching in order to grow. But it 1e also true that
in this word God 1e working. In the So:riptu~es God is
giving the power unto salvation.
~orament§.--God has not 11m1ted Himself to things
which reach the mind of man. His grace operates on
the whole of mankind. The sacraments then become an
important pa.rt of ·God's sacramental impetus. Holy
Bap·t1sm not only brings the gr~oe ot God to children
apart trom mental understanding, but 1t creates in a
man the 11te of God which His grace works to maintain
until the day of Jesus Obrist. For that reason we
shoUld conat~tly remember our Baptism, not as an
event 1n the past, but as the beginning ot a lite which
now operates w1th1n us. The grace which God gives us
1n the Lord's Supper is exactly the as.me as H1a grace
given to us 1n Sor1pture and 1n ~apt1sm and 1n the lite
and death and re,e urrection of Jesus Obrist. When
Christ gives us H1maelt in th1a S~orament, He gives us
all that He has secure~ tor us b7 Ria ato~1ng work.
That 1s why the Eucharist not only g1Yee ua gl"aoe, but
aupremely calla torth trom us all of the sacr1t1c1al
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acts of worship. We meet Jesus Christ there and not
only receive Him and His goodness, but have th& opportunity to offer up our deepest adoration, confession,
thanksgiving. and supplication.
He accepts grace with knowledge and through
Sacraments, and by grace he acts
In edifying.--The corporate nature of the church means
that God wants the members of the Body of Christ to be
serving one another. He is constantly encouraging us
to encourage one another, to build one another up 1n
the holy faith.
Admon1sh1ng.--Theee wor ds come from the passage "teaching and admonishing one a.nothe·r in songs and hymns and
spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to
the Lord 11 (Coloss1ans 3:16). 'l'he admonition which the
Christians should give to one another must always be
for the purpose of building up.
Comfort1ng.--Th1s word is expressed in the passage
"Comfort one another with these words" (1 Thessalon1ana
4!18). ihe grace which God has given to us is the
answer to life's needs. It is as we speak the good
Gospel of the good Ghrist to one another that we share
the comfort that is present in His grace.
Teach1ng.--As important as teaching 1s 1n the total
sacramental worship lite, . so vital a part does 1t play
in our building up of the brother. Since we know thai
the brother is not able to 11ve. t .o God 'by h1mselt, but
1s 1n constant need of the uower which the Ser1~tures
bring and the knowledge the-Scriptures oonta1n,·we
must constantly take the opportunities that present
themselves to b~1ng him the Word ot God by teaching.
S1ng1ng.--Th1s particular word is really a summary
word to pull together all or our actions for one
another in a corporate worship situation. With grace
1n our hea.l"ts we go through the various aote ot our
liturgies and informal worship service~. With the grace
of God moving us we sing in worship . In these actions
we bring our eacr1tice of worship to God. But every
one of these act.1.ons 1s alao useful tor building up
the brother who worships with us. By our songs and
prayers and creeds we apply God's Word te our fellow
worshiper.
In allot l1fe.--F1nally everyth1ng that has been said
ot worship can be summarized 1n the tact that life
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itself sho-uld be a worshi p of God. · Worship can never
be something isolated into one out of seven days, or
into a f ew momenta out of twenty-four hours. It God ·
1s at all, He 1s 1n all. ! f we are fer God, we can
never take ourselves from God. All of life must be
lived in relationship with Him who gave His life for
us. I n order to accomplish this kind ot twenty-four
hour worship, we need to stree.s certs.in understandings
and 2.pprot1che a.

ltwe rene ss. --It is of v1 tal i mportance that we have t his
awai"eness t hat all of 11fe 1s- eXpected by God as an
a ct of worah1p · from man. We must be aware of the tact
that God came into time 1n order to make Himaelf a
par t of our evcn•y minute. We must be a.ware of the
f act tha t t he now life of <J.od given to us 1n Holy
Bapti.sm 1a present in us each minute.. Bach new day
a.no. a s tt e e.1..ise from the covers we must remember that
the new man must da ily come forth and arise to live
before God i n r•ighteeuanese and purity forever. We
need to be aware of the fact that our bodies are
t empl ss of ·the Holy Ghost. We need to be aware that
this inca rnation of God' a SD1r1 t in us ls as treme.n dous
a m1reole a s the incarnation of our Lord. By His
Spirit we must str1ve to live a Christ-like life.

Comm1truent.--It is one th1nf to know this and it is
another th1ng to commit ones sel~ to do th1s living
01.' worsh ip.
In this sense,· awareness implies a OCl>nstant
receiving of the sacramental, while c~mmitment demands
a continuous response to God in sacrificial living.
Since life as worship develops through the worshiJf
life, 1 t la esse·nt1al that a person constantly comm1 t
himself to the God of whom he is continually aware.
This requires a "praying without ceas1ngt1 such as St.
Paul urges.
·
Tran~forming~~~The aware and commit~ed Christian now
confronts the va.r1QU~ events of life. He should see
every opportunity of lite as a worship o~portunity.
Take temptation, something which seems very far from
an opportun1ty tor worship. Actually it. 1s 1n the
area of tempiat1on that the Christian has his ~at
chanoe to worshto God by his aet1ona. Ats. time of
tempting we are ve~y near to hell, but it is at the
time of tempting that the grace .ot God enables us to
rise up more nearly to the heavenly lite. In a time .
of testing one should see the downward pull of the
enemy, and transform it into an equal and opposite
reaction, an upward surge to virtue.
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Self-forgetfulness !!ru! self-sacr1f1ce.--All of this
action of life as worship can finally be summarized
1n the passage from Ph1lipp1ana, "Have this . mind among
yourselves, which you have 1n Christ Jesus, who, though
He was in the form of God, d1d not eount equality with
God a thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking
the form or a servant, being born in the likeness of
men. .And being :round 1n human · form He humbled Himself
and became obedient unto death, even desth on a cross"
(Philippians 2 :5-8). Th.i s is the pattern :for the worship 111e. A life of compl~te self-forgetfulness, a
life filled with the kind of love for God which. reaches
out even to the unlovely. It should be a life willing
to devote ' itself in self-eaor1f1ee to the cause of Go.d
and the needs of men.
To such a life of worship which 1s made strong bf the
grace of God and wh1eh 1s·eonstantly expressing itselt
1n a life of worship comes ,ilso the promise or the
heavenly kingdom where we will find ''the throne of God
and of the Lamb. And His servants shall worship Him.
They shall see His face, .and His name shall be on their
foreheads. And night shall be no more; they need no
light of lamp or sun, for the Lord God will be their
light, and they shall reign forever and evertt
(Revelation 22:3-5} •
. The second illustration provides samples of a devotional booklet for children that .requires a . saorif1o1al
re.e ponee in acts of worship at least as much as it aims to
supply a sacramental impetus.

The approach 1n the f1rat

gro-qp is both simple and quite Lutheran, inasmuch as each
devotion simply leads the child to a use

or

Luther's sug-

gestions for morning and evening prayer as the trame tor a
specific res'Oonse
to the Word of God stressed in the devo..
tion.

The second pa.rt of the series ot devotional material

develops the concepts ot worship as outlined in the .previous
material for LSV schools.

On the last sheets it supplies

spec1f1o acts of adoration, confession, thanksgiving and
supplication as the pat.te,rn tor the saor1r1oia1 response •
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The oh1ld 1 c relation to the Sunday worship ot the
Church is otressed 1n the Saturday and Sunday material.
The idea of preparation tor the work of worship 1s one
emphasis, a.nd a connection or the aspects of worship w1 th
items 1n the Liturgy ts another.
An Order of Worship from the Catechism

or

Martin .Luther, 1529

Morning prayer
In the. morning, when you E!1 .Jm., make .1llit .ilJm. .Qt. .lb!.
holx_ cross ~ ~ :

In the name of the Father and
Holy Ghost. Amen.

or

the Son and of the

™

Thei,1 , kneeling .Q.t standing, confess 1b§. c·r e§d ~
the Lord I s Prayer. .It xou ghoo.e e • you .m!J: also .§.§Z

this urayer:

·

I thank Thee, my Heavenly Father, through Jesus
Christ, Thy dear Son, that Thou hast kept me this
night from all harm and danger; and I pray Thee
that Thou wouldst keep me this day also trom sin
and every evil, that all rq doings and lite mq
please Thee. For 1nt.o Thy hands I commend myself',
my body and soul, and all things. Let Thy bol7
angel be with me, that the wicked ~oe may have no
power over me. Amen.

Then gg, Jo7tullY t o ~ ~ . singing.& h7mn, like
~ fill the I!,n Commandments, .s2E. whatever your devotion
.mu. guggest.
Evening Prayer

ln !a!, even1ng, wheg zou
the h2lz cross !ml .uz:

gg, to

bed, make the ngn .2.t

In the name ot the Father and ot the Son and
Holy Ghost.

Then, kneeling

or

the

Amen.
gJ!

standing, contegs the Creed and pra,y

th§ Lord's Prayer.

!ill! ,nrE?,;ye~:

lf you choose, you may also

1!J!Z.

I thank Thee, my Heavenly Father, through Jesus
Christ, Thy dear Son, that Thou ha.et graciously
kept me this dayJ and I pray Thee that Thou wouldst
forgive me all my aina where I have done wrong, and
gra ciously keep me this night. For into Thy hands
I commend myself, my body and soul, and all things.
Let Thy holy angel be with me, that the wicked foe
may have no power ever me. Amen.
Then

&Q.

tq_ ,sleep a t

~

And in good cheer.

Be a Regular Saint
{All Saints• Day)
You plan to use th1s book to help you worship God.
I t's impor t a.~t thet you understand what you are doing.
\'ioreh1p is more tha n ?fea.d1ng. It• s different from
thinking. 11 Seying our prayers" isn't vhat it moans,
either.
lloreh1p 1e something for which you need to prepare and
to practice. W
hen ~eople have a chance to appear before a King, th1nk bot, many preparations they make4
You have an opportunity to be with Go~, to hear God's
Word to you and to speak to God!
i1h1e book will help you to worship Rim every day, and
at the same time it will help you te understand more
about what you do when you worship.
The devotional reading for each day will tell you
something God want.a you to know. Think a.bout 1t carefully--1t 1s God·• e word· to you.
But · each day you'll want to bring Your ~orda to 5h!g,
too, in worshiD. On the inside of the front cover 1s
an order of' worshil> from the Catechism of Dr. Martin
Luther which YQU may use each day after the reading.
There is a form for the morning and for the evening.
You'll want to add prayers 1n your own words, too.
Worship takes work. You must really pay attention to
what you are reading and think what you are praying;
and you must really. decide to worship regularly. It
every day you let th~ lazy side of you ai~gue with the
good side of you about whether you should use this
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booklet ~nd worsh~~. your worsh1~ will probably not
be very regular.
Decide right now with God's help to be ra1thful 1n

your mrsh1p. Win the argument once for all. Today
1s All Saints• Day. A saint 1s a holy person--one
who 1s hol y beo~use h1 s aina ~~e forgiven. A s aint is
~ holy :verso·n--one who does holy· things w1 th the help
of the Holy Ghost.
You are a saint--because yol.l+" sins are forgiven through
Jesus Christ. Make worship a regular part ot your holy
l ife . The 01.,der of Wm:'ah!p on page t m ·r1ll help ,you
to worship yoll!' God right now.

God 1a Love
(22n~ Sunday after Trinity)
A goon de vo tion today would be the para.'ble Jesus told.
about the merciful king and the unmerciful servant.
Read i t fro m your Bible 1n St. Matthew 18:23-3.5.

Thie story 1s the Gospel for the 22nd Sunday after
Tr inity. Have you been worah1p1ng God 1n your church
for the twenty-two Sundays a1noe the Feast of the Holy
'J!r.1n1ty? Does th1nlctng a.bout the ki ng uho was so kind
and forgiving toward his aer?ant help you worship your
heavenly King?
·

Th1nlt. about your heavenly King now. He is kind, like
the k1ng in the p~.re.ble. We are 1n <iebt t o Him · Just
a.s the 0er va.nt was to the k1nf· 1:1e owe Him many good
th1nga we have not done. We owe' Him tor many wrong
th1nga we have dtme that we should not have done.
But there's a diffe:rence--the king was "moved with
compassion" ,,hen the servant begged tor time. Instead
of being angr-y and demanding his money, the king
qha.ngqd t o being forgi ving.
God a lways .!!. torg1ving.

Remember the passage, "God

.!.@. love?" (1 ·John 4:8). That doesn't mean merely that
He does love once in a while. His very nature is all
love:-He .1.! love.

What a wondertttl God! Ve ought to ts.11 on our knees
and worah1p H1mJ Begin now with the words ot the
Invocation (page twoJ, "In the name ot the Father and

of the Son and ot the Holy Ghost.n
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The Lord~~He is the ~odl
{Monday)
Goc.l i::i w2.i ting for you to uorah1p Him. God le not
someone you would want to }see..,R we.1t1ng.

God.' a 1,.rophet, Eli. Ja.h., ee.1d tha t to the Israeli tea
when oome of thera : were wor·sh1p1ng the idol god, Baal,
instead 0f the true God. "How long halt ye between
two opinions ? If the Lord be God , follow H1m; but it
Baal, then follow h1m. u
·
You'll f ind ·the story in 1 Kings 18:17-40. The Lord
proved he was really God by eend.1ng fire from heaven
and burning up both the sacrifice and the altar El1Jah
had p:,;'\epared.

Then the people fell on their f eces and they cried~
"The Lord, He 1s the God! The Lord, He 1s the Godl "
t h e y knew uh.at God w:ae like, t:'l.nd they wo:c113h1ped

Nov;

Hi m.

Sometimes you have t1.1ouble ma~1ng up your m1nd-- 11 Sh~l
I buy 1;his <h"'ess or that one? 11 11 Sho.J.l I take chocolate.
oi... st~awberry.'f II B1..1t do you ever 11.enllz have trouble

d ecidlng whom you love best 1r1 P.ll the woi,.la:? Most of
y ou could eay you love those, who love you-.- your parents
and family. You know what they are like-.-they're on

yo~r eide--and. you're on their ~1de.
You. know what God is 11.ke, too.

The God t:ho sent fire

to deetroy the stones ot E11Jah 1 s o.lte.r 1s also eo
loving He aent His Son to be the sacrifice .for o\U5
sins. lhe all-poverrul .God 1s our all-loving Father!
He 1a on ow.· side--e.nd ~re show we are 011 His side as
we worship!
Now as you remember what God is like, say,
He 1,s the God} " esnd ,-1 orsh1p H1ml

0

T.he Lord--

Row Do You Feel about God'?

(Tuesday)
When you know there· is a God and that He 1s lo~1ng and

powerful an.d forgiving. you reel different • .And ,you
act differently, too.

Yott are happy and. unafraid be-

cause you know wha.t God 1s l1ke. Everything that you
think and do becaus.e ot your love. tor God can be
called w9rsh1p.
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It'a something 11ke what happens when you wake up and
remember, "Today's SaturdayJ Ho school!" Evei-yth1ng
about the morning seems different. Even though you
haven't begun to do the different th1ngs that make
Saturday wondertul, you feel different. Just lying in
bed, you can tell it's Saturday. You teel different
because of what Saturday 1s--a day off.
Th1s is the way God makes a difference 1n your life-Just because He 1J!. what -He is. Worship 1s what you
are because God 1§_. You see, worship can be Just how
you feel toward God, how you love G~d, how happy you
are having God for your Father, His Son Jesus Christ
for your Brother., the Roly Spirit tor your Friend:
Thia is important for you to remember as you now prepare to pray. Your worship includes how you feel about
God. Remember Him before you begin to 3>ray.

"Be still, and know that . I am God!" (Psalm 46:10).

Before you use the Order ot Worsh1p on page two be
still for a moment, and remember hew good God 1sJ Be
loving Him a e you say, 11 In the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. 11
God Loves, and You Do
(Wednesday)
Everything we know about God makes us want to worship
Him. That• s the way it should be. God says so, too.
11 I am the Lord, that 1s M7 name, and My glory will I
not give to another, neither my praise to graYen
images."
When God says 1n the Bible, "Thou shalt worship
the
Lord ·thy God, and Him only shalt thou serve, 11 what do
you say?
"Oh, co1.ie~

Let us worship!

11

Our teel1ngs about God, our t.a1th and love, are part
ot our worsh1~. But we will not onlt think about Him.
We will do things. Worship is what .r ou a!! because ot
what God

.U•

Perhaps 1t would help to think about 1t like th1ei
Suppose you were walking along a mounta1n trail. Sud.
de-n ly you turned e.nd there was a grizzly bearl What
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would you do? You'd run or h1de--or treeze in fright!
Even if the bea.l' did nothing, you would1 You know
what a g?"1zzly 1s 11k(2!
Much more we should do something when we come upon our
God! We know God 1 e love for us-:--He is our S&.v1or! We
know that He is lord over heaven and earth! We will
not run trom Him--He 1s our Father.
will come to
Him. If you would suddenly aee your parents walking
down the street 1n front of you, wouJ.dn't you run to
catch up 'l . And wouldn't you greet them and talk to
them when you reached them?

We

Th at' s wha t ue do when we worship. We t hink ot' God,
we hear His Word, we remember all He has done for us;
we love Him. This is the way we draw ne$r to Him.
Then we "Ge.lk to Him, we pray to Him.
This is what you will do right now. It's very natural
to do the s e act s of worship when you know how_good God
is!

·

God Does--and So Do You
(Thursday)

How can you love God or talk to Him when you can't
even see H1m? You want to catch up with your parents
because you love them--but yo·u wouldn • t run if you
couldn't see them ahead ef you.
We aee God in the things He does •. · "God who • • • spake
1n times past unto the fathers by the prephets hath 1n
these last days spoken unto us by His Son, whom He hath

appo1n'ted heir of all things, by whom also He made the
worlds. (He is) the brightness ot His glory and the
express image of His persQn. • • • 11 (Hebrews l Zl-3).
By His wonderful creation God has shown us what He 1s
like. By giving His own .life tor our forgiveness, He
showed H1a love for us, H~ pro-v ed H.i s love for us.

Suppose 1t was 1n a N~t1onal Park that you ran into
the grizzly bear of yesterday's story.. You had met
the ranger on duty there. He ae.emed nioe, but you
really d1dn' t give him a second thought-until the
grizzly chased you! ?hen 1t was the ranger you needed-and when the ranger shot the bear and saved 7our l1te
you relt a lot ditterently about him. And 1f he
wanted you to Si something for him, you surely would.
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Worship 1s like that. It
whe.t God does for us. 'We
and what He has done. .,As
saying the Invocation and
all Me has ctone for you!

1s what ,·re do because of
worship Cod for whe.t He is
you use the Order of Worship,
the Apostles• Creed, remember
And remember1ng--woreh1p!

"God 1o our refuge and strength, a. very present help
1n trouble1 11 (Pse.lm 46:1).
Being and Doing

(Friday)
God is even more kind and generous than the king who
1'01•g e:ve the servant I s debt 1n last Sunda.y•·s worship.
He 1s r eo.dy · to forg1 ve us all the things we have e_v er
donR wrong, and He~- We worship It1m for what He
is--a loving God--and for what He doeel
But here's the biggest point. What God .ll and what
God~~ are always the ~ame! Sometimes one or the
fellows you know may tell you what a good basketball
player he 1a. But if he doesn't play as well as he
t al ks , you don't pay much attention to h1m. The unmerciful servant, who was forgiven so much, had much
tor which to be grateful. He probably said all kinda
of thanks to t he king. But he showed by his unforgiving action what he was really 11ke. And, as a result;
~ don't like him.,
A peraon who doesn't act like the
kind of person he says he 1s doesn't get our love or
reepeci:;.
But God commendeth His love toward us, 1n that, while
we were yet sinners, Christ died tor us" (Romans 5:8).
In God, be1ng and doing come together. God does Just
11ke He ll• He is 1o·v 1ng, and so He came to earth 1n
Jesus Christ, and by all th~t He fil, saved us!
11

When the Holy Sp1r1t shows us th1e wonderful love of
God, we love Him. It ;you love God, this 1s part ot
your be_lng. This is how you m:.!, because ot God• s -love.
If you worship God, 1t ·1e the r1rst part of your doing!
Being and doing should come togethe~ 1n our lives too-in worship!
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Get Ready to~ Sunday!
(Saturday)

Tod&~ !a Sa turday! It's a good day--1t glves you a
chance to play. to do all kinds of things! You plan
for it t h e d.ey before, dcm•t you? "Tomorrow we'll get
11p a football game 11 or 11\·!e 1 11 go on a. bike hike."

Tomorrow 1s Sunday!

That•e a day that gives you a

s9ec:1.al chance to do something, too--to worship! I t
you p lan. e.head ro:r a. football game, wouldn • t it be a
good i de a. to pl e n ahead for woreh1-p1ng God, too?

One way to plan ahead 1e to start thinking about how
good God is and how much He has done for you. Thatia
why you h..~ve a suno.ay School leseon.
It tells 1ou
a bout Goa.• s deeds and Goo.• s love for you. l:Then you
think ab out them, you~ to worship.
Another way to plan ahead 1a :to think about the church
service of the twenty-third Sunday after Trinity. In
ma ny churches the Gospel will 'be st. Matthew 22:1.5.- 22.
I f you read 1t today, you ·will be more rea.9-y to think
about 1t in church tomorrow. Then 1t w111 help you

remember what God 1s like and how one ot the things
that belongs to Him 1~ your worship!.

"Render unto Oaeeer the things which are Caesar's, and
unto God. the things thr.t are God.• e ! " ( Matthew 22: 21) •
Acts that linke You Air-borne
(Monday)
It e, i~ocket on 1ts launching pad ,,ere able to wish,
what do you suppose 1t would want? Probably it would
want to push the buttons that would make its fuel explode so it could roar away 1nto space. A rocket was
made te zoom 1nto the a1r~-that 1 o what 1t would want.

God made you to be 'His child. You want to explode in
worship, too, don't you? and zoom up to God. Rockets
ma, be complicated to make--but it wae e1ren harder to
make you 1nto a. heaTen-bottild pe.rson. Sin has made ue
harder to 11ft off the earth than any tone of metal.
Our sinful nature doesn't want to be with God. ihat'e
why God came to be with us. Jesus, the Son ot God,
came to earth to change our minds and make us want to
be God' s ch1ldren. Tht\t 1 s what ha:ppened to you when

l,SO
you were bapt1zed--you were born over again from a
sinful child to God's child. When the Bible urges you
to "repent," 1t is showing you how much God loves you,
and pleading w1th you to "change your in1nd" and love
God back again. And you have repented, haven't you?
And you do love God, don't you?
That makes you one of God 1 s rockets, ready to explode
in worship. Remember we said that !a9.ll ot worship help
you to want to worship m2.!:!,? Acts of worship help you
to do everything for God beoauee you remind yourself of
what · God wants as you pray to H1m. It's important,
then, to know how to do ae~s of worship. They are like
the buttons you push to get your rocket exploding 1n
worship. Once you get them started you'll get your
whole life air-borne and be living closer to God in
everything you do.
What are the acts of worship that start your worship
life exploding? Try these:
,Adoration
Q.ontess1on
I_hankeg1v1ng
Supplication
We'll talk about them in the coming days. Right now
why not do them? On the back cover you'll find .!21.! 511..
Worship. Pray them slowly. Think ~he thoughts they
bring to your mind. Take off tor God in worship!
Begin with. Adoration
(Tuesday)

If you want to be a worshiper, i t 7ou want to get ott
the ground in living tor God, begin with adoration.
"Adoring" means to teel the highest admiration tor ·
someone, the g1'8ateat love and atteot1on. We use 1t
tor little th1ngs--•I adore that sweater.• But
that's
not really our highest admiration. We say, 0 I 1 d adore
to go, 11 or II I adore her, 11 but we don I t re'+llJ mean that
these are the most important . things 1n our whole liYes.
Adoring 1s really ·aometh1ng you do about God. Only
God can be the most admirable, the most loved, the most
powerful, the most wonderful One 1n_your lite. But
"adoring" also means expreaa1ng 'that reeling. We t~ll
God how we teel about Him. ' We e,q our loYe ~ word• or
songs or psaime. Fee11ng this we:, about God oomea to
us when we are made Hie ohildrenJ and saying how we
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teel--tell1ng God how we ta.el, 1s something every child
ot God can .9:2. This is what you should do if you
really want to start worshiping.
Here's how 1t works. Think about your parents. HOT.,,
do you feel about them right now? ihey 1 re n1oe and
you love them? But no tears come to your eyes as you
remember them, do they? If you think about 1t, though,
you can almost start to cry for love ot them. Just
remember othe~ fellows and girls who are reading this
book r1ght now who den• t have a t .a ther or a mother.
Remember how n1ca your mother was when last you hurt
yom"self, 1-;h en last you were lonesome. How swell it
1a to have Dad tuok: you 1n at night--even if you are
pretty big for that kind of thing! What 1r your
parents were to get disgusted with you for breaking
d1she a or tracking mud, and stop loving you• • • •

Is 1t happening to you? Thinking ab<:>ut your parents
and you, you begin to love them more. You remember how
you feel toward them more--and you want to do something
for them--or go give them a kiss to show them you love
them.
Thie 1e what adoration does for your wor.sh1p. Some of
you may be saying, "·Th1nlt1ng about my parent e d1dn' t
help .!!!!.· 11 Perhape you I re .et 111 angry with them -tor
something they did. Well, parents do make mistakes-but God doesn't. Parente do forget to be kind aomet1mes--but God 1§. love, remember? So even if th1nk1ng
about parents d1dn 1 t make you love more, thinking about
God will. He 1s the Beat!
Some of you don't have parents with you to think about.
Some parents are dead. Your rather or mother may have
left your home. 1'Th1nlt1ng about them doesn I t help.• 11
Maybe not. But thinking about God will help! He never
leaves you nor forsakes you! '~en my rather and my
mother forsake me, then the Lord will take me up"
(Psalm .27:10). Adoration will help you .to lov• God
more. It will start oft your worship!
Try it now. Say the Act of Adoration on the back cover
very slowly and think about what it means for you!
The all-holy, almighty God lo:vea you and te.Ite.a care ot
you.
You might use Psalm 27, too. Paalma are Acta ot Worship that God saved for us 1n the Bible. They help
you ador1.
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"The Lord 1s my 11ght and my salvation! Whom shall I
tear? The Lord 1s the strength of my l1te! or whom
shall I be a1'ra1d? 11 (Psalm 27:1).
You Confess

.Beoa.use

You Adore

( Thu.rsday)
Conf easion .!1§.._!ur.al_u follows adorat.ion.

Not only 1n
the word ACTS--adorat1on, s_onf'ess1on, !,hanksg1v1ng,
§.Upplicat1on--but 1n real life, too.
.

If your mother asked you please to keep your clothes
olea.n on the wa.7 to the Parent-Teachers' program, but
ins tead you f ooled around., slipped, a.nd got them wet
and muddy , how would you feel? If you had to stand up
on the stage with your clothes ·so mud-spattered, you
yourself would be hu..m111ated and ashamed.
But you'd feel even worse about what you were doing to
your mother. You know how hard she worked to get your
clothes all ready. You know how much she wanted 7ou
to look ni ce 1n the progra~. You love her because of
her l ove and he.r care for you. She• s swell! . (This 1s
like adoration of .our God, who made us and loved us
and has forgiven us!) ,..nd now because you didn't be.
have, you've made her work all for nothing; you've
embarrassed her: you•ve made her almost ready to cry!
You want her to know how much you S2. love herJ and how
sorry you are you d1.d what she warned YQU not to do;
and how much 7ou•re planning to ba more careful after
this! When you tell her all th1s~-that 1 s contess~on.
You see, confession of sin do*'sn•t mean J.ust admitting
you were wrong--so what? or that you're eor~y anyone
found out; or that :£2B are embarrassed about what you
did. Confession 1s something that only a person who
lovef! God can do. Confession is l.oving God eo muoh
thr;J.t you. could ory beoe.uae you did something to d1splea ,e Him.
You can see why con~ees1on will follow adoration. When
you adore God you remind yourself how mueh you love
Him. When you adore Him you remember how holy and pure
and .loving He le. The more you adore, the more you are
sorry you have displeased your heaTenly Father. You
want to tell Him so. You want to confess.
Sometimes -1t's hard to t1nd words to tell people~-oP
to tell Ood--how sorry we are. On the baok oover
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you'll find an Aot 52.t Qonfession to help you. You'll
want to say your confess1on--for 1n this too, doing it
helps you to think about it and mean it. Confessing
your wrongdoing helps you to keep from doing the sin
all over again. Your confessing is an act of worship
that helps you live tor Clod.

Get Set to Adore e..nd Confess
( Saturday)

I~'s time to prepare for Sunday's worship again. Today ycu might plan to find a place in your church
service where you will really adore God. Plan for
another place in which you can really confess your sine
to God .

Some church services begin with the words, 11 In the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.!'
You can adore when those words are said. It you're
ready, you can be thinking about all the thirigs the
Holy Trinity has done for you and the church.
Some services begin with no Lord, open Thou my lips,
and my mouth shall show forth Thy praise." This is a
place for confession. We can all get our mouths open;
but unless God opens our lips tor us--really gives us
a clean heart and mind and vo1ce--we won't praise Him.
~Tithout forgiveness and help we oan 1 t be good children
of God.

Remember, you•ve got to be ready to put ·your thoughts
into the service. It will go right past you i t you're
not thinking. If you stand by an esoalator and watch
it go up, will you get to the next tloorJ You won't
worship either unless you plan what you are going to
do and, when the right place in the service comes
along, you adore . and contese.
Thank God, and Become Thankful

( Monday)
"Enter into His gates with thanksgiving, and into His
courts with praise. Be thankful unto Him and blees
His name!" (Psalm 100:14).
Today you have probably said "thanks' and nthanlt youN
a hundred times. You ea, it to rour mother tor
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breakfast food, to your teacher for help with 7our
lessons, to your friend fox• a piece of hie candy. Ho1r
many times did you say 1t--and think 1t~-to God?
Think back--11et the th1nga you reall7 thanked God for
today. Did you aay "thanks~ for Jesus Christ your
Savior? D1d you say "thanks" f'or heaven and for the
church, for the Hol1 Ghost's help 1n doing good? Did
you really say "thank you" for bread, for air, for
legs, for a friend? These are Just four things out of
thousands God has given you!
What if a person says he believes God gives him all
things and yet doesn't say "thank you" for them? It
would be hard to believe he really believes. Does
your faith show up 1n th.a.nkag1v1ng?

Of course God would know, whether 1ou said anything or
not; you would disappoint Him if you forgot. It 1 s not
so much that God wants your appreo1at1on. It's more
that God wants you to be an a.pprec1at1ng per·s on--the
kind of person who knows how much God has done for you
and loves Him for it.
How do your parents train you to be that kind of person'/ They keep reminding you to say 11 thanlt you."
~hen you say it after every favor you receive, you soon
learn to appreciate what others do tor you.
That's why thanksgiving 1a important in your worship,
too. As you remember to thank God for all He has done,
you appreciate Him more and love Him always. By thanking Goo. you becom.e more thankful~ · That's why giving
thanks at mealtime is such a good practice. It not
only pleases. God, 1t helps 1ou become more God-pleasing.
You have .f!dored, ,g,onfeesed--now £hank God. Use the Act
of Thanlcsgi ving on the last page of this booklet.
You'll heve special thanks of your own to add?
Intercede for Others
(Wednesday)
"I exhort, theretore, that, first of all, supplications,
prayers, 1ntercess1ona, and giving ot thanks be made
tor all men" (1 Timothy 2;1).
.
'l'here are two kinds

ers, in our wor~h1p AOTS.

or

''aslt1ng 11 pra:,One is pet1t1on--those are

ot supplication,
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prayers for yourself. The Gther kind are interoessions~thoee are prayers tor other people.
Imagine two Americans 1n prison in China. They had
been arrested and sentenced to life imprisonment. The
government allowed the mothers of the men to v1s1t
them. After the1r v1s1t one mother returned to the
States. The other made a special trip to Peking to
ask for the r~leaee of her eon. It was granted!

How happy that man would be! He received a great
blessing, his freedom, because his mother asked for
it. When you pray to God for others you, like the
mother, bring God's blessings to them.
How disappointed the other man would be? He didn't
receive his freedom because no one asked tor 1t.
God promises, 11 Aek, a.nd it shall be given.• " He
doesn't promise to give the same things whether you
ask or not. How terrible the other mother would feel
because she didn't ask! Are you forgetting to pray
for others ?
Ask now--and 1t shall be given!
Oh, Come, Let Us Worship
(Thanksgiving Day)
This would be a good day tor a complete ACT ot Worship.
Use allot the Acts on the back page--!,doration, Confession, !hanksg1v1ng, and 5uppl1cat1on.
Remember--when you worship like this in words, you in- ,
tend to~ everything 1n your life woreh1ytully, teo!
The Lord be with you~
Acts ot Worship

An Act or Adoration
God 1s my loving Father: Jesus the Son of God 1s my
Savior and Brother! The Holy Spirit 1s my Friend and
Comf'orter:
Holy• holy, holy 1a the Lord ot hosts.
earth is tull ot His glory!

The whole
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We praise Thee, o God! ~e acknowledge Thee to be the
_Lord! All the earth doth ·worship thee, the Father
everlasting!
In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost!
An Aot of Confe s alon

I said, I will confess my transgressions unto the
Lord, and Thou for gavest the 1nlqu1ty of my sin (Psalm
32: 5 J.
O merciful Father, help me to confess all the wrongs
by which I have hurt Thee this day. It hurts to admit
each ~ooliah and sinful act and thought. Use this
pa1n of my confeee1on to make me hate the sins I've
done. I confess to these sine: • • • • . (Here tell
God fra nkly each thing you remember that was wrongly
done. )
I truot 1n Thy mercy and love, f ·o r Thy Son, my Savior
Jesue Christ, both d1ed for me and rose again!

Create 1n me a clean heart, O God; and renew a right
ep1r1t w1th1n me. Cast me not away from Thy presence,
and take not t hy Holy Spirit from me. Restore unto me
the Joy of Thy ealvat1on, and uphold me with Thy free
Spirit (Psalm 51:10-12).
An Act of Thanksgiving
Oh, give thanks unto the Lord, tor He is good, for H1s
mercy endureth torever.
We thank Thee, Lord God, Heavenly Father, through Jesus
Christ our Lord, for all Thy ~nef1ts, who livest and
reignest forever and ever. Amen.
For these people and things I give Thee special thanks:
For • • • I thank Thee, God!
For • • • I thank Thee, God!
An Act of Supp;1cat1on
Direct us, o Lord, 1n all our doings, with Thy most
gr~cious f avor, and further us with Thy continual help;
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the..t 1n all our worka be.gun, continued, and ended 1n
Thee, we may glor1f7 Thy holy name, and finally by
Thy m~rcy obtain everlasting 111'e; through Jesus
Christ our Lord. Amen.

Hear

my

...

prayer, O Father, for.
a.nd for. •

•

•

o God, gran·t that what we have said with our lips we
may believe in our hearts, and practice and ahov forth
in our lives, to the glory of Thy great name; through
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

t~PENDlX B

AN J\,.PPHO.I\.OH TO THE CONDUOT OF

THE FAMILY SERVICE
Illustrations of various a~proaehes to meaningful
worship 1n a service such as this are here developed tor
<iuae1modogen1 t1.

An Introduction to the Theme of the Day
This is an example of an explanation that might be
given to the congrega~ion before the opening hymn.
Today's service will really be a Family Berv1ce.
11
Q.ua.s1modogen1t1 11 is the name or the Sunday, and 1t
means, 11 As newborn bs.bes. 11 (You• 11 find the words ot
the Introit from which those words come on 'Oage 69 of
The Luth,ran Hymne.1.) The name ot the Sunday, then,
1s telling everyone here to be like little children.
The E"01stle tells us to be children of God who believe.
Everyone who 1s born of God overcomes the world. St.
John writes that 1t is our faith that Jesus 1s the Son
of God which overcomes the world. So this Sunda3 tells
you ~o baa child of God who believes 1n Jesus.
The Gospel agrees. Listen carefully and you will hear
Jesus I words to Thomas, "Blessed 1s he that hath not
seen ·a nd yet bel1eve.e." And st. John adds that the
Gospel he wrote was to help us "believe tha.t Jesus 1a
the Christ the Son of God and that, bel1eT1ng you might
have lite through His name. 11
It' you are go1ng to be helpful 1n believing in the
Risen Jesus you will need to do something else like a
baby. "Aa newborn babes desire the sincere milk ot
the Word. " Just aa a bab7 wants m1llt so you should
want God to g1 ve you Hie Word, to work on your heart
to make your faith stronger. It you really want God'•
Word · you'll need to talte 1t to~ yourself. Listen,
hear, but also talk~-talk it to yourself and so preach
the Word to your own needs.
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But remember, babie~ don't drink milk Just because it
tastes good. They want to gro'!·r. So 1n the Collect
we w1ll pray that all of us who have celebrated the
resurrection "may bring forth the tru1ts thereof 1n
our life a nd conversation. 11 Th:1t means we will ask
Goa. to help ·tts live risen 11ves, to help us eo that 1n
all we do we remember that our Lord lives and that we
should 11ve also, His way. The se.rmon will help you
think about th~t kind of life.

Now for the first hymn. "Sing eloud unto God, our
Str eng·tll , make a Joyful noise unto the God. ot ·Jacob. 11
In·terpreting Worship 1n the Frame

of the Se.rviee
After the In·troit e.nd before the 0·1or1a 1n Excels1s
and the Kyrie, the pastor might step to the re.11 and remind

the vorsh1pers at the Family SePviee:

This will be our second opportunity since Lent to sing
the C;!.lor1a in Excelsis. Remember the.t you do not
simply we.nt to aa.y: , "We praise Theet we bless Thee,
we worship Thee, 11 you want to do all that. As you
sing the words think of the wonderful things He has·
done and is still doing tor you and _gg, praise, bless,
and worship Him. Wo worship when we ·really give to

~od the glory due H1a name.
Only one or two worship reminders of this type would be
included in a ny one se~vioe; but ove~ the course ot a year
all the elements of worship could be accented.
Explaining Liturgical Forms 1n a Service
An explanation of the Collect as a liturgical torm
might be inserted in the service in words auch as the tollow1ng, ~though probably not 1n the same service as the
ot;nnmen~

on the

11

Glcr1a 11 :
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We are now about to pztay the Collect. This prayer
will collect all the prayers you are saying by your.,.
selt to God and summarize them in a beaut1tul sentence
which all of us can pray together. Remembe~, you must
have prayers of your ewn or there w111 be nothing to
collect.
The Collect asks God to help us »bring torth the fruit
of the Lord.• a resurrection. ~ · We are asking H-1m to
help us do good things by the power or our new lite in
Christ. Each one th1nk of a special good t~1ng he'd
11ke God's help on during the week. Pray about it now
tor a moment; and then he.a r the words of the Collect
collect all yo'Ur .1nd1v1dua~ prayers.

Again only an occas1onal explanation such ae th1s w1ll be
1nserte.d in the service, but over the course of a year all
aspects of the Liturgy will be given brief explanation.

Preaching to. the Intere.et and
Understanding ot Children

Thie Family Service sermon ls an adaptation of the

regular Sunday sermon based on l Pett,r l:J-9;

It contains

the same basic outline and ch1et points ot the adult sermon.

The title is:

'*:Also We Shall Live."

It•s been a week since Easter. Did the fact tll,at
Jesus came out of the grave (1.11 ve · make your lit"e any
different? I know a bat boy tor a baseball team. who

was on the Job all day yesterday. ~ team made a
trip to play 1n $ll~ther town. When he got home, he
was really t1re4. Xou know what he said?
"I d~n•t
know why, but I Just teel 111ttt Qry1ng. 11 I guess· _
there's not a bo7 or a girl or a parent anywhere who

hasn't felt Just like ory1ng semet1mee, and usually
wasn't sure Just why he tel.t that way. On a day when
everything seems to go wrong a person somei1mes a&7s~
"I don't know how I'm going to 11ve through th1e day."
What do you th1nk? Should a person be able to live
tm,,ough things bet.t er because Jesus 1s alive?
What about this week since we celebrated Jesus• reaurrect1on? You lived thrqugh 1t, didn't you? Did you
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live through it, through Hie resurrection? That's a
way to aelt if the f'act that Jesus 1s·· al1ve helped you
to 11 ve the way God wants you to during the week.
It's an important question, beenuse you're probably
going to live some more weeks; and. you•re probably
going to have some troubles to live through, too; and
you•re all going to d1e, to stop l1v1ng sometime; and
you're all go1ng to live on forever atter you die.
Now, will J esus• resurrection make a difference to
you through all of those things that will happen to
you?
.
·•

He promised, 11 Beeause I live you she,11 live also. 11
You've hea.ro. of an 11 also-ra.n"-•that 1 s someone so far
back in the race he didn't come n~ar winning a prize.
Well, we •re 11 a.1so liveetl; we will 11 live also. 1 But
that's good. That means that Jesus• life will al.ways
make our lives better, he.pp1er, more the way God wants
them to beJ His lite will make us win out over all our
problems. 1·le have a victory that overcomes tho w~ole
world--our f a ith.

St. Peter deecr1bed how we can now "live also." The
text for this sermon is in his t'1rst letter, the. f'1rei
chapter; and the first thing he tells us 1s that we
have a 11v1ng hope. Then he tells us that we can enJoy
hopeful 11v1ng1 Think about the first one first.
I. ·Te have e. living hope by ta.1th in Christ• s living
again.
Listen to St. Peter's words: "Blessed be the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! By His great meroy
we have been born anew to a living hope through the
l'esurreotion ot Jesus Christ trom the dead • • • •"
A. We have a 11v1ng hope because the Resurrection
of Jesus Ohriet gives us new lite.
The new life that oame to our Lord in the grave gives
us a new life, and gi~es a new lite to our hope. It
is a living hope · that goes on and on forever, all the
way to our lite in heaven. Christ who oame to 11te
aga1n after He was dead g1ves us a new lite like Hie by
H1e resurreot1on.
..
Let's see 1r we can understand that. Is it Just a
matter of our saying, 'Well, He did 1t--He came to
111'9 again; so we can too?• That doean•t prove 8117thing, does it? Have you ever tried to walk along the
top ot a fence, a h1gh board tenoe. the kind that Tom
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Sawyer had to wnit ewaah'l It' s a. pretty narrow plaee
to walk, a.nd awtully high. Well, 1f you saw another
boy, a little older than you, cl1mb Up and balance
carefully, and the n ever ao alo~rly . 11alk the whole length
of that fence , would you decide, 11He did it. So I can
too ? 11 · y C?u. migh t e e.y ·it---but it's not reallJ that ·
simple , is 1t ? He d1d it and that ~roves it can be
done, but 1t doesn't prove th{lt it
be done _gz, you.

can

St. Pe t e i" mus t wea11 aomet h1ng else when he says we can
have a 11ving l'l.O'pe by t he r eeur11 eot ion of Jesus Christ
:rrom the deacl. A boy who walks a f ence. does 1 t Just
for the f lli'"l of it--or t o show off--but Jeaus wouldn 1.t
h e.v e come to ea:r>t h a nd have died and have r isen only
to ahoi· us He ooula.. There I s more to the resurrection
than j ust a faet. 'l'he re is an act of God th-,re. Back
of it a ll i s the gr eat mercy of the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ. The resurrection 1s nart of
a11 t11e,~t God was doing t o ee.ve ue from sin. • When Jesus
rose from the dead, it proved He had done everything
ne cessary to raise us up from being 11 dead in s,1ns. 11
That's why His resurrection gives us a living hope.
Jesus 't·: a an 1 t showing off, or ahmd ng us how tQ do
something » He was doing something for us. It was more
a s though He had p1cked us up and carried us the whole
1ength of the fence. When He got to the end, He would
have carried i l there, too.! When He got His life baek,
He had done everything to give Y§. the new life, too!
His living gives us life and our living hope!

But there's more.
B. We have a l1v1ng hope because by Holy Baptism
we have been given a new birth.
St. Peter says, nay Hie great mercy we have been~
ane!'! t o a living llope. 11 This ea.ye the same thing, you
see, but it says it i.n a different way. BJ Baptism
God has us born over again to be alive with Hie kind
of 11te~-and back of that Baptism is Christ's resurrect-ion, His death, His 11fe, every,hing He did . to
change us f'1..om being dea.d as sinners to being alive aa
the children ot God. When Jesus said we should be
baptized, He wasn't Just g1ving us an illustration and
saying, ''It would be good it you would wash awa:, your
sine like water washes away dirt.• He really washed
away our sins. He wasn't Just aay1~. "It would be
nice 1f you ·were waa.h ed ae ol~an (U3 a brand nev baby
aftel' his be.th. " .He really made us brand new peop1e
when we were baptized. tie were born anew.• · We atu,ed
a new way of living, with His 11fe in us.

..I
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Do you won der about that sometimes? It you we·re baptized as a 11 t;-tle baby you can• t even remember when 1.t
ha.ppenP-d, much less understand ho·w it happened.~
it's no t s urprising that you m1gl1t wonder whether it
happe ne d. Do you "i1 0nde1~ how Bap tism could. put a new
life in you? '\'J e,1 1 , you wonder about how you could be
born as a baby, too, don.• t you·? You don't remember
being born as a human person e ither. But you don't
st art an argument about th.a.\. Your mother told you
you we1•e born and ·that I s that. If I were to come up

to you whll e you were jumpins rope or pla.y1ng ball and
a.s k , 0 Do y ou know· 1:! l1e the1." you were born? 11 \·1hy, you• d
laughl You ' d eey ~ 11 0f course I we.a born. How could
I be jumping rope, 01" how .: eould I h ave hit that twobagge:r i f I w:e r en • ·r. . born? 11

It' s the same way with be ing born again by Holy Baptism
and getting new life by all Jesus did for us in ~1a
dee.th a nd re a'-'r rec"Gion. There I a no point arguing. God
s e.ys you h a ve, a nd. ·· God is t!1e one who made you~ born
a gain . \'lh e n God a ay.s the Resurrectio~ and Baptism put
the life of God in you, there's no point in wondering
if it•~ true. lt 1 s true; all right. There 1§. a lot
of point 1n .living tha.,t life, God's k;ind·· of life, Just
A.s much point e.s there is 111 ple.ying ball and Jumping
rope . ft..ncl when you · do love God , and like to ·· do things
the wa y He imn·ts you to, &.nd when you are kind to
othera in your gre.de and thoughtful a.bout, your folks,
it proves you have God's 11fe in yqu. How oould you be
doing God' s kind of th1nga if you didn't have God's
kind of 11re 1n you? ItTs happened. All that Jesus
did for you has made it as though ~e came out of the
grave and ha s oome to live inside of you, 1n your mi.nd
and

your ne·a rt.

.

Just by the way, you ehoUld. l".emembe·r to ta.!te oe.re of
that new· lire, too. When your mother tells you, "You
h a ve to ta!':e care of your body; eat your vegetables,
get to bed 011 time, ai you may not always we.nt to, but
you know you should. And when God telle you to take
care of' ··His life in you, you · should, too. That I e what
this Sunday 1s telling you. 11 As new born babes desire
the sincere milk o-r·· the Wo1""d. 11 Those ere words from
the next ·chapter of this s-ame le.tter froc St. Peter.
He tells you to want the Word of God Just as a baby
wants milk ·u that you may grow thereby." You eat because it tastes good--bUt you eat to grow, too. That's
why God gives us lUs Word--"that you mq grow up to
salvation." God' a v!o~d is ever7thing that God uses to
work up the new life in you--1t 1 s the Bible; it's
Bapt1amJ 1t•s the Holy Communion in which some ot you
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will soon be ready to receive the Body and Blood ot
our Lord; it's everything God has done 1n Jesus Christ
all the way t<> Hie resurrection. · "Like newbor~ babes, '
long tor the pure spiritual milk, that by it you may
grow up to s$.l.vat1on; for you have tasted the kindness
of the Lord."
Now let's go back for one more reason we oan be sure
ours 1s a living hope.
St. Peter tells us
C. He have a. living hope because we have acertain 1nher1tance.
How would you like to have a rich relative d1e and
leave you an 1nher1ta.nce · ot a hundred thousand dollars?
A mill10n dollars? -Well, God tells us we have received
a much better inheritance than that when Jesus died and
rose again. 11We have been born anew to a living hope
. • . and to an 1nher1tance which is imperishable, undefiled and unfading, kept 1n heaven for you, who by
God's power are guarded through faith fo~ a salvation
ready to be revealed in the last t1ine." No wonder ours
1a a. living hope. We already have the inheritance that
Jesus died to get for us.
That's better than inheritances here on earth. Sometimes a child inherits a lot ot money, but by the time
he 1s grown up the money has all been spent, er it's
been stolen, and there's nothing left tor him. But
that won't happen to our inheritance. It's 11 imper1eh-,.
able, undefiled, and unfading, kept in heaven tor you.
Did you read about the two college students who won a
brand new convertible 1n a contest? They drove the car
from the display room back to the campus, and on the
way they ran ott the road and smashed the oar on a
tree. That's what can happen to th1ngs you are given
on earth. But what God has given us--the new lite by
the resurrection ot· Chr1st--that will never be destroyed.
That's how living our hope is, how oe~taJ:n, how wonderf'ul.
.
.

But there's even more. Not only is our inheritance
being kept tor us, but we are being kept tor it! "~y
Ood' s power we are guarded through tal1ih tor a salvation r-eady to be reve$led in the last time.• It the
new convertible had turned over and then bounced right
aide up aga1n without even a scratch, but both the
students had been killed, 1t would have been ev~n
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worse than 1t' only the oar had been smashed. If our
inheritance were being kept for us, but we were not
being "guarded for salvat1on 11 our ~ope wouldn't be
very sure. But ours 1s a living hope! God 1s keeping
~ and our inheritance.
Did any of you go to see the movie "The Shaggy Dog"?
If you got to the theater when everyone was out of
school, you l:'"i.now there was a line about two blocks
long waiting to get 1n to see the show. Well, 1f you
were at ~he end of that line, yoq'd be worried. You'd
be saying, "What if, by the time we get up to the
ticket office, they say there is no more room?" But
what if' you had a friend w}'lo was al~ead.y 1n.s 1de who
had promised to hold a seat for you? You'd have a
living hope. You'd say, 11 I don't have to worry. My
seat is saved. 11 That I e how 11v1ng yqur hope 1s.
Jesus Christ h~s gone on to heaven and He is saving
a place for you.. That 1s His promise.
But there's more . to it. You already have your ticket;
a reserved seat. You might be impatient, having to
sta nd in line, You ml,ght say, "Why do I have to wait
so long before I get to go in? 11 but you wouldrt' t be.
concerned about 1t • . That's what St. Peter 1s saying
about our l1v1ng hope. Christ has gone on to prepare
a place for ua 1n heaven, but He let~ us a sure promise, a reserved place! We're impatient somet1DJ.8S because we have to wa1 t so lo·n g for heaven, but we• re
not hopeless. Even when we feel like crying for no
reason, even when things are really rough, we're happy
because we have a place that' e oerta1n. We have a 11v1ng hope through faith 1n H1s ,11v1.ng again. No wonder
St. Peter says, "In this you reJoioe." I shoul.d hope
so.
But St. Peter oont1nuee w11ih the s.eoond point. •In
th1e you reJoioe, though now tor a little wh11e 7ou
may have to · suffer various trials. • • . 11 You have a
living hope, but you're also going to be living tor _ .
weeks and weeks it God permits you to.
What you wan1
is hopetul living. Jesus promised, 11 Beoause I live,
1ou ·. ehall live also. tt Also--does that mean onl7 1n
heaven1 or also here? ~our problems onl7 go1ng io
be solved after we d1e?
What 1f there were a bo7 who was atra1d of the water,
but he wanted very much to sw1m. Would 1t ·do any good
1r someone told him · ttGo ahead--Jump 1n. You'll
11
drown-...but yo.u won• t be a:t'raid ot the water any more ? .
lt would be true--but that's a pretty rough w9.7 to cure
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being afre,i d of the' ,·1ater! Jesus told uo better
things. He aa1d, "Lo I e.m w1 th you e.lire.ya, to the
close· of. the age 11 (St. Matthew 28:20). Hie coming
to life wh11e He was at111 with us on earth 1s the
.promise ·that we will win out over s.11 our troubles
here on earth, too.
II. Ours 1a hopeful liv1ng--by faith in His living

again.

Ne can live hopefully even 1n ti-ials because
A. '.i:r1als build up our faith and make 1t grow

strong.

St. Petez> telle us, ''For a wh1le you may have to suffer various trials, so that the genuineness of your
faith, more precious than gold, which, though perishable, ia teated by fire, me.y redound to praise and
glory and. honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ. 11
It's a lot 111m ws.nt1ng stl'ong muscles, Do you get
muscle s by sitting down on a sofa all day long and not
moving? No--you get them by ~xerc1s1ng those muscles.
Now sometimes fellows oomple.1n-~g1rla do, too--about
a ll the hard Jobs they have to do ~t home. If the boys
h~v0 to push the lawn· mower, that's terr1Dle. That's
a trial. But it' a by pushJ.ng the lawn mow-er you get
the strong muscles you want. That's true about house
oleun1ng, too. It isn't always easy to re$ember, but
hard work helps make you a healthy person, & strong
person.

God is making us become persons of. stt"ong, healthy

fa.·1 th through the sad things and the· rough things that
happen to us. ~!hen men want t.o make pure gold, they
heat the metal to white heat to burn away all the
impurities. lf you were a p1.e ce of gold, wou-ld you
want to be bright and sh1ny--or would you be content
to be e.. dirty looking stone?. You'd· e·a y, Ufhat tire 1a
terribly ho·t , but I know at the end I' 11 be pure gQldJ
and I want terribly to be pure gold, "· and you'd welcome
the heat. st. Peter tells you that Just as you canhave happ1nee·s wh1le your muscles are being exero1sed,
so you o~ have a hopeful 11fe while 7our faith is
be1ng e~e:rc1sed.
There• a another re.aeon for reJo1c1ng even in trials.
B. Trials gi·v e us the opportun1 ty to hea;r our
Lord say• 11 Well done, thou g,0od. and. :faithful
servant. 11
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You remember that Jesus told us about the day or Judgment, when God w111 send those who love Him to heaven?
On that day God w111 say to those who .have really lived
f'or Him, "Well done, thou good and faithful servant."
How could God say that to you if there were nothing
for you to 40 all your 11fe long? If you go to a
basketball game and Just sit 1n the bleachers and
watch. the game, doe a anyone come up to 7ou afterwards
and say, "That was a good game you played 11 ? No, ~hey
say that to the boys who played. It you want te hear
God I s "Well done; 11 you 1 11 be ready to face trials,
even though they won't quite make y0u happy, beoause
you know they give you the ohanoe to live the kind ot.
lite God calls good and faithful. So yours can be
hopeful living, no matter what comes 1n your life.
add all of this sermon up. There are two things
that should be different about your lite because of
Jesus I resurrection. You should have a living hope
and you should have a hopefuil. life. Well, do you.?
After every problem in arithmetic, you prove the
answer to make sure it's correct. You can use the
last words of this text to prove whether you have a
living hope and a hope.f ul lite.
Now

\'Iithout having seen Him, we love Him." Iou.•ve never
seen Jesus. How does 1t happen that you love Him?
You do, don't you? God haa given you a new life by
His resurrection and your Baptism, that's how you•ve
oome to love Him. You're passing the tee~!
11

Try a.nother. "Though you do not now see Him, you "believe in Him and reJ·o ic.e with unutter•ble. and exalted
Joy. 11 How about that? You can I t see Jesus here with
us, alive and risen from the dead. But you•re. happy
about 1t, aren't you? You're glad that Jesus 1s alive
and w1 th y.ou always? That proves it--yo~ have a 11v1ng
hope because you believe that Jesus is risen from the
dead, Jes·u.e who sa1d, "Because I live, you sha;1 live
also." And you can always have a hopeful 11te, because,
"This 1e the victory that overcometh the world, ·e ven
our taith. 11 "As the outcome of your faith, you obtain
the salvation or your souls."
You ~ave a 11v1ng hope for eternity. N°wr·em.a1t3 s~!es
9
that all next week yours is a hope:t'\il 1 1
and we should, too, in H1mJ

..
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Assisting the 1:1orsh1p Concentration
During a Service
Because God's service is so large and the child's attention span 1s eo small, brief reminders during the
Liturgy are helpful in a Family Service.

Following the

sermon given a s a sample in this appendix, Hymn 207 in .The
Lutheran Hymnal waa to be sung during . the d1etr1.b ut!on ot
Holy Communion.

A reminder such as the following would

serve aa an a i d to worship concentration:
The sermon reminded ·us that we hav~ a 11vj,ng ·hope and
can have h~yeful living because o~ our Lord's resurrection. -D uring the d1etr1but1on .~r the Lord's Supper
1t 1a everyone• e epe.e1al task to keep talking with
God, ,1orah1p1ng Him. Hymn 207 .is a prayer. Pray 1t
as you sing it. There is .one line that talkg about
our living hope--eee if 1.ou thlnk.abo~t it aa 1ou
sing the hymn.

Reminders such ae this should not be t~o frequent.

The

referee's wh1atle ce.n ·spoil a game 1f 1t is blown too trequently.

'

What 1s more, cultic, liturgical material should

be polysemous, capable of' conveying meanings ranging from
the simple to the profound.

The pastor's mood can not

deter.mine .the worship response of eve,r y member.

the

OOllrse

But over

.

ot a year reminders SUCh as th1s can accent the

worshiper' 8 ne~d to apply the Wo1'd. to himself, to reply 1n

mind and word to God, and to supply to othere the upbu1ld1ng
Gospel.

APPENDIX 0
AN APPROACH TO CONDUCTING OHJ;LDR'EN'S WORSHIP
IN A SOHOOL
The ideal s1tua t1on suggested in tliis thesis would be
a wo1"ship period conducted by the pastor i n the Church each

morning during the school week.

Three accents would be

present in thes e devotional periods.

One would be directed

at 1nst1'ucting the children in th.e . understanding ot wQrsh1p

and helping them actively participate ~n 1t.

The second

would be a stress on the festivals and seasons to help
them learn to live the yearly round of the Church's lite.
The third woUld involve eaoramental material besed on the
six chie:f' parts o.f Dr. Mart1n Luthe·r• s Small Cate(?hism,

always presented with the objeo~iv,e of stimulating a saor1...
fic1al response.
'

The following examples are samples ef the 1nstruot1onal,
or the sacramental, mate~i~ that might .be presented in

school devotions.

The stress.on an understanding of various

acts ,of worship and a tam111ar1ty with the Church ye-a r 1s
indicated 1n these sermons.

This 1natruct1on 1s designed

to be presented in a _tramewor~ of worship and ~hould b~1ng
the impetus of the Word of God. to bear on eh1ldren who would
then be given the opportun1ty t~ JQake a ea~r1t1c1al response

1n the remainder ot the serv1ot.
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The devotions assume part1o1pat1on on the part ot the
children.

questioning i s employed to hold attention and

to initiate t hought.

When questions are included, the dots

are inte nded to indi cate time for answers from the listening children.

I n an atmosphere relax:e d, yet devot_ional,

both learn ing a nd worship can proceed.

We ek of 1Sth Af ter Trinity
(Tuesday)

\fl1a t• a t he first thing you ask a new boy who comes to
your school or into your neighborhood? • • • • One er
the f i r st things you'd like to know would be his· name.
He would say, "JQhn 11 or whatever h1s name would be.
Then you would s ay, 11 J ohn what? 11 And then he would
s a y, ilJ oh n William. =1 And then you would say, "John
W1ll1am wh e.t ? 11 And he would say, 11 J ohn William
J ohnson. 11 After he had told you his three names you
would f eel, :i Now I 1'mow him better. l know wha t to
c o.11 h i m. Ii

~his 1 s n• t a perfect illustration, but we can do something 11ke this to help you try to know God better.
Today let's pretend we're coming up to God and asking
Him, "What• s your name? 11 t:!e know He 1s God even though
it's n ard to understand exactly what He is like, so
let's begin to find out what He is like by t1nd1ng out
more a bout His name.
"Hh e.t I s your name, God? 11

Then pretend God would answer

that question out.; loud. · "My name 1s Father, God the

Father." Then we'd say, 11tlhat•s your middle name?" and
we can pretend that God answers, "God the Son."
And
9
then we I d a.sk aga in, "Wha t• s your · laist name?
And God
might answer us ., "God th.e Holy Ghost ...
Really God has answ~red those questions of ours 1n the
Holy Bible. "God the Father, God the Son, and God the
Holy Ghost n we hear those words ovel' and over. We use
them 1n a ~ery special way in our bu1ld1nga and ohuroh
des1gns. Look a.round the chapel and count how man,
things you 888 that are arranged in threes.

There are
three lancets in the windows, the altar has three
panels. Now some others • • • • Think or the symbols

l?l .
on the altar paraments. There are triangles and three
o1rcles. Sometimes there are three crosses. Allot
them remind us that God has told us He is the Father
'
the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
Just because you know a perso.n 1 s name, you don• t
really know the person. If there were a new boy in
your neighborhood, you would like to .know other things
a.bout him. What is he like? Is he strong and can he
make things with you? can he help you when 7ou need
help? does he like you? If you're swimming and suddenly need help, will he Jump 1n to save you when you
yell, "John! 11
So with God--ltnowing H1s three names is a beginning
in our knowing about Him; but we will understand Him
better when we know what God does. When we learn that
God is the strongest ever, wh'oniade everything and who
helps you do everything good you do; how. God. saw we
needed help to be with Hi~ and please Him and sent God
the Son to save us even before we called tor help; how
God sends His Spirit to us to give us all the good
ideas we ever get and the strength to do the good
things. God 1s wonderful. It's worth while getting
to know. God! That's what we'll talk about in chapel
in the coming weeks.
We ought to remember all the time that it must be God
who tells us about Himself. You can watch a new boy
and find out things about him even it he doesn't tell
you his name. But. remember God is a S.p1r1 t. We can't
see Him, and so we have to learn about Him from things
that Re shows us. Be ready to listen to what He says
about Himself and to look at the things He shows us
about Himself in the Bible. Don't try to tell God what
He is like. Let Him tell youl
That is a good reminder for praying time, too,
for God
tells us, "Be still and · know that I am God. 11 Let' a be
very quiet for a moment, and then we will otter our
praye.re. Who will take the "thank you II prqera? • 11 • ..
the "sorry" prayers? . • • the "prayers tor others?
• • • the prayers· for ourselves?. • • •
Now we'll be quiet

but it will be an important quiet
because we will be' remembering that God 1a Ood.J

i
·1
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Oantate \ieek

(Tuesday)
We are connected with Jesus our Lord. It we a.re really
connected w1 th Him, then we will go where He goes. We
will be where He 1s. l"lhen He · goes to heaven we will
be sure that we will go there, too. Ou;- Lord said,
"Wher e I am there sha ll also my servants be. 11 This 1s
the thing that we would like to think about today, eapeo1a.lly remembering about our dying and r1a1ng again.
Yesterday we ea.id that the living ~esus is our power 1n
life. We said it was like a train, pulled by a locomotive. Wh at i s it that makes the locomotive go? • • • •
The steam is the power, it is the thing that makes the
11
choo choo II noise tha.t drives the · wheels and Dulls the
train a.long. We could ask the question this wa7--what
ls it that makes the oaboose g.o ?. . • • It you aa:, the
engine, then I will a sk what makes the engine go?
lt" 'inally the a nswer is 0The caboose goes because ot the
steam i n the engine. 11 In the same way all of us who
are connected to Jesus, like oars are connected to the
locomotive, are able to 11ve because Jesus lives. The
life of J esus Christ 1a our power to live. Because
Jesus rose from the dead, after dying tor our forgiveness and our eternal life, we too are alive. We are
moved along by the moving life of Jesus who rose from
the dead.
t·That would you say ls the thing that connects us w1 th
Jesus?. • • • Every oar 1.s connected to the car in
front of him and. finally connected to the locomotive.
What connects us with Jesus? • • • • ~here are a number
or things that are right. You ootµd sq "The Holy
Spirit 1s the one who connects us.u That would be
correct because it is the sn1r1t of God who gives us
the things that we need to hold on to Jesus. Somebody
says, "Just hold on to Jesus.n Well, how oan you hold
on to Him? You can't see Him, can you? You can't
touch Him can you? How are you able to hold on to ·
Him? Her~ the anewere would be faith, or believing,
or love.

How do we know we have hold, that He 1s pulling? The
Holy Sp1r1t changes us to be the kind ot person who
loves .J esus and believes in Him. And as soon as ~
believe in Him ve know He is up there moving us. If
a t~eight car
fastened to the middle ot a train,
it may not be able to see the locomot1ve, but as soon
as the train begins to move, the freight car 1a aure

ls
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that the engine is up there. It ·may not be able to
see it, but it's able to feel 1t pull the freight car.
That's a bout the same way that we s~e sure that our
Lord Jesus Christ 1a moving us, 1a really alive, 1s
really the Son of God. We know 1ne1de of us that 1t
1a true. The Bible tolls ua this is· the voioe of the
Holy Spirit bearing witness w1th us that Jesus 1s·
rea lly God I s Son and our 11ving Savior. As He moves
us He gives us faith. Our faith, or our love, or our
believing in Jeeue is the thing that couplee .us, that
f a stens u s on to our Lord who moves us.
In the Apostles ' Oreod we say it 1n the lest part
about the Holy Gho st. Let'c stand and say it together,
a nd you hold up your ha..n d e.s soon a.s we get to the part
that shows how we are connected with our Lord. 11 I believe in the Holy Ghost (Gome of you are holding up
your h a.na.s now becauso the Holy Ghost connects us);
the Holy Chris tian Church, the communion of saints
( some of you a.re holding up your· h e.nds · now because
when we a.r e made s a ints we become pa1 t of the train,
the un1on of all those who are made holy by Jesus);
the forgiveness of sins (some of you are holding up
your h a nds now because we have our a1na forgiven; that
shot-JS t h at we have f a1 th 1n Christ, that we believe in
Ilim, that we love Him)." All or this part of the Creed
1s t a lking about the way we e.re f'astened together and
to Jesus. The Holy Christian Church is one long line
of saint s connected together to the 11v1ng Jesus
Christ . · Where He goea we go. Because He lives we
live. Whe:i:."e He 1s there we w1ll also be.
1

Now 1ma lline that the top of th1a new screen is the
tra ck. I-Iere 1s e. long train. I I il take this hymn
book and onen it up on top of the traok. Nov what
does 1t look like?: • • • This is a tunnel. Imagine
tha t 1t 1a a long tunnel in which . the train would be
completely hidden. Now you can see the tra.~n going
1nto the tunnel. After a while you will see the
engine come out. Now what about the r~et of the
care? • • • • What can you be pretty sure about them?
• • • • They're going to oome out, t~o; because the7
are fastened to the engine they will make it along
the way, too.
0

That• s exactly what we can believe about. Jesus, ourselves and the grave. we remem.ber that Jesus went into
the grave after He had died for our sins. But o~ the
third day He rose again from the dead. Nov we a.re
fastened to Jesus, connected with Ht1m ~
.~;her
are going to die, too. When our 11 o sen
•

rai!:·

·I
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ae a young per~on or as an old person, we too w1ll d1e
and will be burled. B~t we can be Just as sure about ourael ves as we are about the train. Just as Jesus
came out of the grave, so we will come out ot the
grave. · Just as He rose f1•om the dead, so we will r1se
from the dea d. Now we ~ould say the rest of that part
of the Creed. Hold up your hand when we come to that
part that talks about oui• following Jeeus out of the
grave. 11 ! believe in the Holy ~host; the hol,y
Christian Church, the communion or saints; the forgiveness of sins; the reaurreot1on of the body"--th1s
is the pa.rt. We believe our bodies wili be ·raised up
fro m the gra ve. \·Te will live with ·Jesus forever and
ever.
Today our p r nyer i s one to which we will heve to pay
9articular a~litentioI?-. We• re going to be thanking Ged
that .we are going to be living with Him forever. But
'\:Then will you start to live with H1m? Just when you
die--juat Rt Judgment Day'? Why waste today? Today
we should. begin to live with Him. So we ~,111 thank

H1m for being permitted to live with Him forever, but
will ask Rim e s pecially to help us 11v.e with Him and
for Him today.
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